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Foreword

This volume is a record of a Seminar which served, for those of us
who took part in it, as a pause for refreshment on a journey. To be a
social worker is, in many ways, to be destined for a pilgrimage without
an end. Sometimes it may seem to others that it is the quest for a just,
equal, and perfect social order which draws us on even as, long ago,
eyes strained to the horizon for a blissful glimpse of the jewelled shrine.
Yet we know that for us there is no shrine, no perfect society at the end
of the road. Each seeming achievement brings new challenges and new
roles to be fulfilled; from time to time, even the road caves in and new
routes must be explored. Chaucer's pilgrims paused for gaiety and
frolic. Bunyan's for meditation and prayer. No doubt we could use our
share of all of these, but our pauses must also serve other needs. To this
Second Asian Regional Seminar we brought our questions-- what have
we learned and achieved so far? Where do we go from here? And at the
Seminar, we found some answers; minds met on professional issues
and thus allowed us to explore new directions in our field. In sharing
the knowledge we have gained so far and in taking part in plans for
tasks to come. we found zest for new ideas and strength to carry us on
the road ahead but, as always, we were left with other questions and
other problems to take back with us for testing and for mulling over as
we again started to move ahead.
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When Singapore was proposed as the venue for this Seminar, there
was reason for both delight and trepidation on the part of the small
and struggling host school. The preparations beforehand and the
Seminar itself proved in countless w:Ivs to be an experience never to be
forgotten. We trembled, we strived, we learned, we grew, we rejoiced.
Undoubtedly, we also stumbled and we erred. But, by the energy and
tolerance 'if the Planning Committee, and by the enthusiasm and the
drive of oa Chairman, Dr. Angelina Almanzor, we were ever
encouraged. In the resilience and stimulating contributions of all who
attended, we gained inspiration: in the recollection of their good
nature and good fellowship, we have a cherished reward.

January, 1974
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Introduction

At the International Conference on Social Work Education, Pope
lation, and Family Planning convened at the East-West Centre in
Hawaii under the sponsorship of USA/AID in 1970, specific re-
commendations were made in regard to the need for extensive work in
the development of qualified social work manpower for population
and family planning responsibilities under regional and international
auspices. This challenge was immediately picked up by the IASSW
with a comprehensive proposal for the educational development o: its
member schools. Within the context of a central plan, the need to
involve social workers for effective participation in family planning
and population activities was translated into a project which involves
three recurring cycles of activi :y over a five-year period. The first cycle
occurs within the Asian schools, the second and the third cycles in the
Latin AmericaniCarribean and African schools.

Recognising the fact that the major problem of the profession in this
area lies in the inadequate preparation of social workers for family
planning and population activities, the project plan was divided into
three major work phases:

1. Preparatory curriculum development by selected individual
schools of social work ccncentrating on total curricular needs of
programmes for basic social work education.

r'
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2. Organisation regional onferen on social work education to
make use of the technical expertise and help of international/
regional consultants and colleagues.

3. Organisation of an international workshop to share the results of
the experience in the regions.

Following this plan, the IASSW, with the Association of Schools of
Social Work in India, co-sponsored the first Asian Regional Seminar
in 1971, with the Nirmala Niketan School of Social Work, Bombay
University, serving as the host school. Under the broad theme of
curriculum development and teaching, three content areas were
examined :. ( 1) curriculum development with reference to social
development, population problems, and family planning and social
work research; ( 2) educational methods and teaching materials; and
( 3) the learner in social work education.

Immediately following that seminar, the IASSW family planning
project was launched in Asia. The crucial preparatory years were 1972
and 1973; for the most part, the activities were centered on preparing
the schools for the anticipated changes in the overall curricular
objectives and goals in social work educati m. This was considered a
most important step after the discovery that in Asia the schools of
social work or. for that matter, the social workers as a professional
group have hardly been tapped for family planning responsibilities.
The primary reason for this was a realistic acceptance of the fact that,
in family planning, social workers "could not give what they did not
have."

Undei. the IASSW Project. eleven countries and twenty-one schools
were visited within a period of eighteen months to obtain a first-hand
view of progress and problems in social work education. Following the
selection of pilot schools, national faculty workshops were organised in
Korea. the Philippines. Indonesia, and Thailand. Individual pilot
schools conducted faculty development programmes and international
resource teams helped in the examination, updating, and upgrirling
of the curricula of schools of social work. By the end of 1973, most of
the pilot schools had managed to set up a five-year Flan of work Also,
encouragingly enough, curricular provisions including family plan-
ning and population activities were recorded and the s started
producing indigene us teaching materials.

The Singapore Seminal was, in a way, the first Activities Report
Meeting of schoeis participating in the IASSW family planning
project. A committee which met in Sing wore in March, 1973,
planned the programme in order to give the pilot schools the oppor-
tunity to meet together and to share ;and analyse experiences in their
first year of activities.

'Cu attain this goal on a regional basis toe objectives ;4 the Seminar
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were set as follows
1. To enable pilot schools to sl.are and analyse experiences, in-

cluding progress. problems, and future plans;
2. To provide a setting for the analysis of shared experiences, to

gain a new perspective;
3. To assay. explicate 'he n le and enhance the contribution of

social work in family planning and population activities within a
developmental context ;

4. To promote the production, exchange, and use of indigenous
educational resources;

5. To strengthen teachinglearning processes in family planning
and population activities; and

6. To work on the guidelines and procedures for effective pilot-
project evaluation.

Usually, the schools of social work go about undertaking curricular
activities without consciously alloting or inch:, ling time for recording
the process gone through. This time, the preparations for the Seminar
gave the raison d'être for the documentation of actual work done by
and going on in the schools of social work. These materials were freely
shared with the other schools during the Seminar-Workshop.

Integrating family planning in the social work curriculum has
indeed opened the avenue toward a realistic re-examination of the
total learning experiences in social work education. More important,
there grew an increasing awareness of the necessity for writing down
experiences and these would eventually constitute the raw materials
which could be the source and the beginning of formal teaching
materials.

There were four major papers presented during the seminar week.
As it became increasingly clear that social work has been seeking for
new directions to ke:p pace with changing needs and changing
environmental pressures and requirements. Dr. Katherine Kendall, in
her :imely paper. provided the appropriate conceptual framework to
pave the wsly ;.nd direct the focus to prevention and development in
social wink eco..cation.

Dr. Herman Stein's paper provided some of the needed answers in
responst. to field queries on certain preconceived notions that the social
worker's inability to give full support to family planning as part of an
overall development plan may be traceable to an inadequate ttnder-
standing of the values and ethics involved, as seen in ;he context of
national aspirations. lie unraveled and helped resolve some of the
ethical issues and problems related to sacral development within the
context of some of the traditional values permeating the Asian wi of
life.

Mr. Mher Nanavattv gave a comprehensive report on the U.N.'s
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family planning programme and activities in the region. He gave an
updated view on the U.N. approaches and thrusts to effect macro-level
changes in the different countries. He also shared his ideas on the
relationship of family planning and family welfare within the develop-
mental context.

Finally, Mr. S.H. Pathak's paper on the role and contribution of
social work, with par:icular reference to India, noted that social
workers were performing multiple and varied functions but that they
were noticeably working mostly in traditional settings. In most of the
countries in Asia, social workers are only beginning to be involved in
national family planning programmes.

Ali hough these papers provided the stimulation for discussion
during the workshop week, the proceedings of tills Seminar will reflect
the total substantive content of what transpired in the twe-week
meeting. The general rapporteur has faithfully reviewed the reports so
patiently prepared by the chairmen and capporteurs assigned in every
discussion group. It is only appropriate to mention here that the
twenty-one pilot schools were actively involved in the total planning
and implementation of Seminar activities. Likewise, the quality of
participation during the meetings amply demonstrated the deep
commitment and serious consideration giver. by the educators to the
family planning and population concerns in Asia.

This Seminar has involved a number of people very deeply. It is
hoped that the experience. of working together shall spur social work
educators involved in the IASSW Project to work harder and better
than before. We express our feelings of gratitude to IASSW for
making Asia a showpiece in this international project for the training
of social workers in family planning and population.

Dr. Angelina C. Almanzor
Asian Regional Representative

International Association of
Schools of Social Work

February. 1974
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Opening Remarks
TAN BOON CHIANG

With the increasing sophistication and development in most of our
Asian communities. it is inevitable that social work and social service
must eventually be elcyated to a higher level of professionalism, and
more and more will there be dependence upon the expertise found in
such work and service. A greater emphasis is even now being laid upon
the need to have trained social workers in community service to assist
in the handling of the complex problems affecting both the family and
the community in fast developing urban and industrialised settings,
and even in agricultural situations. As an answer to pressing problems,
the trained social worker can bring norms for practical application to
these situations. "ro that extent, this Seminar to consider how social
milk potentials can be maximised for family planning and population
activities will contribute positively toward the fulfillment of some
fundamental national policies. It is equally true, however, that the
value of trained social workers in other fields of community service
particularly in relation to youth can never be emphasised enough.

One of the major tasks of social work and service at this time seems
to be the need to find the balance between the expertise of the trained
social worker and the lack of trained skills of a whole host of volunteer

11w honorable Mr. Tan Boon Chiang is Deputy Chairman of the Council of
the University of Singapore. Singapore.
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helpers and workers without whi in social work and community service
in most Asian regions could not be implemented. emphasis on
professionalism in social work and service should, in my view, be
balanced with the realities of the social situation in order to ensure the
maximum progress and a meaningful future for our teeming com-
munities in Asia. There must be that judicious mixture of trained
attitudes and volunteer zeal to bring forth the best possible service to
the community. It is Lecessary, in the implementation of social work
within our various comnumities, that the professional should work
close proximity with the non-professional. The lead which the pro-
fessional should provide must be tempered with the kind of human
understanding and involvement that the volunteer can provide.
Service to the community enables the ttamed social worker to assess
the potentials available for drawing out the best in volunteer effort.
The trained social worker would not advance his cause if he took the
attitude that all social work and community service, by virtue of the
complexity of the problems involved, should only be handled by
trained personnel.

No government with a regard for priorities could ever provide
sufficient finances for all the community efforts which could he
planned in any one territory. It should be the underlying duty of the
trained social worker to plan his efforts so that volunteer contribu-
tions. whether in cash or in kind, can be extracted from the
community to help supplement and fulfill the social programmes so
vital for the general and social well-being of that community. The
training of the social worker must and should be broadened, so that he
is provided with the skills for seeking ways and means of drawing out
the best from the community for the assistance of the less fortunate
members as well as for the ultimate general well -hying of everyone.
Only then can it be said that social work training has maximised not
only the potentials of social work and service of whatever nature. but
also the implementation of those potentials. The success of implement-
ing these potentials will largely depend upon how social plans are
popularised so that not only is a wide volunteer effort forthcoming, but
aim) the necessary supporting finances which can, in addition to
whatever governmental support can be mustered, supplement neces-
sary projects.

Most of those attending this Seminar are teachers in schools of social
work in Iran and 'Turkey in the West. and Korea. Japan. the
Philippines. and Indonesia in the East. It has ahvays been my view that
the crying need for social service in all the various communities
requires the maximising of all talent available. to such an extent that
university teachers and faculty members, in addition to teaching



duties and research contributions, should seriously consider involve-
ment in the practical field of social work, perhaps in an extra-
curt icula capacity. No one can deny that in the field of social work the
harvest is plentiful. but the workers are few. Is there a territory within
the Asian region which does not face a crying need for persons who will
come forward to offer their services, whether in an amateur or a
professional capacity, for remuneration or otherwise, in all aspects of
social work and community service? What is required is dedication and
the right approach to social work. Yet the conflicting needs of our
developing territories have very often resulted in the trained social
worker being lured to other pursuits by the proverbial financial
carrot and thus he moves from the social field to management areas
in pursuit of monetary inducements. The need for dedication, single-
ness of purpose, and a genuine approach to community service is ever
more urgent and will become even more pressing as our various
communities continue to develop.

At this regional Seminar, efforts will understandably be directed
toward potentials for family planning and population activity. It is
right and proper that this Seminar should be focussed upon a
fundamental aspect of social work in the Asian region. In the course of
the Seminar deliberations, there will be full opportunity for an
exchange of experiences and ideas on how potentials for such work can
be maximised, and I have no doubt that this Seminar will end with a
general consensus that much has been achieved from the fruitful
discussions and exposure to different approaches to the theme. It
would be a pity if the knowledge which will be gained and the
conclusions which will be reached were to be carefully documented for
the sole purpose of providing yet another adornment for the educa-
tional bookshelf. It is. therefore, perhaps not out of place for me to
mention that it is the follow-up and implementation of the useful
conclusions !cached at this Seminar which should constitute a con-
tinuing social work commitment in order to achieve the national goals
of the respective communities represented here.



Focus on New
Prevention Opportunities

and for Social Work

Develop;nent Education

KATHERINE A. KENDALL

The IASSW Project to Develop Qualified Social Work Manpower
for Population and Family Planning Responsibilities is an idea whew
time has come. 'When many of us met for the first time at the
Intercultural Seminar at th- EastWest Crtre in I lawaii. in March,
1970. family planning had no special claim on our interest and figured
very little. if at all. in our educational programmes.

We have come a long way since then. There are now 20 pilot schools
in I I countries !participating in the Project. In the Philippines, there is
a pilot association of schools of social work with seven of its member
schools actively engaged in the Project. All except two of these pilot
programmes one in Jamaica :Ind one in Ecuador are in Asia. where
the project was initiated. We also have the promise of additional
programmes in Latin America and Africa as soon as the necessary site
visits can be made. Although we will not have pilot schools in Europe
or North America. we are planning a European consultation and
seminar on social work and family planning in cooperation with the
European Branch of the International Planned Parenthood Feder-

Dr. Kadin ine A. Kendall is Secteituv-General a the International Asso
ciacion of s, Soc ial Vork and Project Director of the Project to
Deelop Qualified Soda! %Volk Nlanpower for Family Planning and
Population Atli% ides.



ation. and we are encouraging new curriculum developments in this
area in the United States and Canada. Thus. the movement launched
in Hawaii is now a worldwide phenomenon. There are, of course.
considerable differences from region to region in population growth
rates and in the perception of family planning as a significant field of
set % ice for social work. Within Asia. however, a strong consensus has
emeiged on the desirability and necessity of an effective social work
contribution to this field.

I'his is, indeed, an idea whose time has come. The reasons are well
known to all of us. but they may be worth recounting. On entering the
I970s. social work and social work education stood on the threshhold
of change. partly by circumstances and partly by design. lw tra-
ditional or remedial tasks of social work, important though they are,
seemed in,:dequate when faced with the demands on the profession in
all countries. In the Third World, the traditional educational pro -

grammes in schools of social work seemed too far removed from the
tentral concerns of govvrnments as reflected in national development
plans. Ihe rime was ripe for nnivement beyond the traditional
reexamination of educational goals and programmes into new educa-
tional ventures.

Family planning happened to he the trigger that set off the new
emphasis on developmental social %cellar... It could have been some
thing else. but in many respects are fortunate that it was family
planning because it embodies the characteristics of developmental
social welfare more than almost any other field in which social workers
are currently engaged. \lot enver, family planning has the advantage
of emracing all of social work's methodological approaches. from the
therapeutic relationship through all forms of individual and group
activity to social policy. planning. administration, and the broadest
type of community invokement and action. thus assuring it an
appropriate place in every educational sequence in the curriculum.

Although these reasons are all highly compelling as explanations for
the socurs of the I ASSW Project. there is something more that needs
to be ailded. We have oioinuously emphasised that family planning is
only one piece in the much larger mosaic of prevention and develop-
ment. in working on this one piece. we become involved in ever-
widening concerns which inevitably lead us into new directions or
opportunities for social work education.

While we mar refer to new opportunities or directions, it does not do
justice to social work to forget or overlook the ageold commitment of
our profession to prevention and social reform. Ihe widely known
definition of social work. which describes its professional activities as
falling within three functions, is the: "restoration of impaired capacity.
provision of individual and social resources, and prevention of social



dysfunction."' This is only one of many definitions that invariably joins
prevention with remedial activities. We all know that in its beginnings,
and particularly in its earliest flowering, social work stood for an equal
interest in social reform and social provision. This balance has not
always been maintained. but the idea of prevention and cure as
inseparable concerns has always been a cornerstone of our philosophy.
if not of priiCte

Nevertheless. at this time we do have special opportunities to
inbrace prwntin and development as new directions for social work
edut ation. With family planning as our point of entry, let us now
examine our new opportunities, using the Project's first two years of
experience as a guide.

PREVENTION
First. let us look at the concept of prevention. Primary prevention,

as practiced in public health. terrains an elusive willof-the-wisp for
social work. When one recalls what is meant in public health parlance
by "pi imar prevention.** we can readily understand why it eludes us.
We' are more at home with secondary and tertiary prevention, which
simply means using what we know about particular problems, condi-
tions. or situations to alleviate unwanted or undesirable consequences
of to initiate changes for the better. Primary prevention means the
actual prevention of the occurrence of disease or certain conditions
tin ough elimination of the known hazards or cause's. or by immu-
nisation. In other words. purify the water supply and you will prevent
typhoid le%er. Destroy the Anopheles nit squito and you will prevent
maim ia. act Mate the population and you will prevent smallpox. It
would indeed be a boon to mankind if social work could set as targets
the elimination of the ast and complex human and social problems
that beset this wol Id. lie best that we can do is to break out of the
latger ptublems the pat tit ular entities that are within our competence

pillent and to dtlell tp the methodology that will enable us to
It.rt t Sol k

lit tiling in family planning at this point is to invite facetious
teinalks about the all.tooob% ions connection between prevention of
Huh, and the use of ColltrilleptiVeS. which is certainly primary
ple%entin. but this is nut what I have in mind. What I do have in
mind is the I e.disation that family planning. more than any other field
of set % it e %%I. ha% e entered in recent yeats. gi%es us an opportunity to
assess the applicabilit% in 01 ial %%nk practise of the epidentio!..gical
aioat h to some adaptation of it.

'l B r . . . .1 1'1. it ( 1,1,1. 2,11,111 .1 rho I 1,114r, Sou 1.11 %Volk
4: ..1 I . \ I. t marls 11 "It '.110 ltis ',1



Vhat ieisely is inytilved in the use of the epidemiological a-
roach! rile word epidemiology is in itself a mouthful and pei haps we
should briefly review what it means. Epidemiology conies from three

eek words which may be traslated as "knowh Age about eople." or
perhaps "the science of i.eole. and has been referred to as a
"detective store technique.' Epidemiology began, as its name sug-
gests. as an attempt to puizle out the reasons for epidemics. why they
struck when they did. and why some groups of ole rather than
others were affected. It continues as an observational wit ne con-
temns! with groups of people rather than with any individual person.
It attemts 0 discover the inidepre or occurrence of a particular
disease 01 condition and it studies the prevalence or frequency of the
disease or uecurrentr while allalysig all possible causal factors. It has
a «immunity-wide connotation in that it identifies the population at
risk. i.e.. those wimps of people who are more likely than others to be
-Mkt ted. That is by no means all there is to epidemiology, but perhaps
enough has been said to lvral that although the word itself may sound
foreign to social work ears. its problem-solving operations have a
familiar ring. It is indeed problem-solving. but with certain fixed
rules.

amil% planning is not a disease or a problem or an occurrence. but
it is associated with a wide tangy of conditions that bring it within the
put iew of primary re%tmon. Consider. for example. that illegal
abortion has been described as the most widespread Intni:n disease.
which is another way of saving that illegal abortion is epidemic in the
win Id tinia.' In some countries of Europe. it has been said although
not %eriied. that the abortion late exceeds the birth rate.4 Fhis has also
been lir null limn Asia and can be regarded as a signal of the
&gemination of women not to have more children than they want.
The high mortality and min bidity associated with :ndoced Amnon,

phYsit al and emotional suffering. and tl waste of woman
irsouit es make this an intolerable situation. If this were cholera. there
%%mild be worldwide mobilisation for immediate action. Primary
Het ention is the answer. and it is indeed available in family planning
%%hit h has the [Huse' to eliminate the public health problem of illegal
abotti,,n

Ve may nut be able to waste' epidemiology, but we can practise
pled nti'' sot i.11 wmk and one awe( t of !his practise is the hie: ti-
tit ation poptilmions at IA. In Iran. while prostitutes are congre-
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gated in a re.1 light district in l'elteran. social w.,rker., recognised the
special %nineratntny of Ow tern. age daughters of the prostitutes.
1.1ii le vim Oho a variety of services to the total population of the at( a
rho rug,' a otalttonty welfae centre iocial work students selected
thus( Aids as a high risk tat get group. Through the tot films.
counselling. and group pmgrammes. it strategy of prevention was put
into operation which. although it will not be its effective as vaccination
for smallpox. may protect a vulnerable highrisk group from falling
into prostitution as a way of lite. In social work terms, this could be
t .al led pre%ention.

A report horn the Philippines tells of a loosely organised youth
group in a squatter slum which was identified as a specially vulnerable
high risk group. Through special activities. family planning guidance.
and family life education. the boys in this group were helped to
develop skills and values that would make them immune to squatting
as a way of life.

Fhere are many gradations in prevention. and there are more
opportunities than we realise to riotise pirventive social work. While
engaged in giving service. social workers should also be able to discover
anti classify not one but many causal factors and thus determine visible
tai gets for pre-ventive action. Consider how often. ac social workers, we
are involved in cases of t hill abuse. child neglect. and child abandon
ment. and in situations of family discord. Undoubtedly. there are
many t auses io such situations. but has it breo an ingrained profes-
sional habit to sort out and classify those causes? Because of our new
interest in family planning. we may now see more clearly than ever
before the association between marital discord. child defects, or child
neglect and um many children coming too qui-, illy. We are confronted
daily by the multipl- and interrelated causes of novettv and the many
resultant ploblems. Do we know whether high fertility is more
significant than other causes in 'elation to any or all of these problems?
Flo example. do mothers of many children have a higher percentage
of deter tit(t InIthen than other mothers? As social workers. we may
not be able to cam through epidemiological studies. but we rim
obwiir. and we can develop a mow tentifi aproach to the study of
those so, ial also! tiers or conditions with v hitIr we are familiar and
whir It rite( t of threaten given segments t t the population. It is from
this point that we can begin work that will lead to prevention and
% l halt the oc current( of these disorders. Ill is we cannot do
alont but. as we shall see in a later section of this impel. their is. even
now nun to that WC t 111110t 111) :11011r. IlltrAllfdt'SSIO11:11 titillWOi.: is a
Iii.a,pII rfottplotrn of our ill the niece( timis III pie.
%ntis,n and rlowlopnwitt.



DEVELOPMENT

In the same way that la.nily planning sharpens our perception of
social work as a preventive service. tt k on help us to identify and
become better equipped to handle social develooment functions.
No on has as vet defined those functions at bast to my
satisfaction with enough specificity to provide a firm base for
curl iculum planning. but I have found helpful a set of characteristics
of social development recently identified by a United Nations Expert
Working Group on Social Welfare Policy and Planning.' Through
their application to family planning. 1 believe we can also gain insight
into other (les elopmental functions.

1. Dece/opmnta/ social welfare is posi:icr, that remedial, in its
objeettues. here we have a fundamental characteristic which can
become the measure of social work's cc,itribution. Economic and
social development have 'merged as the keystone of national policies
in most of the countries represented at this Seminar. All sectors
health. education, labour. social welfare, commerce. etc. are in
volved. and each sector makes its own contribution. The social welfare
contribution has to do with human beings who are or should be at the
centre of development and whose potential must be realised if
development is to succeed. Therefore.our concern as social workers lies
in our complete commitment, by history. profession. and experience,
to the well-being of people. In other words, we are concerned with
human development and the way in which people can be served by
economic and social development.

Family planning is intrinsically positive in its objective's. because the
major purpose of birth limitation is to give every child born into the
world an opportunity to become a total human being. This point does
not need elaboration. but we should perhaps examine our practise in
family planning to assess the extent to which we are guided by positive
objectives. It is easy to think narrowly of family planning in the
remedial sense as a means of as oiding unwanted children. This is a
distasteful concept. particularly to a professional group which has
always given priority to family and child welfare and which places
inestimable value on every human life. This is why the idea of birth
control emerges as a negative approach to social workers and to many
others in certain parts of the world. On the other hand, family
planning or child spacing seen as positive family welfare carries the
li!rattg connotation of decisions freely made to bring children into
the world when there is a chance that individual potential can be
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In moving into other areas of developmental social welleue, we. may
find that many of our so-called remedial services are indeed develop-
mental simply because we have imbued them with the positive
approach of unlocking human potential. In the background reports
prepared for this Seminar. there are significant reference.; to students
and faculty becoming partners of the people in creating structures and
opportunities for a better life. This, indeed, is human development,
and this is what lies at the heart of economic and social development.

2. Dez-flopmentai social wel /are is comprehensive in approach and
related to all sectors of need. Again, we find that family planning.
while only one piece in the mosaic of soiPI development. touches all
sectors health. velueation, labour, social welfare, etc. Learned dis-
t ourses can take place as to which cone3 first: success in family
planning as a prerequisite for development, or success in development
as a prerequisite for success for family planning. In any event. they
ne ve! each other and in our work in family planning we also need to be
await of the intorrelationship between high fertility and a host of
economic and social factors and conditions. In fact, our interest in
family pluming requires that we' redouble our efforts to ensure social
and economic progress and social justice.

Thus. it is heartening to find in the reports from the Philippines that
family planning is integrated with the developmental activities being
.cried on in squatter slum areas: that it is bringing social work into

new fields such as agroindustrial settings and lowcost housing
',injects: and that it is inspiring new functions such as the provision of
leadership training seminars for social action leaders.

In Iran. we find that family planning services are integrated with
pie natal and post-natal care, with lit racy classes, group activities for
youth anti fin adults. handicraft training, day care, and a whole range
of sot ial set vices. I am sure that there is also evidence from other
(mimics that our concern with family planning brings us into

rei t Inset Rich with all those sectors of need that can be met only
through comprehensive social and economic development.
3. 1)e elopnicntal Anonl wellare is relevant to all sectors o/ the
',familia/on and it is able to meet the needs of target populations as a
uhide. unit dsable consequences /or national development. We
hake pre% iousl% referred to sectors as fields. We are now concerned
with dittrnt suitors of the population. It is characteristic of devel-
opmental social welfare that services, in principle, are community-

ide and not limited to any particular groups, although special gronps
ma% be singled out st% Large t populations. The analogy with epide-

olt ogit al plat ;Ise. described earlier in this paper. is obvious.
Mtn and mole. family planning is designed to reach all sectors of

population and not just %%omen of childbearing age.. Population
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education reaches the young: sex education is increasingly being
developed for youth groups: me of all ages are reached through their
1,!aces of employment, the army, or other all-male enclaves: and the
message is cat tied to old people who are often the decision-makers in
the families.

Although family planning as a service is relevant to all sectors of the
population. there are target groups which benefit from special at-
tention. In Thailand, for example. the Department of Social Work
1)1,11i, to promote family life education through a series of meetings
with university students. The purpose of this kind of programme is to
help students develop an appreciation of the quality of family life and
it sense of responsibility for planning marriage and parenthood.

Fli successful use of family planning services by target populations
cannot fail to have desirable consequences for national development.
A hatard here for social workers, however, is the possible misuse of
family planning with special groups as an anti-poverty measure. While
Lund% planning can make a significant difference in the lives of
individual poor families, and while it is indeed a factor in promoting
eeonontic development. it cannot and should not be regal did as a cure
for poverty. New is it a substitute for the reforms and services that are
necessary h all families to achieve a decent quality of life. !fere. it is
useful to recall what was said earlier about a positive as opposed to a
lemedial approach. In working with any target group. regardless of
economic or social status. the goal is not anti-birth. or antichiklren.
01 anti anything. It is pro-human development and the fulfillment of
human potential. For social work, this is the central objective of
eh- elopment and the objective that we are now trying to achieve
timing!' a reorientation of social work education.

SOME CURRICULUM ISSUES

Fhi. Seminar b,ings us together to study and reflect upon these new
diire non, in sin i tl work education. Most of the schools represented
heir have allady initiated changes in their curricula in order to
e\pae.1 ineori)e)rate content On population and family planning.
Some schools have chosen to integrate this content into existing courses
and held instruction: some have. established special courses: and a
number hate done both. Since each school is encouraged to develop its
plogiamir:e in the light of its own educational objectives and local
situation. no two t attic ulum plans are the same. This is as it should
be but I am sole we will find that there are certain questions and
issues'.'. hie h all se he).15 face in this new curric Ilium building task. Let
me aline ipate a few t these curriculum issues.



Social Policy Issues

Populatio) control appears to be distasteful and, perhaps, even a
forbidden subject in social work circles in Latin America and Africa.
It does not emerge too dearly as a social policy issue in the pro-
gramme?. of the schools in Asia. except possibly in the schools in Iran.
Bangladesh. and Singapore. Our attitude towani this subject deserves
some attention. It has 1)..n evident in all of our conferences and
seminars that family pianning is seen as congruent with social work
%alites while population control is not. %%e are committed to volun-
tarism. and we find almost frightening the ideas that go beyond family
planning into a catalogue of horrors. such as the injection of a fertility
control substance into the water supply or the withdrawal of social
welfare benefits from families with more than a stated number of
children.

The issue for discussion is the extent to which we should ventilate
this question of involuntary fertility control in our educational pro-
grammes. As educational institutions. our schools believe or should
believe in freedom to explore all questions. whether or not we are in
agreetnont with the ideas expressed. Social work schools, as profes-
sional schools. have a commitment to educate for the future and, in a
number of countries. some form of population control may well
1ecome .1 part of that future. If they are to make any contribution to
policy decisions. social workers must have a deep understanding of the
problem and the reasons for the proposals that go beyond family
planning. 'Him must have more than an emotional reaction to
plop's:its such as the withdrawal of welfare benefits. They need to
buttiss their feelings with rational arguments and, most important.
they should be ready with counterproposals. For example. it might be
the %midi wink view that the withdrawal of social welfare benefits is a
shot) sighted approach. In addition to the moral issue of penalising
the o hildren for the irresponsibility of the parents. there could be
sell defeating e«momic and social effects. If poor parents are
pcnalied economically for having too many children. then their
hildten te likely to be caught in the same kind of poverty and the

same kintt of ituation that will prevent them from practising family
planning. If social workers can muster evidence to support such
al guments. it must be brought to the attention of polivmakers.

It is lot this teaser that. to me. it seems necessary to
expose studnts lively and fully to the social policy issues that aris... in
relation II) population and family planning. As issues are debated.

ellent opotunities become available to discuss value conflicts.
rational s. emotional tesponses. and promising counterpriyosids.

h as the poll( v now so widely followed in China for marriage to be



delayed to age 25 for women and 30 for men, or proposals that permit
women to choose between using maternity benefits for the intended
purpose or letting them become available as a pension at a later point.
In debating population policies, we shall inevitably become involved in
a discussion of policies that improve educational opportunities, parti-
cularly for girls, or policies that, in general. improve the status of
women and increase their chances for employment. This puts us
squarely in the business of educating for social development which.
after all. is our overall objective. The opportunity to explore and
argue the pros and cons of thorny social issues in population and
family planning should, therefore. be welcomed and not avoided.
Questions on Social Planning and Administration

Recent regional meetings sponsored by the United Nations
Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East have carried us into
social planning as a key developmental activity for social workers.°
Social planning positions, however, are normally reserved for persons
who have had substantial experience in the execution and admin-
istration of social policies. In other words, since one does not usually
begin at the top. it is our obligation as curriculum builders to prepare
students for positions that serve effectively as stepping stones to greater
responsibilities. Administrative positions fall into this category. It is
my impression. based admittedly on insufficient knowledge of the
details of various educational programmes, that we are not placing
sufficient emphasis upon administration as an important subject
matter for social workers.

Our entry into family planning should propel us in this direction.
The grass-roots work and much of the motivational activity in family
planning are performed by aides or field workers who are not and need
not be qualified profs ssionals. However, if they are zo be successful,
they must be trained and supervised by qualified professionals who
carry the administrative responsibility for the programme. We do not
vet know to what extent social workers will be used as administrators
and trainers. Our education admirably equipsus for the organisational
activity that is involved in working with communities and for under-
standing the heti: vioural aspects of the task. A question for review is
whether we are equally well equipped to handle administrative
responsibilities. including the training and supervision of non-
professional personnel. If we prove ourselves in this type of adminis-
trative responsibility in family planning. we can extend our claims
outward to other fields in social development and upward to social
policy and planning.
6 111.0111f111 41111 l'InSpet I% in St t10011 of Social Work (5)ntlibotitig to I)reloloneilt in the
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Practise Problems

In my review of certain characteristics of preventive social work and
developmental social welfare. I noted that family planning is a
communitvwide activity. touching all sectors of need and all sectors of
the population. We also know that family planning, bearing as it does
upon intimate personal relations, can be a very private matter. As
mentioned earlier. family planning uses all of social work's method-
ologies. from the intensely therapeetic to the broadest community
approaches. All of our skills are needed, but a new concept is emerging
or. perhaps. it is today's version of an old concept. I refer to popular
participation. whit h bears a strong resemblance to community de-
velopment efforts to help people to help themselves.

The developmental characteristics outlined by the U.N. Expert
Group did not specifically mention popular participation, but the
discussion and other sections of the report made it clear that greater
participation by the people is a key element in social development.
People must be allowed and encouraged to deal with their problems
directly and locally.

An example of the ultimate in popular participation as a way of
arriving at local decisions was given recently in an article by a Chinese
writer in the New York Times. She reported that, since the Cultural
Revolution, total participation ;aid total involvement have become
almost an ingrained habit in Chinese communes and neighbourhoods.
She illustrated how. in t.. mil panning. a neighbourhood organises to
debate the number of that each family would plan to have
within the next year. The families agree, between them, whose turn it
will be to have, or not to have, a baby. In one group, every woman had
decided to have no more than two children. One woman accidentally
got pregnant out of turn, thus taking away from another woman the
possibility of having a baby. The first woman, in order not to interfere
with her neighbour's right to have a baby, underwent an abortion in
spite of the fact that she had no male child and very much wanted one.
The woman's action was seen as public-spirited and correct, a natural
outcome of the woman-to-woman solidarity resulting from popular
participation.'

It was exciting to find in the background mat i-ials for this seminar a
realisation of the importance of popular participation as a significant
element in social work practise in family planning. The inculcation of
family planning as a way of life via a people-based programme is
described in the background report for the Schools of Social Work
Association of the Philippines. In one of the individual reports from a
Philippine school, a new kind of field placement has been created; it is

7 !fan Sti%M. Planning in China.- New York 'runts. September 1. 1973.



not institutionalised through an agency but begins, operates, i id ends
with the people themselves.

In Korea. mothers' clubs organised to promote family planning
have. in some areas. become a force for community change and
improvement. Indeed, the organisation of women to quicken aware-
ness of their on needs and to effect changes in their status is a vital
element in social development. In a Philippine report, we find the
following statement :

The group of mothers concerned with the nutrition programme
%oluntarilv asked for a family planning series of lectures to be combined
with the nutrition demonstration. They themselves plan the lecture
content which starts with sex education and understanding the
dynamics of pregnancy and goes on to fertility control measures. There
is an unbelievable acceptance of family planning among this group....

Unbelievable? Yes and no. While it may be unbelievable in relation
to acceptance by groups in other situations, it does not surprise social
workers that people who have an opportunity to plan their own
Activities and arrive at their own decisions remain highly motivated to
continue a programme or activity which they regard as their own.

Social work's knowledge and value base should prepare well for the
encouragement of popular participation. I am not sure, however, that
we have fully grasped the difference between the familiar skills of
traditional group work and community work and the way in which
social workers become involved in popular participation. Although the
basic principle of helping people to help themselves remains operative,
popular participation has a wider connotation than self-help village
programmes. There is an element of activism, of the awakening of an
awareness that goes beyond specific needs of the people to a transfor
oration of their very lives and the institutions serving them. This
requires new skills. where thc social worker is a partner in dialogue and
action. not just an enabler. This is an enormously difficult task
because of the social distance that, in many of the countries repre-
sented here. separates the professional from the people. There are
many other prictise problems with which we shall be concerned, but
the importance of popular participation in the whole area of social
developtnent and particularly in family planning may justify sin-
glit.g out this one area for close examinatio.' of the role of the social
worker and the training necessary to perform that role.
Issues in Field Instruction

Innovation in field instruction may turn out to be a major benefit of
811..1. ls I; I n mill Man Srlt nil Work Edit( atron ( : Plulilrlrine VH:ll's
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the family planning project. The floating field placements described
by a Philippine School of Social Vork offer us one example. The
floating placement is based "in life as it exists in a community:- it
invokes a -development package which "refers to the totality of
services planned and implemented with the people Of the community,
aimed toward a desired economic and social change for a higher
quality of life." The vitality of such placements is evident in the
report. and, since popular participation is a significant aspect of the
floating field placement, I am sure that it would he useful to many to
have an analysis of the methodology employed, as well as the learning
opportunities, and arrangements for supervision a ml evaluation of
students at some later time.

1.11e problem of integrating family planning activities into ongoing
social welfare programmes. which is described in the report front
Korea. is one that may well effect most schools in the region. A faculty
study revealed that little attention was given to family planning in the
regular work of the social welfare agencies selected for study. Igno-
rance. rat her than prejudice. was obviously the reason for this neglect.
The problem for the Korean se tools and, probably. for other schools
lies in bringing social work graouates or other personnel used as field
instructors up todate on the place of family planning in the pro-
giamines of all social wllat agencies.

1-he interrelationship of family planning and other development
oriented ptOgranttnes is well illustrated in the report from Iran. which
des(1 ibes the communif.v welfare training centres used for field
instruction. Within a specified geographical area, these centres serve
the needs of the surrounding population. We have already noted that
in Iran literacy classes. handicrafts, day care for pre-school children,
youth activities. men's groups, pre-natal, post-natal and family plan
ning set rites for women. and a variety of social services are brought
together in one place. usually in an attractive building that serves as an
oasis in a desert of need. Such centres started as an extension of the
sit mil of social work in order to serve special populations and to
pivide field instruction for students. As fa.nilv planning programmes
in most coulitiirs are usually integrated with health services and not
will social wlfate services, lite advantages of this type of ( %immunity
welfare centre as a training facility for family planning and for social
development should he thoroughly explored.

The Problem of Interprofessional Teaching and Learning
Family planning cuts across a steadily increasing number of disci-

plines, both academic .111(1 professional. 'there are still hierarchical
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distinctions. however. with the medical doctor still perceived as the top
man on the family planning totem pole. Nurses and midwives cluster
around the doctoi to comprise the clinical team. In another area of
expertise. the demographer reigns supreme, with his facts and figures
providing the base for policies and programmes. The social scivntists
sociologists. economists, anthropologists. psychologists contribute
special knowledge. The communications people contribute special
techniques. The home economists, health educators, lawyers, religious
leaders. teachers of various kinds, and a variety of technicians are
involved in providing information or services. It has been said that
family planning has become a bandwagon, with every discipline
climbing on board. If so. this is an excellent thing. We are dealing
with questions and problems that affect the entire human race. Every
discipline should engage in finding answers and solutions and no
discipline can do it alone.

I Iowever. this plethora of talent and involvement does raise the issue
of interdisciplinary teaching and learning. With which disciplines do
we join forces. and for what purposes? Obviously, we need the
knowledge that comes from the social sciences. Our work will be more
effective if we know the techniques of communication. We can hardly
engage in direct service without the participatioa of the doctor. nurse,
and midwife.

'Yearn teaching is used in some schools for the double purpose of
providing knowledge from other disciplines as well as a demonstration
of the particular roles of each discipline in family planning. One
school of social work, noting the disadvantages of duplication of effort.
has reported pleins for a cooperative curriculum with its medical
school. 'the curriculum will include classroom and field teaching
particularly relevant to medico-social operations oriented toward
family planning in rural settings. All schools use lecturers from related
fields to provide certain content, usually in the areas of background
knowledge.

We have scarcely begun to work out the most fruitful methods in
interdisciplinary cooperation and team work. This Seminar, with
rein esentatives of several academic and professional disciplines, gives
us an opportunity to venture into what remains largely unexplored
ten limy. despite our lung clinical association with doctors and
psv Inatrists in such fields as medical and psychiatric social work.

CONCLUSION

There is much more that can and. I am sure, will be said about
cutrii tilum issues and problems at this Seminar. We will not solve all
our problems. but the exchange of experience will inevitably shed light



on most of them and help us to move forward in our individual and
collective efforts.

The push toward indigenisation will produce healthy differences of
opinion and approach. The continuing search for similarities as a
professional discipline will reveal universals, products of our con-
tinuing growth as a worldwide profession.

I have often recalled the words of welcome at the International
Conference on Social Work Education, Population, and Family
Planning in Ilawaii in 1970, but they arc worth repetition. "All men
are brotLers, all women are sisters, all brothers are different, all sisters
are different. and the difference is beautiful." We are one in our belief
in the aspirations and struggle of people to shape their own destinies
and a better world, but we are different in the ways in which, in our
several countries. we try to achieve that better world. If we accept
difference as good and desirable, we wilt find it equally good and
desirable to work and share together in the spirit of true professional
unity.



A Review of the The Contribution

United Nations' of Social Welfare
Programmes and to the Programme

Activities in in the

Family Planning Asian Region

MEIIF.R C. NANAVATTY

INTRODUCTION

The contributions of United Nations organisations in the field of
population and family planning and their efforts to relate social
welfare with family planning activities are so extensive and so vast that
any attempt at review is clearly a difficult task. It is therefore
appropriate to highlight some of the efforts made by the United
Nations and us regional arm in Asia, the Economic 0,mmission for
Asia and the Far East ( ECAFE), to indicate the trends of development
that may interest social workers and social work educators in the field
of family planning. It is also significant to indicate the contribution
that the field of social welfare can make in fulfilling the objectives of
the programme in the region.

EFFORTS OF UNITED NATIONS ORGANISATIONS

The awareness of relating social welfare with population policies
and programmes of family planning found expression in the re-

Nattavattv is Regional Adviser on Social Welfare Aspet-ts of Fa. lily
Planning for the United Nations Economic Commission for Asia and tht Far
East.
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commendations of the international Conference of Ministers Respon-
sible for Social Welfare, organised by the United Nations at New York
in 191;8:

In countries which have engaged into active population policies. social
we ltaie services have an important role to play in family planning
pwgrammes which may have themselves farreaching implications for
the countries' economic and social development. Social welfare services
should at wally he called upon to contribute their knowledge of family
and community attitudes and needs at the very first stage of policy
formulation, so that population policies may take due account of the
prevailing cultural concepts and attitudes regarding the scope and
limits of hulk ideal freedom generally and more specifically individual
responsibilities to parenthood.'

This was further supported by the First Asian Conference of
Ministers Responsible for Social Welfare held at Manila in 1970. This
meeting emphasised the need to relate social welfare with family
planning anti recommended effective measures to ensure family
welfare through family planning.

The process of examining the requirements of social welfare for
family planning was further extended at the Interregional Meeting of
F.xperts on Social Welfare' Aspects of Family Planning held at United
Nations I ieadquarters in 1971. This group of experts referred to the
-(Ievelopmental- and "preventive" functions of social welfare in
relating the contribution of social welfare personnel and institutions to
family planning in the context of national policies and programmes.
This expert group did not draw any sharp boundaries between the
disciplines co )ncerning adult education, rural extension, home
economics. public health, communication, and social work in identify-
ing the roles that could be played by workers in the field of social
welfare in general at all levels of field requirements. It took a broad
view of the influence of social welfare on meeting the objectives of
family planning. In countries where family planning has already been
adopted as a policy or a programme, either under public or voluntary
auspices. the social welfare personnel and institutions could contribute
in: ( a) delivery of direct family planning services to ensure social,
psychological, and cultural aspects which are crucial to the acceptance
of family planning practises: ( h) communication and education of
those who are as vet not mmivated through daily contacts with local
leaders and potential users in community and or individually based
social welfare services: ( c) promoting social change through various
community programmes of social welfare, within which family plan-

' Pt.( ev.imo "I the Inlet oational Conitnte of Nlinistts Res sibl for Social Welfare-
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ring could acquire positive meaning for all concerned; ( d) formu-
lation of a policy and programme of family planning and a survey and
assessment of the results; ( e) planning and promoting inter-
disciplinary research; and ( f) selecting areas for promoting family
planning where cultural, social, and economic conditions are rela-
tively favourable to produce maximum impact out of scarce resources.
In countries where family planning has not as yet been officially
accepted, social welfare personnel and institutions can play a pioneer-
ing promotion role.

The support for family planning comes from the conviction of the
basic human rights of the parents to decide on the size of their family
through acceptance of family planning practises, and improvement of
the status of women as a bask requirement of social development. The
expert group also specified areas of training, including the require-
ments of social work for family planning personnel anti the contri-
bution that social work education can make to the training of family
planning workers.'

The recommendations made by the group on "International Co-
operation- were far-reaching and related to country studies, field
surveys, appointment of interregional and regional advisers, establish-
ment of regional centres for training and research, and development
of interdisciplinary and interagency cooperation.' Subsequent to these
recommendations, an interregional adviser on the social welfare
aspects of family planning was appointed in 1971 and a regional
adviser for ECAFE in 1972. Efforts are also being made to create
similar posts for regional advisers in other regions. Case studies on
social welfare aspects of family planning were also initiated in ten
different countries by the UN headquarters with the help of country
consultants. Three of these countries are in the ECAFE region Iran,
India. anti Indonesia. The findings of these studies will be examined
by an expert group meeting in spring of 1974 ; this group will develop
further guidelines for effectively relating social welfare with family
planning activities. It is also proposed that ECAFE organise a Regional
Workshop on Social Welfare Aspects of Family Planning.

The First Asian Population Conference, called at New Delhi in 1963
by ECAFF. with the support of other UN organisations, bit: the
foundation for UN activities in population and family planning in the
iegutui. It set in motion many activities und'.r UN organisations that
wo"ld strengthen the efforts of member countries in developing family
planning activities. Tlw Second Asian Population Conk once, held at
Tokyo in 1972. marked a turning point in the promotion of family
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planning activities by emphasising the importance of social and
economic development as a basic requirement of population transi-
titm. In its "Declaration of the Population Strategy for Development.-
the Conference stated:

1. While population has a direct effect on economic and social
development and the human environment conversely policies in the
field of education health. housing. social security. employment. and
agliculttor have an impact on population and. therefore. require
integrated national planning and coordinating action at the highest
gmutilillellt level.

2. It is important that the widespread benefits of economic growth
should he ensured through policies; and programmes to bring about a
mine equitable distribution of opportunity and income, with particular
attention being paid to health and nutrition programmes to achieve full
and productive emplmment, action to reduce excessive rates of
migration to the larger cities. measures to imp' ow the status of women.
and appropriate social security measures.

3. Hie priority of population and family planning fields should be
Lee IN liked through the allocation of broad responsibilities ill planning.
evaloatiun, and analysis of programmes in these fields to an appropriate
organisation within the Governments.'

11w Population and Social Development Divisions of ECAE are
actively assisting population and family planning programmes in the
:Um) and Far East region. Population activities of the Er.AFE are
brsetl on two principles: ( 1) the need for greater awareness and
urn Er' standing of the size. complexity. and significance of the popu-
lation problems that governments will face during the next two or
three decades, and ( 21 these problems must be dealt with as an
integral part of the process of achieving economic and social develop-
ment.' 'he Asian Population Programme is tarried out by the
Population Division of ECM+ under three major sections: general
demography. fertility and family planning, and clearing house ane
information. The Social Development Division of ECAFE emphasises
the social and social welfare aspects of family planning and helps
member countries by offering technical issistance in analysing the
social requirements of family planning services and promoting pro-
grammes of social development and welfare for strengthening family
planning activities. Special attention 1.; being given to the problem of
mass poverty prevalent in the region. the overall emphasis on social
(level( pment gives a mucneeded dimension to the requirements
necessat .0 meet the problems of population growth and
Winning in the region.
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The typo, ts on "Vor Id Situation:* prepared for the. UN Social
Deelopment Commission 1973 71. state that because the central
cony ern of social wel :tie is to enhance the well bring of the individual
aml the. fancily. ministlies concerned with social welfare are in.
c reasingly playing a substantive role by formulating and implementing
national population policies in concert with other economic and social
delopmnt programmes. It has also been stated that social welfare
personnel have been found effective in motivation and community
education work. especially outside the clinic and in counselling and
foliow. up. The counselling role seems to achieve its most refined form
in the handling of abortion cases. where particular sensitivity is
requitd. The Inllowup efforts attempt to ascertain why acceptors
become clinic drop outs or contraceptive dropouts. It has been
specifically observed that the shortage of social welfare personnel
trained in family planning has acted as an important restraint on
family planning programmes.

EFFORTS BY UNITED NATIONS SPECIALISED AGENCIES

!laving indicated the contribution of the (TN I leadquarters and the
.CAF.. it may be apopriate to refer to the work Of UN specialised
agencies in the field of family planning. The World health Organi-
sation %11101 assumed 1:5 role in the field of family planning since
the Eighth Would Ifealth Assembly in 1965. Its main activities include
alkali( es in knowledge of human reproduction and krtility regulation
and tiaining of medical and paramedial personnel in family
planning. along with the requirements of health and medicine services
and all% is( ay services in family plane tug as part of the basic health
%l ic es at -el maternity and child health piogrammes. Sheer 1965.
WII0 has contributed considerably toward strengthening family
planning activities in almost all the countries in the .CAF. region.

be basic assumptions behind this assistance include:
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1 that it was not the responsibility of WII0 to endorse or promote any
patio alai population policy.°

Since 1967. the United Nations Children's Fund ( UNICEF) has
related mainly to ( a) training in MC11 care, including family
planning for health personnel. and ( b) expansion of the basic health
services. including 11011 and family planning. It has assigned priority
to assisting the health aspects of family planning in the expansion and
implovement of 11( M care within the framework of basic health
scRices. and it supports maternitycent red family planning
programmes at the requirement of governments. During recent
years. elfin is have been made to relate family planning service's to the
larger tequirements of social development and change. especially in
relation to children, adolescents, anti mothers' activities.

The United Nations Educational, Scientific, and Cultural Organi-
sation 1 UNESCO) has adopted two foci, both basic to issues of social
development and human resources: ( a) educating the child, youth.
and adult population about the impact of population growth and
family si/e upon the welfare of the individual, the family, and the
nation: and ( h) alerting persons in positions of leadership to the
constraints imposed by population growth on the attainment of
educational objective's. The major thrust of UNSCO's educational

ogt attune in the ECAFE region is the introduction of materials
relating to population education in the cucula of educational
institutions at all levels and into programmes of education, including
font clonal literacy for out oischool youth and adults.

International Labour Organisation ( 11.0) , in facing the
problem of overpopulation in developing countries which has
frustrated its efforts at fuller and more productive employment and an
improvement in the levels of living and welfare of workers, related to
population and family planning programmes in two ways: ( a)
inclusion of certain aspects of population policy as a part of labour
policy. and ( b) establishment of a separate subprogramme on family
planning h a the industrial sector within the national programme of
labour welfare. Recently. it has established an Asian Labour and
Population 'l'eant in the ECAFE region; this Team offers consultation
on employers' orientation, workers' population education, and
provision of family planning services as a part of occupational health
and welfare.*

I'hy Food and Agricultural Organisation's ( FAO) work in relation
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to population is comprised of ( a) research and informational activities
concerned with the interrelationships between population trends and
agricultural development. rural employment. levels of food con
sumption and nutrition. and rural levels of living; ( b) projections of
sectors of the population directly relevant to agriculture: and ( c) the
development of the new Planning for Better Family Living (
programme. of which family planning is an integral part."

The United Nations Fund for Population Activities ( UNITA).
created in 1966, has been the major funding agency for population
and family planning activities by ('N organisations. A number of
country programmes are being developed with its assistance. Nearly
S45 million were allocated by UNFPA in 1972 for Projects in family
planning. population dynamics. population policy, communication
and education, and multisector activities including fellowships. The
largest share of fund allocations to the various regions is spent on
projects in Asia and the Far Fast.'"

The International Bank for Reconstruction and Development
1BRD) and its associates have been taking considerable interest in

financing different programmes of population studies and family
planning activities. They relate to the broader areas influencing the
require:nevi% of family planning. including education, nutrition, and
welfare. Some of the projects financed by them. as in India and
Indonesia. attempt integrated development of the total requirements
of family planning services.

THE SITUATION IN ASIA AND THE FAR EAST

The UN assistance for population and family planning activities
needs to be seen in the context of the requirements of the region. The
population of the ECAFF. region" exceeded 1.994.3 million in 1970, is
expected to increase by 2.3 percent annually in the current decade.
and will exceed 2.4 billion by 1980. The most striking feature of the
population growth is the rtpid increase of its dependent population up
to 24 years of age. This gives rise to two specific social situations
in.easing requirements of educational facilities fur children from 5 to
IS years of age and increasing employment opportunities for youth
between 19 and 24 Years. The inability of countries to provide these
set-% ices results in increasing dependency. unemployment. and social
discontent.

Study of the family planning programme in the ECAFE region.
through various country missions and country case studies. indicates
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that although almost all countries have recognised the need for
population t omit)l and have introduced family planning programmes
mostly mound Nl(:1 I centres) . the situation in regard to an increase

in at t it, of family planning in Asia could he improved. as can he
seen !loin the data available on the subjee t. The number of acceptors
of family planning set vices has been reduced under the International
Post Tortoni Family Planning Programme from I 16.8 thousand in
1917 1 to 133.1 thousand in I'172. This is but one indication. This trend
is also pi realest in the use of different methods of IUD and oral
t mu tat rink es. except sterilisation.' The figures on the percentage of
use's t all methods) among married women aged 1 541 also show as
low a t oxel age as I 3.2 pricent in India. 8.1 in the Philippines. and
IS 7 in 1 hailand. ' 'Phis trend toward a plateau phase of family
planning mutinous and the factors causing this situation should be
examined tinting!' further research and study.

I he situation indicates the need to relate to the total programme of
dee elopment including education of girls, status of women. marriage
age. diftrientiation of the role of women as a mother and as a worker
outside the family accompanied by the need for wider distribution of
the gains of drxrlopmm among the masses of population in order to
inakr an impact on the tate of fertility in developing countries. These
oil:U(1111.ot, Wee been worked out in form of a continuum hypothesis
published in set ent studies. " According to this analysis. the family
planning pi ogrammrs !met. bet n most successful in those countries
evhtle lot lease in output of goods and social services has been
diquibutrd in such a way thai they improve the wav of life for a
substantial maim itv of popt.lation rather than just for a small
mintity.

Family planning emerges more as a problem of soioronomi
dee elopment and of changing attitude and values of people rather
than as the system of delivery of contraceptives. Fhe need for shifting
fanlilc planning services from the clinic to the community and
imoking a% ailable social groups and organisations both at the micro
NA el In pitnitling set viers dad the macro level of planning and
dreltipmnt is clearly indicated. I'he major arras requiting emphasis,
theitite. air

Integrating planned parenthood work more closely with other
wink fun et 'mount- and social development:
Spiralling knot. ledge of planned parenthood a; a fundamental
human right ;
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Laying greater emphasis on spacing of children and limiting the
si/e of the family in the interest of better care and better
provision for development Of children, including nutrition,
health. education. and welfare: reforms promoting measures in-
cluding legislation regarding the status of women, marriage age.
inheritance.. adoption, education of girls and women, dowry, dis-
couraging the male fertility cult, etc., all of which influence the
acceptance. of family planning practises in the family and society:
Providing population education and education for family and
community living on a universal basis in the system of school
education and as a part of the non formal programme of
education for adolescents, youth, and young adults. Involving
teachers more actively with the promotion of population
education and family planning activities in local communities is
also important.
Meeting the unmet needs Of family planning ensuring that
attention is given to help abortion cases, ensuring health care and
eliminating the risk to health of the mother and her subsequent
fertility: and attending to infertility.
Relating family planning to cultural and ethnic groups.
Associating family planning activities with functional groups
of trade unions. farmers' associations, women's organisations.
youth groups. great-parents group. community councils. etc.
Promoting community-based services for family planning.
Promoting participation and involvement in family planning
services in order to develop community opinion in favour of a
small.siie family norm:
Providing social security in the form of old-age benefits besides
ensuring health services to lower the rate of infant mortality to
encourage acceptance of family planning practises in rural areas:
Ewanding training facilities involving the interdisciplinary
approach:
Ensuring cooperation and coordination from all government and
non gmetinnent organisations and social groups and promoting
family planning as a social movement.

ROLE OF SOCIAL WELFARE AND SOCIAL WORK
EDUCATION ORGANISATIONS

Doming the wcond phase of development of the family planning
wog' amme in the mgion. when the need for relating family planning
with dilly:cm arras of social development is increasingly being
tee ognised. the tole of social welfare and social work education
organisations is curt ial. not only in making the programme more



effectit e. but also in giving a new focus and direction to it. For
influencing a reduction in fertility. it would be important to support a
conceptual change in the programme by emphasising the objective of
bringing about a change in values. attitudes, and norms in favour of
the small site family. In addition to ensuring the welfare and health of
the child and the mother. knowledge of planned parenthood has to be
ensured and the status of women raised to make family planning more
effective. Family planning must therefore he conceived as an integral
part of the total social development of the family and the community.
In other words, there should be the will to integrate planned parent
hood more closely with other work for economic and social
(let elopment.

It these objectives of the family planning programme are to be
realised. it will be nec;.ssary to shift the focus of attention and
association from the clinic to the community. The involvement of
community organisations should be considered as basic, not only for
the [nonunion of services but also for creating demands for services.
An association of the community. its leaders. and its organisations
must he sought in planniag as well as in implementation of the
programme.. This would stimulate the process of education for
treating a demand for services. To say this is not to und-restimate the
role of the clinic and the medical and Para- medical persornel. Their
vital role is to be recognised in providing technical services for
contraception and for ensuring the health of the couple, the mother.
and the child. The focus on the family and the community in offering
family planning services would also ensure involvement with other
sets ices of development. It would then become an interdisciplinary
and introrganisational programme of development.

In plot iding delivery of services, social workers need to help in
ensuring social. psychological, and cultural aspects which are crucial
to the acceptance of family planning practises. They could also relate
to the requirements of special groups. whether ethnic, religious or
fu ictional. and help in referral services to educational, medical, and
w Starr insti'utions and agencies. F.ducation of the youth in family and
community life should become an important area of service. Similarly,
promotion of social security measures would help in further creation of
a demand for family planning. If the role of the woman as a mother
and as a worker must he separated to influence her attitude toward
tert.litt. (-ale needs to be taken to provide community services such as
day ( air centres. nurseries. etc.. that are supportive to family.

The focus of communication also neetils to be enlarged. both
conceptually as well as in contents. Mere emphasis on mass media or
inb mation pmvides only a superficial influence. A deeper level of
ac ceptance ut scut ices has to be provided. This could come from the



involvement of people and their organisations in promotion of the
programme of family planning. The involvement of social work with
.training. surveys. and research in family planning, which is being
increasingly acknowledged, requires to be strengthened. Continuous
efforts must he made so that the programme of family planning is
conceived of as a social movement of change and development.

The contribution of social welfare and social work education to the
programme of family planning depends on two basic factors:

I. The extent to which the field of social welfare and social work
education is related to social development : and

2. The ability of the social work leadership to influence trends and
programmes of social development. including family planning at
the country as well as the regional level.

Unfortunately, professional development in social work in the
region is at an early stage of inception. Organisationally. it is weak,
although individually some of the social workers are very active with
social welfare planning in their respective countries. This very
situation impedes an effective contribution of social work to family
planning. However, what is constrained at the professsional level is
made up to a considerable extent by massive support to social welfare
services by voluntary organisations. In the field of social welfare,
voluntary and professional effort should go hand in hand in making its
influence felt in other areas of development. It would. therefore, be
necessary to attend to: ( a) strengthening the social development and
social welfare programmes to widen the benefit of national develop-
ment to a majority of the population in each country: and ( b)
utilising the influence of social welfare organisations, both voluntary
and professional. to shift the focus of family planning from the clinic
to the community and relating the programme of family planning to
the wider areas of social development, iacluding nutrition, health,
education. and welfare.

%to



Values, Implications

Family Planning, for

and Development Social Work

I !ERMAN D. STEIN

SOCIAL WORK VALUES AND TRADITIONAL VALUES

With the knowledge explosion and the continuous outpouring of
books, articles. and reports of conferences, we are likely to pay little
attention to material, howeve. valuable, that is only a few years old.
Nevertheless, I am going to recall two reports to your attention. One is
on the Intercultural Seminar held at The East-West Centre in Hawaii
in February and March, 1966. to explore "Universals and Differences
in Social Work Values. Functions, and Practice." The other is the
Hawaii Seminar of 1970, on "Social Work Education. Family Plan-
ning. and Population Dynamics." The Intercultural Seminar had a
wide international array of participants, mainly from social work but
representatives of the social sciences were included as well, and several
of those present at this Seminar participated then.

At the Intercultural Seminar, we found the examination of values in
social work full of value itself, but a difficult subject to tackle. Indeed,
there were few universal values that all could accept, aside from
respect for the dignity and integrity of the individual human being.
We differentiated universal values from what we termed instrumental
values, the latter bearing on the way social workers should function in

Dr. Heiman D. Stein is President of the International Association of
St hook of Social Work and University Professor. Case Western Reserve
'niversitv. Clevelant:. Ohio.
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the course of their work.
In our various cultures, there is a range of value dimensions which

have a substantial impact on the way in which social work values are
expressed. One such dimension is the extent to which the major
concern of the society. and therefore of the social worker, is addressed
to the individual or to the collectivity in other words, is it the
individual's interests or "society's" which need the most protection?
Another is the relationship between concern with progress and change
on the one haml. and stabili, on the other. There is a price to be paid
for change, even when change is progress, and part of that price is
some tension and instability giving rise, for example. as in the case of
Singapore. to different types of medical disorders, thus reflecting
greater tension along with greater life expectancy.

.A third dimension is the extent to which reliance is to he placed on
constituted authority for decisions or on the development of sell -

reliance or self-determination. Shall people be helped to be self-reliant
and independent even when they seemingly del 't want to be? Self-
determination is a tenet for social work, for example. but its meaning
is not the same in practise in different cultures. nor can it be assumed
to be uniform in its interpretation within a given society. The
commitment to material well-being for the population is heavily
emphasised in certain cultures but played down in others: similarly,
the commitment to individual autonomy or to self.master. Where
t het e is greater reliance on authority in all strata of society, there tends
to In' inure reliance on authority in social work as well. We were
dealing with a range of value emphases along a continuum, and not
with discrete yes or no choices. but the distribution of emphases was
different in each of the societies we discussed.

'There are value dilemmas of the social worker as a processional
person. particularly when there are conflicts between professional
norms and the norms of non-professional groups to which the social
wotkr is related. This is peculiarly true when there is a conflict
between professional requirements and the demands of kinship
loyalties.

1 he discussion at the Intercultural Seminar presented by Dr. Gore
of the' Tata Institute illustrates carious traditional and non-traditional
approaches to social welfare in the Indian context, and one can see the
possible conflicts between the professiooal approach as taught in
school. of social work and the conti asting ideologies. one or another of
which may be part of the social worker's background.' The potential
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for conflict exists not only between the values of the social worker and
the values of clientele or authorities in the voluntary and public
sectors. but within the social worker himself as a professional and as
someone whose family background and earlier convictions have pre-
pared him or her for different orientations.

I will not summarise these various approaches here. It may be
sufficient to point out that Ghandian and traditional approaches in
social work not only were not part of the professional social work
curricula but also are difficult to integrate. according to Dr. Gore.
These values stein from certain supra-rational assumptions regarding
the nature of man and the purpose of human existence, whereas
professional social work is committed to rationality and action. The
individual professional. however, is not entirely "rational" and is
inevitably influenced by his upbringing and the beliefs of his culture.

I)r. Ritat Rashid noted some of the important elements in Pakistani
culture of which the social worker had to take account. For example.
the notion of confidentiality has to be re-interpreted because of strong
family ties, and often the agreement of elders has to be secured before
one can talk to a junior member of the family. The social worker has
also to recognise the paternalistic nature of the society. and that the
distinction was still keen between the class which was perceived as
making decisions and the class dependent on these decisions.

In a somewhat different vein, I)r. Almanzor described the prevail-
ing values in the Philippines which affected the social worker's
relationship to others. She referred specifically. for example. to
fatalism. authoritarianism, close family ties and family decisions. and
the importance of not revealing personal problems outside of the
family.

Vhat do these illustrations of value dilemmas in social work have to
do with social development. family planning. and traditionalism?
Simply that they make it abundantly evident that the cultural context
of all social work education and practise is of prime importance.
Vides% the social worker understands the traditional as well as the
changing values, not only of his own society. but of different classes
and ethnic and regional groups in his own society. and unless he
understands his own values. including his conflicts. he will be severely
handicapped in making a contribution to as sensitive a field of service
as family planning. When traditionalism breaks down in existing
authority structures. family patterns. religious forms, and economic
behaviour. new norms do not emerge in the same way that one flower
fades and another opens up fresh. Characteristically, there is some
measure of conflict of norms intergenerational, urban vs. rural. the
more as opposed to the less religious, as well as within the various social
and economic sectors. The process of social development is not
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necessarily an attack on all traditional values, but rarely occurs
however defined in any given society without value conflict and
resistance from population groups rooted in traditional patterns.

SOCIAL WORK VALUES AND PREMISES REGARDING
FAMILY PLANNING

will now refer to the international conference that took place in
Honolulu. where again many at this Seminar were among those
present. This international meeting, consisting mainly of social work
educators but including United Nations representatives and social
scientists. came rapidly to a consensus on a number of premises:

Recognition of the grave threat to the well - being of mankind of world-
wid population growth trends.
Recognition of the specific deterrent of a high growth rate to the
economic and social development of many of the poorer countries.
Refusal to generalise about what is best or right for any particular
country.
Acceptance of the necessity for national population policies. with strong
preference for voluntarism and choice, rather than for coercive means
which remove choice.
Recognition of family planning as a necessary but not sufficient ap-
proach to the reduction of the rate of population growth.
Repudiation of any approach to family planning or population policy
which focuses on particular groups in the population rather than on the
population as a whole.

With respect to the role of social work and social work education
specifically. the working premises. in addressing family planning and
population. appeared to incorporate views that:

Optimise the preventive and developmental functions of social work.
Recognise the necessity for working with and learning from other
disc iplines it'll professions without being too concerned with which
discipline is more important or central.
Note the importance of advocacy.
Recognise the unique value of paraprofessional case aides. volunteers,
and all others not professionally educated who can be encompassed
within the social welfare' system.
Encourage needed research in concert with other discipline's in order to
acquire relevant knowledge and skill for social work's contribution.
Express tiOnle concern with over-control of family planning by the
medical profession in some countries, which can restrict participation in
and contribut;on of social work to the total effort.
Recognise the limited curricular space within which social work
educ atiun can address knowledge. skills, issues, and values related to
family planning and population, and therefore the necessity of utilising
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existing ( urricular structure wherever possible.'

May I say. parenthetically. that this Seminar in Singapore has
already demonstrated remarkable progress in the short time since the
Hawaii Seminar.

In the domain of values. it was the cultural and religious factors
which were regarded as the most significant in the Hawaii seminar.
One of the most important cultural deterrents to family planning. as
to many other life planning activities, is a sense of fatalism as a basic
way of viewing the world. The belief in the capacity to affect one's
destiny is a preondiCon on an individual as well as on a collective
basis to being able to utilise family planning. conception control, and
fertility control although, as we shall see, it is possible to be fatalistic
in one's supernatural belief system and not so in daily practise. In this
respect. the reduction of fatalism as a view of one's relationship to the
world is part and parcel of a developmental function, particularly for
countries which are moving toward modernisation. "The social worker
has a key role to play in this direction, to help harness the efforts
toward instilling the will and the capacity to change this view, and.
indeed, to help populatiens cope with the inevitable frustrations and
strains attendant on developing a non-fatalist view of the world."' One
of the concomitants of such change is the movement to enhance the
dignity and rights of women: the very meaning of social development
for women is the exercise of will and choice, the very antithesis of
fatalism. The terms "freedom" and "self-determination" occurred in
our discussions constantly. and it was made abundantly evident that
true freedom rests on knowledge and opportunity for chokes. Igno-
rance is not freedom. Voluntarism can only succeed where there is

available information and the opportunity for options.

VOLUNTARISM AND FAMILY PLANNING

These references to earlier conferences provide a kind of continuity
for us and set a backdrop by which we can proceed in our thinking in
the light of subsequent experience. I should like to pick up on
voluntarism. the theme that social work most prefers in dealing with
family planning.

Voluntarism rests on the premise that parents should have the
fteedom and the opportunity to make their own decisions about the
number and spacing of their children. Family planning is then an
2 I IVII11.111 I) SIVIII and Irwin .1 Sanders. "Social Work Education. Family Planning. and
Population Ihnamus Summary and Critique of an Internat. I Conference-1 New York:
Omni tI on Si'. ial k Hut anon 1'171) . pp.I2 13 Reprinted from Population ;hm:rues and

Plannutg Neu Reqhmwhilav jar .Seem! Work Katherine A. Kendall, ed.
dew 't (:owned on Sot tal Work FIdut ation. 19711.
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expression of the right of free choice, wish the expectation that
husbandwile decisions about offspring will be made with the consider-
ations in mind of the health of the mother and child as well as of the
social and ecotumlic well-being of the family itself.

At the Bandung Conference on Family Planning and National
Developinibm held in 1969, it was noted that in Indonesia "every
quarter of an hour a woman dies in childbirth."' According to several
of the participants at this conference, it is not the problem of economic
glowth or otl.er aspects of economic planning which should affect
national poli:y toward family spacing, but rather facts such as these.'
The' health of the mother is taxed by frequent pregnancies, and
mnutrition and poverty attack the physical and mental health of
both mother and child. These human reasons should be the basis for
family planning incentives, not simply the view of children as un-
productive elements. Parents should he informed, and when they are
educated and services are provided, then hopefully they will choose
family planning. This view of family planning is, in principle,
unrelated to pro- or anti-natalist national policy.

There have been approaches advocated and in use, however, which
go beyond voluntarism: inducement and compulsion."

Inducement to exercise family planning is an expression of an
antitiatalist population policy of a government. It would include tax
and welfare incentives for smaller families and encourage women to
exert greater independence and to open up alternative careers outside
the home. Raising the awb of marriage and developing communication
measures to develop attitudes favouring a small family would be
among the approaches used.

Copiii%ion has nowhere been completely tried, as far as we know,
but has been advocated in many quarters and some beginning
approaches hav been made. Measures could include sterilisation of
parents after they have had a certain number of children, strong tax
disincentives or other economic penalties, and stimulation of social
disapproval of parents with many children.

Social wok in the family planning field has, by and large. taken the
voluntarist it approach and thus far has generally expressed itself
against coercive measures. The issue is posed, however. about the
sot ial work role where the "middle course" of inducement becomes
government policy. Should social workers participate in the planning
and implementation of such a policy. or restrict themselves to
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voluntaristic approaches? Are there universal professional values at
stake. or does the situation only have to be seen in national context?

One illustration of an incentive programme for small families is
being tried in the tea estates of India. which are required by law to
pros ide substantial maternity and child care benefits. Such benefits
include not only hospitalisation and medical care for the mother and
infant. but also long-term food, clothing, schooling, and medical care
foi the child. A scheme has been introduced whereby the tea estate
math:gement offers each woman of childbearing age a ....vings account
into which it will pay a specified amount for each month that the
woman is not pregnant. The woman employee makes no payments
into the account, but she is not eligible to withdraw the sayings until
her childbearing years are over. If she does become pregnant, the
company ceases payments for a specified period. About 94 percent of
the eligible women participate in the program. In effect. the tea
estates offer their women employees a choice of receiving the tra-
ditional maternity and health care benefits to which the:, are entitled,
or of limiting their family size and receiving roughly the same benefits
in the form of savings for their retirement.'

here we do not have an ethical problem of discrimination against
!mgt families so much As a reward for small ones: but there are
prow anuses with economic incentives which raise ethical as well as
social and economic questions. particularly where they affect the poor
and not the rest of the society.

RELIGIOUS VALUES AND FAMILY PLANNING

Traditional religious values clearly have an impact on acceptance or
resistance to family planning. However, there is a body of thought
which says that the concern with such values as barriers has been
overdone. and that where there is adequate information and adequate
social and economic incentives, family planning takes hold despite
possible deterrence from religious sources. It is also held that the
presumed anti-famil planning attitudes in some religions are not
interpreted as such by the religious leaders. but that the traditional
popular practise. especially in rural areas, is not appreciably affected
by affirmative positions of these leaders.

I fete. I will draw briefly from the literature bearing on religion and
hindy planning. especially in Asia. In so doing, I claim no special
authority in this field, but bring these studies to your attention for
purposes of discussion.

%(. Loin ttn h %mall, , Hub, thrtmgh nl and urimne Prtlgre,s. N!tontograpit No. 7
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Buddhism

A study of Buddhist thought and practise in Thailand and Sri
Lanka, as they affected the use of contraception. comes to these
conclusions:

1. Buddhist teachings have no scriptural formulation to "multiply
and be fruitful," nor is there much pressure upon men to prove
their virility by fathering numerous children.

2. Nevertheless. there are objections raised by Buddhists toward
contraception. but more so in Sri Lanka than in Thailand. The
objections are: ( a) that it is wrong to take life, even potential
life: ( b1 that use of contraceptives will result in sexual
promiscuity: and ( c) that family planning will operate against
the interests of the Buddhist community which practises it.

3, Communal factels, such as the fear of power in non-Buddhist
groups. have apparently influenced anti-family planning inter-
pretatiors in Sri Lanka Buddhist thought. but where there is no
serious communal factor, such as in Thailand, contraception is
justified from a Buddhist concern to do the best for children al-
ready born and not to prejudice their upbringing. In such sit-
uations. the latent Buddhist disapproval of contraception will be
overcome and the good of the family will be the major deter-
mining consideration."

On the other hand, family planning has apparently taken hold in
considerable measure in Sri Lanka.

Hinduism

tindu beliet systems apparently provide little barrier to the use of
family phnning. and ancient values are judged to have supported the
small family norm. In India today there is considerable effort to
promote this norm throughout the society, but to do so without
enforcement. although enforcement strategies have been proposed. A
conference in India concluded that. in the last analysis. it will be the
economic pressure Of a large family which will lead to a small family
norm. along with the provision of social security measures to protect
the aged. 4
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recent study of the eastern region of India states:
It is interesting to note that illiteracy or fatalistic oricntaticn of the

%Urgers did not appear to stand in the way of adopt ,o of family
planning methods such as vasectomy. 111:1), etc. 1. shows that new
piar-tises could he propagated without directly changing the existing

JO. beliefs as human behaviour may have both a rational and
non Iational orientation. . . .

I 91

In ruder to find out how far the respondents kid a rational attitude
toward the birth of t hildren. the question was asked "the number of
children one will have depends upon one's fate or will of God. Do you
agree or disagree?" In as many as 7 districts. a majority of the
respondents replied in Ike affirmative. The percentage figure was lowest
in rase of Jaimpur

.1 he itlys of the respondents on stctilisatitm were also revealing. To
the question "it the couple do not want any more t hildren. do you
LI% on: opnt.ition? 10 as mama 8 out of 11 districts. the majority (

to 86"; I replied in the affirmative. "

Islam
In a study by the Director of the Demographic Division of The

Population Council, it was found that Moslem populations have a
consistently higher reproduction rate than contiguous non oslem
povulations." T w rate is almost universally high, and shows no
evidence of important differences in trends over time. Such obser-
vations do not apply. the study notes although it should be borne in
mind that this study was concluded almost ten years ago) . to any other
world religion. including Roman Catholicism. whose range in re-
ported birth rates is from 17 in Belgium to just under 50 in Costa Rica.
Populations of Eastern Orthodox tradition have universally low birth
rates. as do most Protestant and Jewish populidony. In the spheres of
Buddhist Confucian influence, birth rate- range from 17 to over

The study summarises the factors affecting fertility pro and con
atnoug Moslem populations as follows:

t traditional Islamic way of lite is culturally favourable to high
n.i:alitt- in the absent... td voluntary restrit tion of births within mar-
1 latze_ 111,1\i11111111 potential 4'111111V is reduced by high mortality and
widowhood and probably by adverse physiological factors such as
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nialnuttitton and disease and by count practises such as prolonged
tation The getietal effect of model nisation should be to ameliorate

the atheise fat tots ,ind hence take the birth rite in the absence of
whintary control of family sin..

I'he study does not impute any prohibition against birth control to
Mohammedan doctrine. because Mohammedan doctrine does not
prohibit the voluntary restriction of births. Several Mohammedan
religious leaders have declared birth control although not abortion

to be religiously permissible. The new factor that has entered to
modify the anti-family planning undercurrents is government inter-
vention 'n Moslem countries such as Pakistan. Turkey, Egypt. and
Tunisia: . . . the results of the . . . studies suggest that in each of
these countries . . . there is a major reservoir of couples already
motivated to adopt family planning if given the relevant information
and services sui!ed to their needs."

In a compilation of papers regarding Muslim attitudes toward
family planning. there is repeated evidence of high religious leaders in
Muslim cc.ontries clarifying their view that the Koran does not prohibit
family planning, particularly where such measures would preserve the
health of the mother and not induce sterility." What this compilation
also suggests. however, is that the poorer rural population still believe
that their religious leaders are against family planning. that there is a
widespwad ignorance of techniques and lack of access to family
planning information aid materials.

At the I PP!: meeting held Ili Bandung. 1969, the State Minister for
People's Welfare acknowledged family planning as a I ask human
right and stated that most of the Islamic Great Scholars ct Java can
accept family planning as consistent with the law and spirit of the
teachings of Islam. "provided that it is carried out with good religious
will and intention as a human effort which is not in conflict with the
existing law." ' 4

Catholicism

The Catholic- world shows marked variations in birth rates and use
of family planning. and some leading Cat hulk spokesmen. such as
physician John Rock in the United States, have been promoting family
planning as conscoent with religious beliefs.' ' While anti-
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contraception and abortion views have been traditionally powerful
influences. actual practise does not always conform to church teach.
ings even where the local priests are strongly anti-contraception.'"

In the c icy of Bogota. Colombia, there is now a local law which
makes the employer responsible for the pregnancies of his employees or
servants. According to Dr. Fernand() Ilenrique, "When country girls
come into Bogota to work, the employer sends them immediately to
the clink to be fitted with a coil.- Ile notes that "This is an interesting
and surprising development in a Roman Catholic country, especially
in a country like Colombia. which is not exactly regarded as being in
the vangti.crd of progress. "'

Issues raised for social work education, in the general area of !his
discussion. are the extent to which the social work curriculum touches
religious values. the extent to which it can engage in research in this
area. and Ow extent to which social workers are in contact with
religious leaders for interpretation and mutual efforts in the family
planning held.

DEVELOPMENT AND FAMILY PLANNING

National development has meant and continues to mean many
things. but whatever the interpretation it is associated with -conomic
development, particularly with the growth of an industrial well as

n agrit ultutal sector. along with urbanisation, tramp( rtation
it ie.. differentiation of labour. the spread of literacy. popular access to
different levels of education. and the raising of life expectancies. It
does not mean necessarily emulating the political or other institutional
sty utility or culture of western industrialised countries. Development,
in even these minimal core terms of modernisation is associated with a
reduction of the number of births per family. The following is a
summary 4 II the reasons for this phenomenon as drawn by
demogi ;Idlers, particularly where national development has included

ialisation. urbanisation. and other aspects of modernisation:

.k art lint in the death rate increases the proportion of children stir-
% Ring. and tedtu es the number of births needed to achieve a given
tamilv site: and modernisation is accompanied by a fall in
mortality.
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2) In an urban industrial society, children arc less of an economic
asset and more 01 an economic burden than in a rural society. The
economic disadvantage of children is increased by laws restricting
bild labour and making education mandatory.

31 Modernisation raises the status of women, increases their relative
educational level, and broadens the opportunities for employment
outside the home. These changes are competitive with the con-
tinuation of uncontrolled fertility.

41 In rural agrarian communities where education is nonliterate and
ansmitted within the family. behaviour is apt to 1e determined by

custom, rote, anti tradition: in urban industrial communities the
force of tradition is weaker and the influence of secular rationality
stronger. One aspect of rationality is that couples do not expect as
ineitable the consequences of their own sexuality. ( Coale. 1967,
pp. 168-169)

Effective maternal and child health service's, as part of a development
process. serve to create the conditions under which family planning
can be accepted, aside from the specific family planning help that can
be offered via maternal and child health services. These services, when
they work well, help assure parents that their children will survive.
Such reasonable assurance is an essential condition for the practise of
family planning. "

It takes at least one generation for this conviction to develop, so that
our time perspective for seeing lasting impact upon the' poorest and
most traditional sectors of the population should be at least twenty
years. The potential effect on the voluntary reduction of births is,
ironically. one of the consequences to he expected from the very
reduction in infant and child mortality which has contributed to the
rapid population growth.

Professor Toni Nag, in a paper on "Cultural Factors Affecting
Family Planning," suggests that the importance of cultural factors
may he seriously over-rated, and that a large part of the failure may
actually be due 'imply to the lack of adequate family planning services
anti information.'" As one illustration, he cites what has happened in
the United States due to the dramatic change of attitude toward
sterilisation. particularly on the' part of men. In 1970. 750,000 men
and women were sterilised in the U.S., which represented seven times
the total number of sterilisations performed in the previous twelve
yea's. and 70 percent of these 750.000 were men. It had commonly
been supposed that American men. like Latin American men, were
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%cut. conscious of their virility. and would not volunteer for vasectomy
from the tear of losing it. and vet they are now having vasectomies in
large. numbers. A study revealed that this change was due almost
entirely to correct information distributed through a rapid upsurge of
articles in popular magazines. as well as supplementation by other
factors si..11 as suspicion about the effects of contraceptive pills.
awareness about population control. and increasing opposition to
female only- methods of Contraception. While conditions in the U.S.

and in the developing countries are markedly different. the point is
that we may he assuming that a cultural pattern is the source of
resistance.. when instead it is mainly ignorance.

'Para All Baig ( a leader of the India Child Welfare Council)
pointed out the enormous social change in India over the past
twenty-five years. Once it was not even possible to talk about
contraception. vet today India is full of family planning advertise-
ments and awards for family planning In twenty-five years. contra-
-.eption has been accepted by 530 million people." However, neither
the slogans nor the contraceptive materials have -cached the bulk of
the population in the rural areas. It may. therefore. be the absence of
awareness and services, and not tradition, that has impeded the spread
of family planning.

The family planning movement in India is part of a developmental.
modernising direction in planning. Tara Ali Baig points out that
traditional codes of behaviour are being changed by sheer necessity
such as the prevalence of poverty, hunger, and unemployment, to
which overpopulation contributes heavily. Neither the state nor the
population have much choice. The resistances among the population
are part of the age-old values of large families, including the de..ire for
sons. the fear of loss of children through death. the security valuation
of children for old age. There is also the simple fact of absence of
family planning education and services for the poorest of India's
population groups.

Demographers have long known that with sufficient economic
progress. high birth rates will fall sharply." This has been the
experience of Europe and North America over the past century.
However. such birth reduction occurs over a long period of time and at
relatively high income levels, and seems to have little relevance for
most of today's less developed countries where the majority of the
population %till live in dire poverty. Now there is evidence that in an
increasing number of poor countries birth rates have dropped sharply
despite relatively low per capita income, and despite the relative
newness of family planning I cogrammes. This has happened, accord-
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ing to a recent study funded by the Population Council, where the
population has shared broadly in economic and social benefits of
national progress to a gi eater degree than in other poor countries. In
these countries, too, family planning programmes have been much
more successful. The very strategies that bring about the greatest
improvement in the welfare of the entire population are also the ones
with the greatest long-term effects on reducing population growth.

The most recent national experiences of declining fertility reveal
that these have happened at the same time that the majority of the
population appeared to have gained access to some combination of
relatively modern social services and economic opportunities." The
countries showing this most markedly are Taiwan, China, South
Korea. Singapore. Barbados, Mauritius, Hong Kong, Uruguay, Costa
Rica. and Sri Lanka: in the Punjab in India: and in parts of Egypt.

Certain specific social provisions seem to have specific effects. For
instance. there is evidence to indicate that participation in education
leads to a desire for reduced family size. One explanation is that
education can affect the norms and values of persons in such a way
that they begin to question traditional practises of their parents or
other a mho' itv figures.

As noted earlier, the assurance of high rates of survival of children is
very important for the motivation of people to have smaller families. "
Thus. if fewer families experience the loss of a child, changes in
fertility are soon likely to follow.

Changes in family income also seem to have an effect on fertility
where these changes occur in the poorest sectors of the population.
Income gains concentrated among the wealthy have no effect on
reductions in fertility, and so one cannot go simply by GNP trends
without knowing what the distribution of national income is among
the %ariou sectors of the population.

Another factor is the increased availability of employment outside
the household for women. which offers an alternative to childbearing.
Women who work outside the home are more likely to postpone
marriage and postpone haying children or. at least, to limit family
site.

Despite cultural and religious factors and their undoubted influence
on mini% ation toward family planning, it now appears clear that the
improved availability of jobs, income, and social services significantly
affects attitudes toward family size in virtually all societies.

After reviewing various inferences to be drawn from the data. Rich
states "'The more basic conclusion, however, is that people react
rationally to a change in circumstances: when it makes cense to have
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fewer children, they have fewer children."" What is especially
significant is that in all the countries or regions of countries cited as
shots ing declining birth rates, the reduction appears to have begun
prior to the introduction of major family planning programmes and
seems to correlate with ratifier broad-based socio-economic improve-
ment. Family planning was essential to help people in child spacing,
but the incentives apparently began prior to family planning.

In sum, family planning programmes have the greatest impact
where there have been improvements in living standards and have to
be regarded as only one although a major influence toward child
spacing and reduced birth rates. Indeee. once people begin to try to
reduce the number of children because of access to social and
economic opportunities, they begin to use "Whatever means are
available to limit births, whether or not birth control devices are
provided.'" The need for contraceptive services becomes extremely
great at such times because of a wide-scale resort to illegal and induced
abortions. In South Korea, rapid socio-economic changes have had a
major impact on a large part of the population, and the birth race has
dropped sharply. Abortions have also increased, even though they
were illegal until the spring of 1973. The same condition has been
observed in Latin American countries such as Argentina and Uruguay.

All of this emphasises that family planning must be regarded as a
social service, not just as a means to limit births. As we know, in most
societies the wealthy already have much greater access to family
planning services than the poor.

THE DEVELOPMENTAL FUNCTION AND FAMILY PLANNING
1 have not said much specifically about the developmental function

of social work, except for the reference to it in the Hawaii meeting, but
it is not necessary to elaborate on what we all accept. The entire
context of this paper underlines the importance of the developmental
function in social work, for social work is and must be involved in more
than remedial or even preventive and rehabilitative work, essential as
these are. A developmental function geared toward national objectives
of social progress affects broad sectors of the population, not only
marginal and vulnerable groups. Participation in family planning
programmes and education. where these are seen as contributing to
national development, summit both a cause and an effect of social
development. The cause of free choice, non-. talistic think;ng,
healthier mothers. ;1'01 more wanted and healthict children is sup-
ported by family planning. and all of these contribute to development.
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At the same time, we have seen that the utilisation of family planning
increases rapidly when there is a broad spread of social and economic
provisions, particularly over the poorest segments of the population.
Even when the spread is small and the country is still poor. the
opportunity to reap the fruits of some progress apparently has an
impact on incentives at least to think about family size. Unless family
planning knowledge and services are at hand, such impulses may not
have constructive results. The relationship of social work to family
planning thus reinforces important developmental functions, while ;t
draws on all levels of practise skills and all levels of manpower.

SUMMARY

Social workers must be aware not only of the traditional and
changing values in their society. but of their own personal and
professional values and value conflkts. Social work values regarding
family planning have generally been identified with voluntaristic
approaches. giving information, raising awareness of chokes, and
strengthening services. but not with telling parents that they must use
family planning or insisting on a given number of children as being
maximum. Nevertheless, there are national inducement programmes
to reduce natality. as well as consideration of economic and other
pressures. The role of social workers and social work education with
respect to these appruachs in these countries needs greater clarity.

The views about family planning inherent in major religions have an
impact on practise. but there are great variations both in birth rates
and in actual family practise in the populations of virtually all major
religions. Until recently. birth rates have been uniformly high in
Moslem populations. despite the fact that Liany Moslem scholars hold
family planning not to be in violation of religious precepts. However,
marked changes in birth rates and use of family planning have recently
taken place in the modern sectors of a number of countries where
ger.ernments have taken positions on limiting population growth.

National development and modernisation in the sense of urbani
sation and industrialisation usually bring about a reduction of the
birth rate, particularly in the urbanised sectors. However, maternal
and c hild health services as well as minimal material conditions are
essential to help ensure child survival. Without such assurance, family
planning is much less likely to be undertaken.

one of the most striking trends appearing in recent years is that the
impulse to limit births arises when a population begins to feel they
have a stake in the future when education, jobs. and social services
become more available even to the poorest sectors of the population.
This impulse arses even without dramatic increase's in family income,
but with the' sense that there is sharing in social and economic
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progress. Then child spacing begins to occur even without family
planning education and services, often resulting in dangerous forms of
birth limitation through crude abortions. The importance of this
feeling of a stake in the future is such that it may over-ride deeply held
traditional practises. In any event, the extension of family planning
and maternal and child health services should go hand-in-hand with
social and economic national development.

These indications reinforce the position that the most effective and
efficient approach to family planning may be to make the options and
services widely available, rather than to engage in a heavy investment
in motivation on the premise that people will use these services and
exercise their chokes when they are ready for it.
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Family Planning The Role and

and Contribution of the

Population Activities Social Worker "

S. II. PATI1AK

INTRODUCTION

It is a well known fact that India was the first country in the world to
hut mhice family planning as a national programme in 1951. Initially,
the programme was limited to experimentation and research in a few
wire tell rural and urban areas. and the population reached was very
small. Front its inception. the family planning programme was under
the health administration. Until 1965.196 it was organised on a
clinical basis. at which thne the entire programme was reorganised
an-In-ding to tecommendations made following a major review of the
togimme 61 I 963. In the leorganised programme. the clinical ap-
tc.ac lc was (Ike aided and the programme. was to cover the entire
otnim. with emphasis On communication of the desirability of the
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small family norm through community education In keeping with the
maim t !hinges in the plogra mme. many important steps were taken at
he in ditical. organisational, and administrative levels. as well: -5 in the

staffing pattern of the piogramm. In place of the 'medical social
workers' used in the ea r:irr clinical pattern, a new category of
workers -Family Planning Extension Educators" was introduced at
the block. district. and state levels. Many regional and national
training and research centres were set up. In persuading the popu-
lation to adopt the small famik nerm and to practise family planning.
extension methods and mass communication were stressed by the
workers.

SOCIAL WORK, SOCIAL WORK EDUCATION, AND FAMILY
PLANNINGAN HISTORICAL PERSPECTIVE

By the time the national family planning programme for India was
introduced in 1 951. social work education had been in existence in
India for fifteen years. and there were five schools of social work in
different parts of the country I Bombay, Delhi. Varanasi. Baroda.
I in know. and. .1 year latto . ill Nladras). Training programmes in
social wink with ,pet ialisations which included medical and psy
chi:ion- social work and family and child welfare had been introduced
by one or two institutions by that time. The remaining schools had
generic pi ow attunes of instruction. Family planning did not receive
any pee ial emphasis in the schools, although a few topics such as the
teptodut live system, methods of birth control. and the role of social
workers in planned parenthood or family planning were probably
covered in health and hygiene, medical social work, or family welfare.
Some of the graduate's of the schools of social work, however, found
employment in city family planning clinks as medical social workers.

As increasing governmental recognition of the importance of the
progi amine brought increased allocations for family planning in the
Second and Third Five Year Plans, probably a few MOM topics on
family planning were added in the schools, and a few more graduates
found employment in the family planning field. As the programme
became mine .1 ill mote prominent. and as it seemed to offer greater
oppIn tunnies I n employment to the graduates. the schools of social
wink began to 'lint e greater interest in it. This led to some debate and
dist ussior., whit h cenoed mainly on the question of whether family
planning t mild be considered a part of social work. This is indicated
by he fat t that family planning was among the fields whose relation

tcquite some clarification. In I 965. the
Ascot iation of St Imo!, of Sot ial %Volk in India I ASSWI ) appointed
ommitters to examinr this question and to impart. position papers on

thew fields. Flic position impel on family planning was presented at a



seminar organised in 1966 at Udaipur. and there it was generally
accepted that family planning was a legitimate field of practise for
social work. It is of some interest to note here that the ASSWI did not
discuss the teaching of family planning in schools of social work at any
other seminars until 1972. although various other aspects of social
work education were discussed in the different ASSWI seminars.

In May. 1972. the ASSWI gave serious attention for the first time to
the family planning field when it organised a workshop on "Social
Work Education and Family Planning" at Bangalore. This workshop
brought together administrators, doctors. demographers, social
scientists. and social work educators. The role and contribution of
social work to the national family planning programme was discussed
at this workshop. It was felt that family planning had become a major
programme of social development in which social work in developing
countries such as India must participate in a big way. and that its
involvement so far had not been adequate. It was also felt that social
work could make a significant contribution to the success of the
national family planning programme if certain changes were made. It
was obvious that the curricula of the schools of social work would need
considerable strengthening of the family planning content in class-
room instruction, field work, and research. The schools could also
undertake research projects to discover ways in which to adapt social
work methods to family planning and to demonstrate the effectiveness
of the social work contribution to family planning.'

As an indication of the serious interest of the ASSWI and member
schools in participating in the national family planning programme.
the ASSWI took the unprecedented step of creating machinery to
follow up the major recommendations made at the Workshop without
any .1elay. and it would not permit any fading of interest in the
recommendations once the workshop was over. For this purpose. the
ASSISI appointed a Family Planning Committee consisting of eight
members under the chairmanship of Professor S.N. Ranade.

This Committee has been quite active acid has already implemented
one of the recommendations of the Bangalore Workshop, namely, the
organisation of a Summer Institute on Family Planning for the faculty
of schools of social work. In all, 17 Indian schools including both
undergraduate and post -graduate social work programmes deputed
2.1 participants to attend the Summer Institute at Gandhigram. which
was financed by a private funding organisation, the Family Planning
Foundation.

The Committee circulated an outline of family planning content to

' so, hi: 3,114 1,14.atfiar and partial I'lanntrig. .111 dd iNtiik',hnp al liaitgaluit
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be included in the curricula of schools of social work. It also
determined that a benchmark suRy of family planning in schools of
social work would be of great help in th ask of strengthening the
euriicula of schools of social work in class and field work, and
preparing graduates to work in the field of family planning or to
participate in it while functioning in some of the traditional fields of
social work. Such a survey, it was thought. would also be useful in
consideration of the conduction of research on fi2mily planning in
schools of social work. This survey, which has just been completed, was
also financed by the Family Planning Foundation.

Tlw Indian Association of Trained Social Workers ( IATSW),
however, has been more active than the ASSWI in this respect. The
IATSW submitted memoranda to the two U.N. Evaluation Teams on
Family Planning invited by the Government of India in 1965 and 1969
respectively. In these memoranda, the Association argued for the
recognition of social work qualifications for employment in the field of
family planning and better employment opportunities for social
um kers in the programme. The Association also sent a delegation to
explain the memorandum submitted to the second U.N. Team. As a
result of these efforts. the ream devoted a whole chapter in its report
to she social welfare aspects of family planning. In it, the greater
utilisation of graduates of schools of social work in family planning
programmes was stressed.

Tl Association also organised a workshop on Social Workers and
Family Planning at Delhi in 1966. The workshop brought together
administrators, social workers, doctors. and health educators who
discussed the role and contribution of social workers to family
planning programmes.

ROLES AND FUNCTIONS OF SOCIAL WORKERS IN FAMILY
PLANNING

In practising social work, the social worker may play several roles,
according to the needs of the situation. lie can be an enabler,
advocate, educator. mediator and or social actionist. and these roles
are not mutually exclusive. Traditionally. the, enabling and mediating
roles have been '..mphasised. In the enabling role, he may also be doing
some work as an educator. but this is a relatively minor element. In the
family planning field. he will have to play each one of these roles at
different stages. In community education programmes for family
planning. L. ,,;yen an educator, advocate, and social actionist.
!fere. I am using a different meaning for the role of advocate than the
ome usually attributed to it. In family planning, the social worker
frequently an advocate of an idea as well as of the programme itself.



lie is tot-omitted to the desirability and success of family planning. lie
will use all his powers of persuasion and influence to motivate people
to accept and to practise planning: however, he must do this in
consonance with the values and approach of his profession. I le enables
he motivated. vet ambivalent, couple to take the actual step to

practise famil planning. In case of complications or failure of the
methods used. he gets the necessary medical services to the clients by
mediating between them and the medical services.

Approximately 81) peo cent of the social workers in family planning
are employed as front lire workers, mostly at the district level or in
urban areas. Out of the social workers in the field who iesponded to
the %envoy question asking for a description of their function in their
present job. are currently working as Extension Workers at the
block and district levels. as District Mass Education and Information
Officers. and as Medical Social Workers. 'I he information that they
have given suggests that most of them perform the six major functions
des( rifled below:

1. ComuntIN Education Actititi.%. This function. which was
mentioned b% 34 social workers. includes organising mass
(midi( it y tot family 'damming by using Wins. posters. talks, distri
hut it in of literature, group discussions, and community meetings.
Pei 11)111311W of these activities calls for skill in panning a mass
dut ation drive while bearing in mind the characteristics of the
audience or target group, selection of suitable aspects of group or
mass media for education, iniplemention of the mass educational
piogramme. and evaluation of the programme.

2. Superchoo and Guidance. Twentythree of the survey social
workers mentioned supervision and guidance as one of their
functions. This involved not only administrative supervision such
as inset' t tion of field staff. but also technical guidance to such
field %tat f as the health assistants a'd auxiliary nurse midwives, it-.
the case of block ext.'nsion educators. and guidance of block
extension ethic atm, and other paramedical staff by the district
extensitni educators.

3. Mom atom ()I Eligible couple3. Fourteen social workers
mentioned this function. In one sense. we can say that the
tunmunity education programmes are meant to motivate

eligible couples to adopt family planning: however, under the
function of mtnivation of eligible couples. a different set of
ae tivities vined to be described by respondents. This included
(loin to -door canvassing of eligible couples and counselling those
who I amt to the primary health centres of the family planning
t times at the level of individual couples and. in a few instances.
through Nnlalli group discussions. This function may also include.
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nnitit at ing eligible couples to a rcpt more effective and desirable
methods of family planning.
olluze up of Sen/i.e.+. Twelve Of the social workers mentior..d

that their functions included follow.up work with persons who
have been sterilised, fitted with the 11.1CD, or provided with
condoms,

3. Provision of Contraceptive.s. Supplying condoms to motivated
persons is included under this, and 13 social workers mentioned
this as one of their functions.

O. Courdinatton and Liaison Function. Twelve social workers stated
that their jobs involved maintaining liaisons with the staff of
other departments at the district family planning bureaus or
medical and health services, with developmental personnel in the
cinnintanity development departments. and with voluntary
organisations. as well as coordination of the work of these various
people.

1 he three most Unpin taut functions of many social workers se.ned
to be community education at tivitis, supervision and guidance, and
motivation of eligible couples.

THE SOCIAL WORKER'S ROLE IN AND CONTRIBUTION TO
FAMILY PLANNING

One of the ways in which social workers can contribute zo the family
vla pt ()gramme is to occupy positions in the programme itself
particularly at crucial points in the programme. Based on the
estimates made by the schools of social work in India, there may be
approximately 30 r initiates currently employed in the family
planning programme. This works out to be five to six percent of the
6000 to 7000 social workers currently employed in the whole field of
social welf.;r. Since employment opportunities in family planning
have only improved since 1966 for social workers ( following the
reorganisation of Cie programme) . the percentage of social workers
employed in this ar 1w considered as quite satisfactory. It is not
only the total !nimbi of social workers in the programme that is of
significance. but also whether they operate at crucial points in the
organisational and administrative pattern of the family planning
progrimme. In addition. it is essential that the numbers of social
workers employed must be sufficient to mak an impact no the delivery
of set e.

From the point of view of management and opertion, it is wi'kly
accepted that the crucial point is at the district level.
There are three major posts at this level:

I. the Dist tict Family Planning Officer. which is mostly filled by
doctors with a clinical orientation;



2..1.1w District Propaganda and Mass Education 9fficer: and
3. 1 he District Extension Educator.

Administratively and operationally, the District Family Planning
Officer is the person who is expected to play the role of leader of the
team. Unfortunately. as already mentioned, these posts are occupied
mostly by voting medical graduates who have hae little preparation to
assume a leadership role in a programme which is essentially a
community action ttuogramme. In many cases, this has led to dis-
harmony among the team members. The Second U.N. Evaluation
Team recommended that "the post of District Family Planning Officer
should be' open not only to medical and public health doctors but also
to members of other professions involved in the family planning
programme." At a later point in their Report, the Team made a
specific reference to "the possibilities of enlisting wider participation of
trained social workers" and stated: "Social work training provides an
excellent background for many aspects of family planning work e.g.,
counselling and motivation and the present underutilisation of
social workers is therefore unfortunate. Trained social workers with
higher academic qualifications could help free medical personnel for
medical work and, at the same time, improve administrative
efficiency."

In the four years since this recommendation was made by the Team,
the situation has not changed significantly. although a few non-
medical persons from other professions ( including social work) , have
been employed as District Family Planning Officers.

In regard to the other two positions at the district level, it is my
estimate that approximately 250 social workers are employed in these
positions. or about six to eight percent of the total of 4000 workers in
the programme. There are about five to six social workers employed at
the state level in such jobs as State Extension Educator. At the higher
levels of the national family planning programme. both in the
government and voluntary organisations, only a few social worker:: are
employed. 'They hold such positions as Family Planning Consultant to
a foreign foundation. Programme. Officer in the Department of
Family Planning. professor in an international institute' of training
and resean h in family planning, and Training Officer at the head-
quarters of a prominent voluntary organisation with countrywide
branches. Also. a director of a leading school of social work is a
memlwr of the Committee. on Socio-Economi Studies on Family
Planning. and the Coordination Committee for Researvh ire ra'nily
Planning. Department of Family Planning. Government of India.

Although social workers are occupying crucial positions in the
national family planning programme. it is difficult to describe what
Owl! contribution to the' programme has been. We have, however, the
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opinions of social workers in the field and social work educators on this
point. At the workshop On "Social %Volk Education and Family
Planning- held at Bangalore in 1972. the social work educators
seemed to feel that the involvement of social work in the programme
and. consequently. its contribution to it was not great. Recently. as
Nit of a study which I conducted, the opinions of social workers in the
field were sought on the contribution of social workers to the family
planning programme. Out of 55 respondents. 25 said that it was
moderate. 23 stated that it was high, aw.I seven mentioned that it was
low. In my opinion, the most we can say is that the social workers'
contribution to family planning has been moderate, and we have no
information as to precisely what has been the nature of this contri-
bution. As these op:niois are expressed by workers in the field doing
mostly motivated educational work at the dintrict level, it is probably
safe to assume that their contribution has been in this area.

Social workers can also make ontributimis to family planning in
other ways than direct employment in the programme. They can.
conduct research, which may include evaluative studies of family
planning progriumms in one area or region: conduct research-cum-
action prfijecis to develop a more effective approach for community
education and motivation : or conduct research in any aspect of family
planning in which they feel competent. The information made
available by the schools of social work for the ASSWI survey reveals
that the social work contribution in this area has been practically 'I.
So fin. nine schools of social work have conducted about 30 research
studio's in various aspects of social welfare: none of these studies was on
family planning. At present, one of the schools is conducting research
on family plain Mg in an industrial organisation. Another school
recently completed a "Survey of Social Work Education in Family
Planning in Schools of Social Work in India- for the ASSWI. One
facult% member has made ..n analysis of abortion cases on the basis of
data obtained from a hospital. but this report is not yet ready. The
: ASSWI. through its Fancily Planning Committee, is striving to pro
mote st hood research on family planning, but not much progress has
been made in this direction.

Social %snkers can also make useful contributions by critical
analyst's of the population policies of the government. the administra
tine and organisational structure. and the implementation of the
family planning piograme either on the basis of secondary data or
from the point of oleo. of th..r own philosophy and approach. This
could require feedback from the front-line social workers either by
means of a son.v or by a survey of articles based on field experiences.
Ifowe.er. social work's contribution to family planaing literature is
extremely limited and the published articles are very few in number.



I do not wish to paint only it gloomy picture of the contribution of
soda' workers to finitily planning in India. so let me also point out
what has been done. There have been any number of seminars,
workshops. and orientation training programmes in family planning.
partit ulark during the past seven years. Many schools of social work
have participated in these through their faculty members. A few senior
teachers from some of the leading schools. which are strategically
located in the capital cities of the state government and the central
government. had better opportunities than other schools to influence
the formulittion of the policies and programme of family planning
through formal anti informal meetings. Social workers have. by and
large. stressed the importance of the human factor in the programme.
I hey have been very critical of the target-oriented crash programme
of family planning which exposes the entire programme to abuse and
consequently may create an unfavourable atmosphere for the adoption
of family planning. They have emphasised the importance of the
motivational aspects of etittcation, which were long neglected. They
have pointed out the dangers of "oversell" through aggressive, high -

pressured mills propaganda and the cmnplmntarity of other means
of interpersonal communication such as counselling, small group
dice ussions. use of local leaders. etc. They have drawn the attention of
the administrators to the gap between a professed -cafeteria- ap-
pioach anti the actual practice of advocating a favoured method
without giving couples a real choice. They have pleaded for adequate
and effective followup services after WO) insertion or sterilisation. (
might note that social workers are not the only group who have done
all these things.) I'here is reason to believe that all these efforts have
made some impact on the policymakers anti administrators.

I'lte point I wish to make here is that there have been sporadic, but
not sustained. activities by social workers in influencing the family
planning plogramme. Even when some of these activities have initially
Yielded good results the gains have not been consolidated by further
follow lilt work. hoc examp. the IASW and the ASSWI did not
capitalie on the favourable recommendations made by the Second
*.N. leam. he Feam made a number of concrete tcommendations

for Decal welfare. which included:

I ht. 1..t.tblisittotit of a e outottitt. %%idh trinotati of the Crottal
sot 1.11 VtIf.tto Bout d. the. !wall. of st hook of we i,tl %%oil.. the Dpatt
!mtt of 1.ottil% l'Imottot.t. and the Indian iatiom of 1.1.tioutl Sot
11otkrts len pie tottntnin.t; %%kit type. of Louth. iddotting ittfot 'nation
Alta .tsk most sttitabl% oth-tt..1 to *tit fetent a att.gotio. of .ot cal
11%tt horn% awl
itittutt; tilt. 1.1 I SV NI play a .ignili(ant lull to shaping public
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tipinitin irspct to family planning by organising seminars. work
ships. and (tailtemes. at win( It prolesssionals and I.Rmen could hang
the benefit of the dialogue.

Four wars have passed since these recommendations were made.
and nothing has been done to persuade the government to implement
them. The task would not have been difficult when we consider the
fact that these recommendations were made by a prestigious inter-
disciplinary team of experts which came at the invitation of the
government.

One more avenue which social workers in India can explore in order
to influence policies in the population field is to seek representatives
from the two Associations on the Central Family Planning Council
which. in effect, functions as a policymaking body and has repre-
s( (nation from the state and central ministers. government depart-
ments concerned with family planning. and voluntary bodies. This is
not an impossible task, but so far the Associations have not made any
attempt to (10 this.

In conclusion. it may be said that social workers in India have made
an entry into the family planning programme in not, inconsiderable
numbers at several crucial levels, and that their contribution to family
planning is not insignificant. But much more needs to be done in
research. development of literature. and formulation of population
policies. This calls for jointly organised and susti.ind efforts by the
IASIX. the ASSINI, and the workers in the field.



The Social Work A Guide for

Curriculum Integration of

at Graduate and Population/ Family

Undergraduate Levels Planning Content

SOLEDAD A. FLORENDO

My assignment in this Workshop is to present a background paper
on curriculum content which will give an overall view of the curricu-
lum changes which have taken place as a result of the IASSW-SSWAP
Project. It includes curriculum organisation, structure and course
content on population /family planning, problems encountered, and
lessons learned.

The first attempts of the Schools of Social Work Association of the
Philippines.( SSWAP) at curricular change came as a response to
Presidential Decree No. 79 the Declaration of the National Family
Planning and Population Policy of the Philippines and the Depart-
ment of Education and Culture Memorandum for the integration of
family planning and population education into the entire educational
system. This provided the structure for the institutionalisation of
family planning and population education into the public and private
school systems and it was to be implemented in the shortest possible
time. In order to assess the full impact of this decree, three important
considerations must be taken into account: ( I) the socio-political

Dr. I Mrs.) Soledad A. Florendo is Dean of the Department of Social
Work. Centro Escolar University, Manila, Philippines.



climate following the declaration of martial law on September 21.
1972; t 2) the unprecedented leap into accelerated development and
the social change resulting from increased industrialisation and
urbanisation : and ( 3) the reorientation of the educational system with
a redefinition of the roles and functions of universities to set new
directions and to train the manpower needed for the tasks that lay
ahead. Also by Presidential Decree, other courses such as agrarian
reform. taxation. cooperatives, and the new constitution had to be
included in our already crowded curriculum. Thus. family planning is
only one of the many new compulsory courses in the schools. The
important thing to consider is 0- at population and family planning is
not an isolated or separable problem. but a crucial issue in the total
development plan.

Programmes on information and education and clinical services by
such organisations as International Planned Parenthood, Family
Planning Organisation of the Philippines. Pathfinder. UNESCO.
Colombo Plan, and others have highlighted the need for family
planning. The socio-political climate was set for an intensified effort
by all sectors of the government health, welfare, labour, and
education as well as the private sectors, to solve or at least to
minimise the effects of overpopulation. In view of this background, we
can appreciate the validity and propitious timing of the 'ASSW-
SSWAP Project.

Curricular changes cannot be viewed apart from the programmes
and services which will require manpower for social work practise and
education in general. and family planning in particular. A study of the
sequence of events that led to the present stage of developoient of our
population policy reveals that there were a number of different
strategies adopted by the family planning organisations: ( 1) the
medical clinical approach: ( 2) the community approach. which
emphasised community lay participation and the mass media as a
powerful means of information, education, and motivation: ( 3) the
rational approach. which assumed that. in family planning. acquiring
knowledge and developing proper attitudes would he followed by
practise: ( -1) the social change approach. which advocated insti-
tutional reforms in order to induce cultural changes in society that
would rayon( small families: and ( 5) The social legislation approach.
which sanctioned the use of incentives and disincentives in family
planning.

The IASSW SSWAP Project fits in most closely with the third
approach. with education and motivation as the main thrust. but
there is no implication that old strategies have been abandoned in
fa%our of new ones. Rather. the process is incremental, a matter of
refining the old and expanding or shifting emphasis to new pro-



gummy... The strategies and plans developed set the direction for
prow amines aml service and these, in turn. determine the social work
roles and functions for which the schools have to prepare qualified
workers.

In nide' to determine whet 'WI in not schools were Meeting the nerds
of the profession. the SSWAP organised the First Faculty Seminar.
Woe kshop for Social Work Education and Family Nanning in
Felnuarv. 1973. and the Secimd Faculty Seminar Workshop in
August. 1973. It was the consensus of the participants at these
seminars that. in adaitiou to the undergraduate, graduate. and
post graduate 4egree programmes. a two-year. posthigh school.
non degree corse be offered by all schools in order to meet the need
for paraprofessional workers in the expanded programmes of ay..
Dpai twee, of Social %Veil:etc. Also. one school had started and
anodic, one was seriously considering the possibility of ()Wring a
ohm no al programme in social work.

()idyl seandaldy. because of the revisions of the curriculum and
other limitations and constraints on the schools, it was deemed
necessary for the SSWAP to set the following guidelines:

' . here air many areas of concern related to social development in
which social workers are already involved land reform, green
revolution. urban and rural planning. nutrition. environmental
sanitation. and family planning. to cite a few.

". There is a need to restructure the curriculum in order to give
more emphasis to social development and to include family
planning within this developmental design.

:1. There is a need for clarity in what is meant by "integration" of
family planning content into the curriculum. Does it mean
nurely giving it more emphasis in the course content? Is it merely
inst., ling it in some specific topic for discussion? Or. is it a process
by which family planning, knowledge. attitudes. and values can
he__ _into the social work curriculum. ( The writer left
this blank ou purpose, so that the reader may choose the term

hide he prefers. One school uses the term "infuse-: another
st 11(11)1, "permeate." The writer prefers the word "transfuse."
c onside, ing that there is an infusion of family planning content

the course and, yiceyersa an infusion of the course content
into the philosophical base, ethical orientation. and broad
human and environmental dimensions of family planning. For
example. theme is reason to include the concepts of human
dignity. selidetermination. and confidentiality as expressed in
sot ial %yolk philosophy and ethics.)

1. With respect to out culture. the integrated approach may
minimise objet dons from patents who may 'onside, hank dis-
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cessions on sex indelicate or premature for youth. A separate
sublect. labelled as such. would be vulnerable to such criticism.

5. 'there is, however, a possibility that non-social faculty members
who are not comfortable in discussing human sexuality may in-
okl. academic fieedom to skirt away from the issue. Thus. teach
ing family planning may remain on paper but not in practise.
Faculty development becomes imperative if we are to achieve our
goals. Population education as an area of concentration in the
cm iculum for teacher training may be one solution.

6. The fact that IASSW viewed integration as the needed approach
to population family planning education does not inhibit any
school from also offering It as a separate course. This would have
the added advantage of its being taught by a competent teacher
or a team of experts. If the course is offered in the last semester of
the programme, it can help to synthesise all the prior learning in
family planning integrated in other subjects.

7. In teaching the course. it is inevitable that new and culturally
"taboo" terminologies may surface. Development of an indi-
genous glossary and effective communication skills should be part
of social work's concern.

8. I here is consensus among the SSWAP member schools to en-
courage diversity in curriculum development by giving each
school autonomy in the choice of courses, time allocation. and
mannel of integration. It is implied that the commonality in
ionise content would be provided by the basic requirements of
the Bureau of Plivate Ethic:06ml with regard to the number of
units tot t ourses in eat h ea.

9. We have no definite knowledge of how our target group will react
to the teat fling of human sexuality. '11w reasonable approach
would be to maintain a loww profile and visibility at the beginning
first . in older to amid possible anxiety in the parents and

irsistain e funli the students.

CURRICULUM OBJECTIVES AND CONTENT IN POPULATION
EDUCATION AND FAMILY PLANNING

Ihis model for curriculum developmont is presented for its practical
%aloe only and it has little or no theoretical pretensions. It does not
attempt to define what is a good curl iculum; it simply suggests a way
by who h i infirm on family planning population may be integrated
into the so( ial wink (min ulum. It is not intended to he a pacesetter
fot othel s to follow. but a pathfinder in search of the best way to reach
our goals, healing in mind the limited facilities of the schools the
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rather untied' roles and functions of social workers in family planning
in our town' v. and the short period of five years within which the
programme has to be planned and implemented.

l'or the sake of brevity. rather than describe each individual school
cut riculuin. a combination of different models shall be used as the
point of departute. In the desire to improve content as well as
instructional methods. distinct innovations are being tried. One school
uses -modes of intervention.- while another uses the "integrated
method.- Teaching of the course Social Problems was done at two
levels the visible macrodimension of massive problems like poverty,
the population explosion. etc.. was covered first, and later discussion
was based at the micro level as the resulting problems of individuals
and groups or families were studied.

In the case of field instruction, the schools noted a paucity or
agencies that could provide adequate caseloads to meet the students'
needs for experience in such fields as family planning and day care.
One school has initiated four "floating placements.- and another a
"drop-in- centre on the caiversity campus.

With respect to methods of intervention, all schools indicated the
use of varied opportunities for the interplay of casework. group work.
and community organisation as methods. however. there is a dis-
cernible shift toward increasing emphasis and utilisation of com-
munity organisation. as the goals of social work practise in developing
countries are oriented to de velopmental tasks which are concerned
with general community welfare rather than those of individuals and
groups.

USE OF THE GUIDE

This section is intended to serve as a guide for the integration of
imputation family planning content into the undergraduate and
graduate curricula of social work. The guide is in four parts: ( I)
educational objectives. 2) major area content. ( 3) course content
outline, and ( 4) a brief presentation of possible topics for class
discussion or field application. The teacher may use any approach or
method appropriate in the teaching of the subject matte'. The
:suggested topics included in each area will provide the teacher with
substantive lomwledge of population and family planning content
related to the particular subject matter.

In spite of the wide coverage of subject matter content, it is hoped
that coherence and consistency can be achieved without unnecessary
overlapping and repetition, although overlapping may be unavoidable
or desirable for emphasis in some instances. For example. values may
be discussed in such -ourses as Philosophy and Ethics as well as in
Social Polio; and human Behaviour and the Social Environment.
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THE UNDERGRADUATE (BSSW) CURRICULUM WITH
INTEGRATED FAMILY PLANNING/POPULATION CONTENT

I. Rides and Functions of BSSW Social %Vorkers in Family Planning
Activities

A Giving inhumation to clients to help them to understand the facts
about. and to motivate them to accept. family planning; to let
them know that it is socially acceptable and that there are differ-
ent methods which they can pi artist.: anti ,o inform them of the
altrnatkes open to them. without coercion and with complete
freedom of choice.

II Initiating discussions. identifying problems. and giving ounsel-
ling services.

( :. ketording case studies.
I) Making referrals. follow-up procedures. and home visits.
E. Working as medical social workers in out-patient clinics and in

obstttical and post parson wards when assigned to hospitals.
F. Vorking on rural health teams.
G. Organising the people. when working in community centres. to

ask local authorities for family planning services and maternal
and child t are.

II.Organising groups of mothers. young couples. and youth in
settlements and housing projects for family planning discussions.

I (*.king information to and motivating workers in factories.
I. %%lien working in family welfare. adising clients with problems

tlated to imbalance between family size and income anti clients
on public assistance. helping in institutions for unwed mothers.
and helping multiproblem families.

I. hincational Mire lives
. To equip social work students with the knowledge. attitudes. and

skills necessary to provide adequat information and services to
iliditiduals who need family planning advice.

B. Ftm enable students to acquire an understanding of family plan.
ning as an important preventive measure for social and health

Aleths and help them intel !midis'. the philosophy and goals of
family planning as part of social development.

(:. Vo help students to identify and understand the use of contra-
«pike methods and the techniques cut rentiv available. their
relativ elle( tivness. acceptability. advantages. and dis-
advantages.

I). 'I., students to at quire knowledge of community resources.
both local and national. in family planning to enable them to
make !derma's. to follow through tin referrals. and to initiate sr
tie es in !elation to family planning.



F. To help students to acquiie an understanding of their role in the
family planning programme as a member of a team.

gather data for documenting the adequacy or inadequacy of
family planning services in agencies which are independent units
or parts of health and welfare organisations.

G. 1'o identify agency policy in conformity with national policy and
the administrative structure that provides the base for the family
planning services.

III. Nlajor Area Content
A. I Fintan Behaviour and Social Environment
I. Obj-ctives: The student should acquire knowledge of psycho-

logical. social. cultural. and physical forces related to population
dynamks and family planning which promote or impede social
lime filming.

a). COW Sr Content : 'the family as a central unit of analysis in
population planning: structure. composition. formation. and
organisation of the family: the nuclear and the extended family:
sire of the family and family income imbalance: the strengths
and weakiesses of the Filipino family.. the role of the family in

ocreatitm and transmission of culture: culture and tradi-
tionalism as impediments to change from large to small family
sin.: how pregnancy in the wife soon after marriage saves the
couple trout being social outcasts in the community; preference
for sons to perpetuate the family name.

Social change and the (-hanging status of women who work out
side the Ilium.; changing authority and decision-making patterns
as to the number and spacing of children; urbanisation and
modernisation as factors in :1w social mobility of nuclear small
sine families: ideals and breakdown of various family types and
groups; «urimemication patterns between spouses. especially on
inattels of sex and family sin..

The cult of incichisttio in the Philippine culture, the effect of
tipanish influence. and problems in sex identity: femininity and
seihmisskeness in the female and exaggerated importance placed
on mot het ; community prestige related to ability to support
a big family; need for male motivators to work with male clients
and female motivators with female clients: the male's dominant
position in sex relations threatened if wives ale more kmiwledge
able about sex and family planning.

Eden .ration and highei aspirations onducke to the small family
mule: how the woman\ tole as and mollies through plo-
t le...ion is alteird when she works outside the home. Ifidelni
cation and soe i.ml mobility as favouring small nue leas families;
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hoc highly motivated (1 MI /ICS and satisfied acceptors provide a
,tieing netwenk of summit fur family planning; how the indivi-
dual's conformity to social not affects the initial desire for
childten; hem group ineus ale internalised through conforming
behaviour.

Strains on family functioning broken homes, economic de-
pendency. disease and malnutrition. unwanted pregnancy,
illegitimacy. Amnon and sty' ilisation and their psychological
am! physioleigical tonsequences.

B. Social Policy and Social Planning
I Objel tises: To know and appreciate the meaning of the national

!wilt% of the Philippines with respect to population family plan-
ning; to be ate to identify and understand agency policy in con-
formity with national polies. and the administrative structure that
provides the base for family planning services.
Comm. Content: Social philosophy as the basis for social policy
and planning: social services no longer considered as privileges
but as rights: family planning viewed as a human right to he
enjined by and al CeSSIbIC to those who desire it : policy and
planning designed SO as to engage people 1101 SiMpIV as consumers
but as pat ticipants in problem.solving people may organise
themselves and. through social action. request family planning
sets ices. Social polio les and goals needed to conform to the

wirtal values of a given society. religious beliefs and values of
ethnic gimps to be respected: counselling for personal mal-
fume (lolling in sex matters: favourable population policies to
impo 1%1' the soe 1:1I CliVi I OM/WM necessary measures to
strengthen family planning programmes: family planning, when
seen as eventise and developmental programme which
tem hes out to mot(' people. is less expensive in time. effort. and
money. has a mem. Listing effec t. and prevents human
stabling

I !Hiram., in ccon, emie growth ale used up by the population
kpli)sinn and !milt y on family planning should be considered
essential to dee.elopment: limited resources are available to solve
massive piohlems: the need to establish priorities family
planning. mate-mid and child care. nutrition. and programmes
Fol siffith are rip priorities in our SChrine of deVellpirlent

Need tot 'mai welfare to be given the same emphasis as urban
%.,!laie: hinds planning progra- "nes in rmal areas need more

vanim summit all social policies. plans. and programmes
need pet iodic ewluation: this is applicable to family planning
plogianimes.
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Policies with regard to abortiem, sterilisation. and service to
unmarried individuals and minors must be clearly stated for the
guidance of the s:af and information of the public. Policies with
regard to foreign aid and counterpart funds from local organi-
sations for family planning are often established in the inter
national office.

C. Administration. Programmes. and Services
I. Objectives: To acquire knowledge and skills related to principles

of administration nd supervision of family planning agencies.
programmes. and services for problesolving or for preven-
tion: for promoting conditions of optimum balance between
family and population sire in relation to environnet ;aal,
economic. social. and psychological resources of the family. com
munitv. and society.

2. C ou rm. Content: Knowledge of agency structure. nature of its
auspices private or governmental. such as the Family Planning
Organisation of the Philippines. The Pathfinder, Inc., Planned
Parenthood Association, and Population Commission. respec-
tivel: how these are funded from local or foreign sources: how
they are created by legislative fiat or by oluntary private
effort : how coordination is achieved between r,overnmental and
private agencies.

Organisational structure: the governing hoard of directors:
relationships with existing networks of health and welfare pro
grammes such as maternal and child care and nutrition inte-
grated with family planning services; relationships between pro-
fessional staff such as doctors and nurses. social workers. and
volunteers in the community who support family planning
ffoi ts.

Programmes and services information. education. and moti-
%atiiin among young couples and adolescents in the community:
organisation of wimps of mothers in settlements and 'musing pro-
ie ts: engaging youth to talk about their problems and feelings in
relation to sex.

I lospitals and chilies to include family planning in their wards
and out patient clinics: premarital counselling in family welfare
agent its: supervision of family planning services to upgrade and
maintain standards of clinical practise and to prevent punitive
and coercive application of agenc% policies: guaranty of conli
dentialitv of tcmels that may he prejudicial to clients: avoidance
of a %%i: kyr imposing personal moral values on the client : Bering
that an adequate supply of contraceptive devie es and (buys are
maintained: obtaining feed-back on complications to minimise
the fee: of certain cont., aceptive methods.
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D. Modes of Intervention ( 'Methods)
1. Objectives: I'o deepen the student's knowledge and skills in

involving individuals. stoups. and communities in problem-
solving To acquire knowledge and skills related to the delivery of
services and problem-solving by the use of one method or a
combination of methods casework, group work, and
community organisation in social work practise related to
population and family planning.
Course Content : Casework approach to problemsolving in such
eases as unwed pregnancy, illegitimacy, marital conflict arising
from peewits.: conflicts due to sexual maladjustment between
pouses , :-onflicts due to choice of contraceptive method; parent-
child conflict arising from sexual deviance of children. In debili-
tated mothers, fear and anxiety from closely spaced pregnancies;
.1 low juvenile multi-problem families, lack of means to educate
e ildren or to provide health care to the family.

Use of groat) work as a method of intervention in treatment of
Mira psvhi or social maladjustments in sex-role identity in
adolescents; use of group experiences to encourage women who
are hesitant to accept contraceptive advice, or to help a group of
husbands to express their fear of loss of virility or sexual satis-
faction with the use of contraception, or to encourage a group of
post ',amnia patients in an obstetrical warzl to accept IUDs
before discharge.

Making use of the intercessor-mediator mode of intervention in
referrals of clients who need family planning services, or in
obtaining legal aid to help a minor who has been raped or made
victim of incest to have family planning or birth control services
made available. I low the social worker's presence can be a help
and moral support in crisis situations such as a hospital
deneigencv in abortion or courtroom hearings on parent-child or
hushainl wife relations as they relate to family planning problems
in the [mink.

l'h usefulness of the advocacy role, particularly in mobilising
t ommunitv resources for organising family planning services in
connection with puericulture centers near settlements and hous-
ing pi ojee is.
Determining who the select group of people ace who represent
the unmet SI RICI LI IV of Ilk' community and. subsequently, who

int,(,1 its resources the doctors. nurses, legislators, teachers,
pi iests. etc . :how to get their support for facilities and free contra
eptivr supplies and services for people who need them, whether

mauled or unmarried. for the mentally ill, and for those with
Moult illnesses sue it as tuberculosis, I lansen's disease, epilepsy,

ete .
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Encouraging board members of voluntary agencies to
popularise family planning activities through their community
programmes. for example. the l'WCA. the National Federation
of Women's Clubs. and the Civic Assembly of Women can spon-
sor a network of family planning centres in strategic places
throughout the country.

Engaging the social worker in social criticism to document
deficiencies in health and welfare programmes: encouraging a
professional association to make known its position on such
matters as liberalisation of divotcv laws, on employer's discri-
minatory practises against married women, or on the policies of
family planning centres that will not service unmarried women;
encouraging citizens to use social action to improve the working
conditions of women and youth.

Fhe need of the social worker to employ techniques of effective
communication to elicit strong community support for his cause
in order to convince others through a properly documented and
analysed presentation of facts and figures. Above all, the social
worker's cause must be broadly understood by the community
/amily planning is one such rause.

E. Philosophy and Ethics
1. Objectives: To help the student to acquire attitudes and under-

standing of the concepts related to the professional values in-
volved in family planning the worth and dignity of the
individual. the right to self determination. the right of a child to
growth and development. selfrealisation, and the right to equal
opportunities.

rse Content : The prevent;ve role of social work in providing
measures to prevent social breakdown: new institutional arrange-
ments as a result of social change: the commitment of social work
to initiate social controls under societal sanctions when there is a
lag between the nerd for. and the resistance to. change.

I low so( ietv can protect the rights of an unborn child must
children continue to be born to parents who are irresponsible and
(.111111)1 ptI)%ide for their basic needs? Family planning as one of
the human rights for all people the right to have babies by

e rather than by chance a right that must be available to
and %hated by all.

The right to self determination and protection of the indi-
Ulnal as involving reciprocal responsibility for societal good:

how family planning is concerned with both. The influence of
human ecology ,nt human lives: environmental pollution as a
ha/aid to all people: the interrelation of pollution and over-
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popelation: modern tee hnology and its effect on health and
death Imes. Whether technology. through family planning. can
help to maintain a balance in population.

F. Values
1. Ot iectives: -Co acquire knowledge of the individual's values and

expectations in regard to childbearing and family size; to pro-
mote acceptan«e of the small fatnii.v norm as desirable; and to
(-solve t ;inflict between individual welfare and the collective wel-

taw of the nation and society.
2. Course Content : The need for sot lid workers to 1p. aware of their

own values and those of their clients in regard to human sexuality
and reioduction; to delineate Philippine values and pi actises
!elated to family planning and family size; to determine the
strengths and weaknesses of family values and practises as
they affect del ision making in family planning; the need to con-
sider alternative values. concepts, and practises dealing with
responsible parenthood Ind citizenship; the need for active par-
ticipation and involvmt nt in community activities related to
family planning and to know what are the different agencies and
t (immunity resources available.

The Filipino values of personalism and familism viewed as
dysfunctional in contemporary society; religious fanaticism and
fatalism: the view that the number of children born to a couple is
an expression of God's will; the adverse effects of this view on
family phoning efforts; the problem that family planning in the
Philippines is acceptable only if male children have been born.

Unwed mothers as sufferers of the consequencesof their preg
naacies. white putative fathers go free from any responsibility;
the need for a wife to endure the hardships and dangers of fre-
quent plegnancies and their adverse effects on her health as proof
of het submissiveness and her patient suffering as wife and
motile! the great influence of opinion leaders in the Philippine
ommunity. and the cum-lid need for them to internalise the

saine of the small family noun.

Reseal( h
)1qco ties: I o at quire knowledge and skills in the use of vital

statistics and in demogiaphy. To know how to analyse existing re
seat( h on population. To appreciate and know how to utilise the
iesults of iesrai ch.
Comm: Content : Paid( ipation in simple research studies such as
ommunits moseys on number. sin. composition, and other
halm tel kt it s of different types of families: studies of the age
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structure of the community population. their income levels,
educational attainments and levels of aspirations: the correlation
between the number of children and the emphivment of women
outside the home; social research on knowledge, attitudes, and
practises in family planning. and the different methods of
contraception used and their acceptability and effectiveness.

N. Field Instruction: Skills are best acquired through learning by
doing. Students may be asked to make field visits to different
family planning agencies to study their activities and the job des-
cription of family planning personnel. From the job description.
the necessary knowledge, attitudes, and skills required are then
identified. Students may be assigned to organise and participate
in seminars and workshops. Field visits to slums and other high-
density areas will impress the urgency of the population problem
upon them.

Interviewing and counselling family planning clients and mak-
ing the necessary referrals to hospitals and clinics will be re-
inforced by actual observation, through home visits for follow-up
procedures. of the consequences of big family size and low in
come. Reasons for dropouts may be discussed with physicians for
advice' on methods of contraception. Multi problem famiiies may
require contraceptive advice if the children cannot he adequately
provided for and the presenting problem is economic in nature'.

Community surveys and group sessions for mothers and youth
are effective modes of intervention. Students can learn counsel-
ling and rehabilitation in such field placements as homes for un-
wed mothers. Talking to market vendors and housewives can be a
glut(' training ground for communication and motivation for
family planning. Accompanying clients who have had illicit
induced abortions to hospitals for treatment will stress the
dangers of such measures.

It is in the field work experience that the student will gain in-
sight into personal value's as well as those of the clients in the
area of sexuality. Professional values and ethical conduct can be
internalised.

THE GRADUATE (MSSW) CURRICULUM WITH INTEGRATED
POPULATION/ FAMILY PLANNING CONTENT

Educational Objective's
A. The gr:oduate programme should concentrate on the specific

epa rati( in of graduate students for leadership roles in airy of these
fields: advant ed practise. administration, social policy and plan-
ning. sot ial legislation. education. and research.
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B. The student must acquire a high degree of scholarship that will
contribute to knowledge, social work, and family planning. in parti-
cular. especially in the field of social sciences as they apply to the
reproductive and fertility behaviour in man.

II. Major Areas: There are seven major areas in the curt: ulum where
population and family planning may be integrated.

A. Selecteei Readings from Socio- Behavioural Sciences
1. Course Objectives: To provide the student with substantive

knowledge of the social science disciplines in order to broaden the
knowledge base of psycho social, political. anthropological. and
economic implications of population and family planning; to
deepen the understanding of how to apply the insights thus
gained to social work practise for knowledge-building and theory
testing. To broaden the student's perspectives of the dimensions
of the human problem of population so that the ultimate goal of
population nd family planning is not lost improvement ir. the
quality of life and self-fulfillment.

2. Course. Content : Social workers who will perform leadership roles
need a strong knowledge base of the social sciences as the founda-
tion upon which will rest the different levels of organised thought
in family planning population social philosophy. policy.
planning. ;.:Itainistration. research. and education. Brief ab-
stracts from selected readings in economic theory, sociology.
anthropolop. psychology, and political thought are included in
this area as they rela .e to family planning. Of special interest is
the overriding fact alai the consequences of rapid population
growth include not only the economic retardation of develop-
went and the adverse effects from lack of health and welfare
services and educational facilities and malnutrition. but also the
e% tual dehumanising and destructive effects of environmental
pollution that results from overpopulation.

B. targets and Client Systems
1. Course Objectives: To be able to identify the targets in the

general population which are the special concern of family
planners. including the young people whose attitudes and values
need to he developed to accept the small family norm: the ado-
lescents who need to understand and direct their sexuality to
socially acceptable behaviour, and married and unmarried
adults who need advice on contraception. To reach other targets
such as legislators. professionals. and leaders in the community
who. through the use of mass media. social action. and legis-
lation. are responsible for decision-making and implementing
programmes for family planning.
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The client systems composed of high-risk and hard-to-reach
groups are those that require the problem-solving skills of the
social worker.

C. Administration and Supervision
1. Course Objectives: The student should know and develop

competence in organisational structure and behaviour, learn
leadership skills, and know how to administer family planning
programmes at local or national levels.

- Course Content : The topics for discussion in this area revolve
around policy formulation and planning of programmes:
administrative roles and functions such as selection and training
of the staff. funding and budgeting. coordinating with other wel-
fare community programmes. and continuous evaluation and re-
search. Of special concern to administrators of family plan.
ning organisations is the quality of supervision of services to
ensure that high medical standards are strictly observed. that the
ethical code of the professional staff guides their conduct, and
that the client's rights are duly respected. Ihe student should be
able to prepare project proposals for family planning services.

I). Social Issue!- Policy. and Planning
1. Course Objectives: To know how to analyse and evaluate

pol:ies. programme's, and practises related to population. family
planning.

`2. Course Corwin: This should include any national or inter-
national declarations and policies concerning population and
family planning. In the roilippines. a predominantly Catholic
count' Y, a study in depth of the Papal Encyclical. Iiumanae
Vitae, is imperative- because the social worker herself has to be
clear about her own views on certain issues in which the Catholic
Church has firmly stated its position. The national policy must be
also clearly understood by the agency staff and the client systems
in order to establish and implement agency policies and pro-
cedures. especially with regard to eligibility for services and the
client's choice of method of contraception.

A few years ago. the teaching of sex in the schools was a cunt ro
%rsial issue and sex education had to be wrapped in a cloak of
modesty and euphemistically labelled -*family life education." At
present with the integration of family planning into the enure
educational system. and also because of its pervasiveness in all
media. sex has finally come out into the open. to be accepted for
what it is. to he studied. analysed. understood. and. hopefully.
used tsinmsibl. Issues on abortion and sterilisation. as well as
those 'elated to use of int ntives and disincentives, may he taught
11% a panel of experts composed of lawyers. doctors. social
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workers. and priests and ministers.
E. Social Action and legislation

1. Course Objectives: To develop competence in the student that
will enable her to employ techniques and skills for effective
communication to elicit strong community support for family
planning programmes; to be able to convince others, through the
presentation of properly documented -,nd analysed facts and
figures. of the deficiencies in existing family planning
services and the need for expansion or establishment of new
programmes: to work for new legislation or for the abolition or
amendment of laws that are obsolete which have a direct or in-
direct bearing on population and family planning.

2. Course Content: Abortion, sterilisation, tax exemptions, mater-
nity benefits, raising the age of marriage. divorce, legal
separations. and inheritance by illegitimate children are all good
topics for study, group reports. or discussion by a panel of
experts.

F. Social Work and Education
1. Course Objectives: To help the student to understand the role of

education as a strong regulator of wx behaviour. Beginning at
the lower levels, the schools can help shape attitudes toward a
small family norm. Young people may be oriented to family life
ethic ation am: develop values favouring responsible parenthood.
Both the teacher and the learner must be concerned not only with
the biological and physiological aspects of reproduction. but also
with human values, ethical principles. concepts, attitudes, and
behaviour. including sex role identity.

To help the student acquire knowledge of basic theories from
education. psychology, and other disciplines which social work
educators can apply to the teaching of population and family
planning. The student who needs preparation for teaching must
apply the teaching-learning principles o.i motivation: the results
of learning by doing : learning reinforced by feedbacl, of one's
performance: success experiences leading to the learner's repe-
tition of similar experiences; reward and punishment and their
effects on the learning process and enhanced learning efficiency
When elope- under optimum duration and appropriately placed;
theory integrated with practise minimises boredom and in-
attention. These principles are applicail in teaching learning in
family planning.

G. Sou ial Research
1. Course Objectives: To enable the :audent to understand the

value 01 research in family planning as the basis for policy and
planning and for evaluating the demographic impact of the
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programmes. While statistics are important in evaluation, the
student has to be aware that human satisfactions and other values
are difficult to quantify. Quality of service is not easily measured:
it is not figured as the number of IL ;Ds inserted or the number of
condom distributed. The student must he an intelligent
consumer of research.

To enable the student to undertake research on population
and family planning: to acquaint the student with current re-
search being undertaken and to develop the student's capacity to
formulate research projects that will deepen her knowledge of the
disciplines involved in family planning programmes, such as the
sori.el SC:1Wti.

Ill. Other Related Activities Which Enrich the Curriculum Content

This report would not be complete without the presentation of
the projects embarked on b the different schools. In my opinion,
they are integral parts of curriculum dvlorment. for they pro-
vide the means for creative expansion and enrichment of the
entire educational programme.

The special projects presented by the different schools. which
were at the same time possible research thesis material. included.
among others: a survey of social work manpower training in
family planning and population dynamics: a survey of sex
education among Filipino youth : a survey to obtain baseline data
from business and industrial firms: a project to mobilise the
media for national development through family life education.
with emphasis on family planning: a "Model-Couple Advocator'.
research project in family planning in a community: a builtin
study to evaluate the acceptance of family planning in the agro
industrial project : the psychosocial helms in family planning:
the use and non-us of contraception and marital relationships
and stability: the prospects of research to be undertaken in the
"floating" placements; and experimentation with a "University
Dropin (entre."

A 'ill I._Ixperience Opportunities: In examining the objectives
and the methods of approach in carrying out the different pro
jcts unier the 1ASSW-SSWAP agrment. the possibility of
utilising such div.-s settings as the University campus.
communities t.himen as project areiis, business and industrial
firms. for the field experie'nce's of students at under-
graduat graduate. and doctoral levels must he considered as
expansi:m and enrichment of the curl iculum. Such settings can
also he used for the interpretation and contribution of social
wo: k within the university and outside communities. and in
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other related pilessions and disciplines. '('hey also bring out
the developmental aspects of family planning- population in
the total national goals.

FAMILY PLANNING WITHIN THE DEVELOPMENTAL
CONTEXT

At this Seminar. we have been asked to view family planning within
the «nnext of dtlelopment. The response to the recognition of the
gr.Ritv of the populahon problem has been the promotion of family
planning piogrammes. Formerly the concern of private individuals,
family planning has now moved into the public domain with increas-
ing comiction that it should he viewed as crucial to social develop.
mem. There is the (Ling.'r that social development may become more
of a slogan among social workers than a real issue.

A basic question that we. as social workers, should ask ourselves is
this: GM individuals he induced to alter their reproductive behaviour
by an appeal that emphasises collective necessity for social develop-
ment of the nation? As social workers, in motivating our clients we use
pei suasive appeals that stress private benefits such as family or
individual welfare. This is understandaole when we work with clients
with problems: however, hi working with "normal- sectors of the
population. our approach should he a direct appeal that family
planning is necessary for national development. This kind of apeal
can exert external pressures with a moral imperative. Ilow to link
piivat ac turns with the societal good is a moral socio psychological
problem of the greatest moment.

Gunnar Nltdal. in his famous work. Asian Drams Inquiry into
the I'm crty of Nation,. math. the Statement that Asian nations are, as
a ink'. "soft states.- where society makes little demand on the people,
!trine. the lot k of social discipline. It is time for us to ask ourselves if
this simemeni is still is true today as when it was first imale.

In his "Report to the Nation.- President Marcos of the Philippines
patapht ased the memorable metaphor by the historian. Arnold
I outlier. who «npared human societies to climbers on a liff.' Some
lia%e counts nom niches in the lock and are content to rest where they
air: stain pen died. unwilling to venture any higher. !Iv contrast,
dvnamit societies disdain the mean shelter of the rock face: they aspire
to ih heights and willingly risk the danger of a fall for the glory of
leaching the summit.

I \l,:,1,1; 1.1,irt Iltartfq MI" the
,11:.+111 '11IN, '11,

%ttl.,1.1 I 106111... I sriol ../ \t. %mi. .,11,1 1171

( I Anvil Lane.
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Field Learning The

and Iran

Teachings Experience

hASIIANCIII

More than a decade before the Teheran School of Social Work
launched an experimental programme in population and family life
education, the School had recognised the common factor contributing
to the poverty of communities in the South of Teheran: families with
too many children. It became clear that for any welfare programme to
be effective in these communities, something had to he done to reduce
the size of these families. With the inception of the Family Planning
Assciatio in 1958. the foundation for a full-fledged family planning
programme both in the field and the school was laid.

It was not until l%7 that the government incorporated family
planning into its national policy. Accordingly. a comprehensive family
planning programme was established with the goal of reducing the
present estimated growth rate of 3.2 percent per year to 2.4 percent in
the current Fifth Development Plan. After the government took
responsibility for coordinating family planning activities en a national
scale, the Family Planning Association felt it appropriate to redirect its
efforts toward giving priority to the provision of education, moti-
vation. and follow-up in the community.

Miss Elahe Kashanchi is a representative of the Teheran School of Social
Work. Teheran. Iran.
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%VIII, the c lose I cimul at nin sulicIVISicill of the Si 1101)1 of Social
ink antl tli minute and highlY rttec iit setting of anodic1 tivale
oiganisat inn. the (:Iminititiit v Vellait Crimes cif han. the Family
Islanning Assot 61 ion has had xt client °mummifies to develop and
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Student field placements in family planning are in the following
agencies and organisations:

I. Community welfare centers.
2. Maternity hospitals and motherchild health centres.
:3. Elementary and secondary schools.

Semiorphanages.
Factories and industries, and

6. Rural areas, such as the villages surrounding Teheran.
At this time. my focus will he on the community welfare centres.

THE FAMILY PLANNING PROGRAMME IN THE COMMUNITY
WELFARE CENTRES

The family planning team that runs the family planning unit in
each of the centres is composed of a doctor, a midwife, an assistant
nurse, a motivator. and a soulent social worker. Other students are
placed in the welfare centres and are required to spend at least one
hour weekly in the family planning unit, with direct and indirect
contacts with all mothers and young adults utilising the various
services, but only one student actually participates as a member of the
family planning team.

The goals of the family planning programme in the community
welfare centres are

1. lamming and familiarising the community with the family plan-
ning programme. and developing positive attitudes in addition to
motivation and followup in order to promote mole and better
use of the family planning clinics.

2. Providing educational programmes that will effectively reach all
the different groups in the community such as adolescents,
newly married coupes, mothers, and lathers.

3. Revising and updating the programme in order to ensure its rele-
vance. Such a ptogramme should encompass:
a. Research and study of the culture. nen nts. extent of knowledge

and ,co ceptance of the programme. and the living conditions
of the families in the community.

h. Research on the different methods of contraception.
c. Reexamination and evaluation of the prow amine for the final

submission Of proposals.
In .lo ("mime«. with these goals. an example of a student p ()gramme

in the family planning unit would he:
1. Prepai alie) of a selected bibliography on populatie en and family

planr;ng.
2. Rese.uch on a specific topic in a re!ated area and a lnrseiitation

of this soik to the student group meeting.
3. P.utieipafion in the family planning unit meetings whew the

foie+ and functions of various tea.n members are discussed.



I Planning of grim!) and community progi amities in fanly plan-
ning with the aid of a field instructor.
Proposing and doing researc II studies on the social. cultural. or
economic c mutinous of various members of the community such

aibilescents. newly mari led couples. or families with WO many
e 1111(11(1.

Patti( ipation in hi weekly meetings of social workers. field
lust! uctots. and crime directors 511 that information may be
gailiird. experiences shared. and cooperation and coordination
tin [titled among the centre's set vices.

Hie nattily of the social work activities in the family planning unit
irciiiites the student to he familial with the duet. 54 /dill WOrk al)
11111,11 ill's of casewerk. group work. and community organisation.

IMPLEMENTATION AND WORKABILITY OF THE
PROGRAMME

Byline des( iihing the "how- aspects of our experiences in field
tem hing and student learning in the family planning plogramme. I
should like io mote again the newness of our experience. ,Vtliough
social win kris had previously been assigned to family planning
plow amines in vainnis agencies. problems of coordination reduced
their. effectiveness. The functions of social workers lacked clear
definition. and the ()diet family planning workers lacked familiarity
with the ! e that social workers could play and the sp-cific abilities
they coult ing to the task at band. Therefore. our endeavours in the
two veal. since we became a pilot school In the IASSW Project to
Dewliip Qualified Nlanpowr for Family Planning Population
At tivities have fin tissed on the ss.stentat lc intgration of population
and Lund% planning edm anon, both in the c lassroom curiiculum and
in fieldwork lea( ping.

Seminai s and firipient meetings are now being held to familiarise
the clot tilts and midwives with the roles the social winker can OW; in
1 ainik planning programmes and to familiari.e them with the social
and t idol! al problems that effect the individua :'s attitudes toward and
pi actises in family planning. The social woil....er is often Alreittly
fainiliat with such attitudes and prat lists through casework and group
wink experient es.

In ihtioducing family planning concepts into field teahitig, the
pi twat% ()hie( Ike is the clarification of the social wor!,er's role and
tutu tUti in Lundy planning activities. Second. the role of the social
wicket in itttetai tiro with other members of the family planning team
is clatified. and third target groups such as mothers. fathers.
%mutts. newly mai lied women, and pregnant mothers are identified.

As au example of a family planning programme run by social wink
students. I will des( tilne the programme for mothers. The mothers are



first dkided into two groups:
1. Mothers who aie already in the family planning programme.

I lyre efforts are concentiatd on education and providing Mien..
!nation and reassurance rather than on c hanging attitudes.

2. 14n hers who are drop outs from the family planning programme
or do not believe in family planning. They are first familiarised
with the programme. provided with motivational information to
help change their attitudes toward the programme, and finally
given practical information. through discussion and the sharing
of experiences. they are familiarised with the problems that re.
stilt from large families as well as with the side effects and prob
kills of contraception.

-elle following points are covered in a fouiweek programme' for
motheis in the second group:

I. Discussion of religious attitudes toward social and health
problems.

9. Population problems in Iran and factors affecting population
growth. such as age of marriage and fertility rate.

3. Marriage and marital relationships.
. Pre- natal care.

Post partum maternal heHt h.
6. Infant health care.
7. Effect of family size on the social and economic conditions of the

family ( food. housing. education, health) .

8. infant rime and infant rearing.
9. Child behaviour and development. and parental re,00nsi-

hilities and disciplinelelated problems.
19. Adolescent behaviour.
1 1 . Sex dtication.
12. Family planning.
13. 1 Ininan reptoduction.
1 1 . Niel hods of cunt' acept ion .

lowewt. then. are pioblems and shortcomings in the imple
mentation of some of these prow amines. Irregular attendance is pro-
bably the most rerun em ploblem. especially in the group programmes
with the mothers. Some of the reasons cited for non-attudoince are:

1. .1 he inability to leave younger children at home without super
151011.

2. Fhe e\isiente of prubleins %vitt' their children's health. real ing,
and se Ii. oling.
The opposition of their husbands to their attending meetings
and or watching films. 'this is largely due to their husbands' bias
against family planning.

1. The influence of iligious leaders in the community against par-
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ticiation in the family plamling programme or the use of
Mit alV1111011.

Lack of awariess of or knowledge of the family planning
plograillIlle. goals. and activities

Attendance pi oblems in the group sessions for the fathers are of a
different nature. On the whole, the tarn have a stronger bias than
!hell wives agaiust family planning. In addition, most have late work
hours and aie often too tired to attend family planning meetings.

Adolescent boys and girls ax probably the most cooperative grotip
in demistiating their interest am' ..;,,ermss. As they have fewer
responsibilities anti are Younger ail more edut atcd. they are wore
lit'xibit a nil open to new ideas.

In ()Idyl to reach a wider community. sot ial woo kers, with the aid of
mothatots. make contact with individuals and groups in the cont.
nitwits.. Community leaders especially religious leaders who are
influential are advised of the family planning programme. Such
leaders air also invited to the centres in erdr to acquaint them with
the difftent set vices and to discuss the problems and nerds of the
ottimunity. School principals and teachers are also contacted by the

sot 1.11 woi ket and made aware of the progt amm. To gain cooperation
for th promotion of the programme in tics community, the social
win LI% pat ticipate in community organisations such as the village and
city councils.

With respect to the activities and programmes that the social work
student 1.. involved in. he not only becomes aware of population
ptoblems and their effects, but through casework, group work, anti
ommunit v organisation. he actively participates in furthering the

goals of the family planning programmes.
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Research in Family Planning

in Pakistan

AQUILA KIANI

BACKGROUND

Although a nationwide government programme of family planning
was started on a massive scale in I965, research activities in the field of
family planning had been initiated much earlier. The Pakistan Family
Planning Association had already conducted several surveys and
studies on knowledge. attitudes, and pi actise, as well as on clinical
and min.( finical aspects of family planning. Sinidarly. the Universities
of Punjab and the Auadutir, fur Rural Development had carried out
such studies since the early 1 960s. The first National Conference on
Planned Parenthood was held in Lahore in 1 958. and a Seminar on
Poplatfim Growth and Development Economics, where research
papers c overing different areas of family planning were read, was held
at Karachi in 1 959.

A weekhmg Workshop on Family Planning was organised by the
Academy for Rural Development, Peshawar. in 196I under the direct
sup. ,ision elf the author of this paper.' At this Workshop, for the first

1 I Pius re.,:lito .11 thy %Vm k.11,.1) Attiol% l'Imillitig 1.1% M 14 111)1

%%co 1..11,10.11, .N..11,1/a% I'., Ietn.tl Ilrtrinl.tnrnt. II/III i In I

Mrs.) Ayeeil.e Kiani is a Professor in the Delia:Anion of Social Vork.
Uniteisitv of Kam( hi. Karat hi. Pakistan.
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time issues were discussed with a view toward recommending ways of
strengthening the piogramme through a coordinated approach by
medical and paramedial personnel and other programme imple-
mentors. including Rural Community Development Workers and
Supervisors. the need for research was given high priority in the
deliberations of the Workshop.

In the Second Five Year Plan ( 1960-1965). a National Family
Planning Directorate was instituted and Family Planning Boards were
set up in the provinces.' At the same time, five Training-cum-
Research Institutes (e RI) were set up at Dacca. Rajshahi,
Chittagong. Lahore. and Hyderabad. In 1962. the National Research
Institute ot Family Planning ( NRIFP) was set up at Karachi to
undue t te.eate Hi approaches and methods to be employed in the

family planning pcogramme. Foreign assistance lot family planning
tivitirs in Pakistan was also instituted in the Second Plan period.

1 he Population Council. in co operation with the VoiversitY of
Calif.! nia School of Public Health. started a pilot project in health
eih( atifm at Dacca and. with the John Hopkins Univlsitv Scnool of
Ihgiene and Public Health. began a medical social research project
\II..SORP) in I.a hole. The Swedish International Development

Amhoin%. through the Sweden. Pakistan Family Welfare Project.
assisted in training f.isonnel and establishing model clinics at the five
aining nut Research Institutes. Additional family planning studies

Mete led and at the N FP a n d the Pakistan Academy for Rural
Development. Comilla. with assistance from the Population Council
and the Foul Foundation. The. Pakistan Institute of Development
Fe onomit s. in . ollabolation with the then Central Statistical Office at
Kara( hi. %tatted a comprehensive project on Population Growth
Estimates t 1'(;I.1).

At the tiist hi annual Seminar on Research organised by 'he
in 196 I. it was lecommended that a liaison he maintained between the
ditlelent h wimps itt the country so that their research activities

be coordinated. and that a Research Clearing Cell could he
fonnulated. The NRIP assumed this role. To further strengthen its
lole and to ,hold duplication. the Institute compiled an Inventory of
Familv Planning Resealt h Projects. both ongoing and already cum.
pilled. The lust Invenonv was published i,l Minch, 1966. and
mt.nned a let old ad 122 leseatelt plojeets. October. 1968. it was

11(.1 idea tit ((Aet the in( teasing iesean it activities and findings in order
It) Update the ill st 111%111(On% .1 he second inVent01 V (Mll out ill fine,

2 t: ! I :. N.,1 fisli 111.3 s/11111111%111 I .0 0.111111111/1 .st PAL/stall
3 I .!: , I P1.1111.111t: I. II III VAN All I Km.o.11. N.nt.ii.11 Krst..11111 liwittsw
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19101 and ot,ew 2!i7 family planning research projects initiated by
eliftetent inganisations out of which 119 had been cutripleted by that
date.' I lie list ut otgani.ations includes Ow family planning units of
the go% etntnnt. rut It as the NR1H'. Central F.valuation I. and
%Vest Pakistan Research Eahatitm (:ntrt.: other government
agent irs such as the (:ettt t al Statistical ()flier, Planning (:ommission.
and lititrau of (:ensus: PostGraduate Nledial (:entre:
Pakistan .%e ademies tut Rural 1)evelopment Univetsities of Karachi.'
Punjab. and 1)acca: Pakistan Sweden Family Vb'elfare Project and
the Pakistan Family Planning Association, as well as other voluntary
wimps and consulting agencies. Areas of research included broad
livid.. i.e.. demography. socioconontics. medical contraceptive.
tee Imilittes ( conventional. hormonal, and sterilisation), KAI'
Studies. genital elaluation. administration. oiganisation. ommuni
ation. and other nun.classifird

Some the important researches that were carried out are noted
',elm%

1. In IMO, the NledicalSocial Research Project ( 111S()R111') at
Lahore was established through the joint efforts of the Govern-
ment of Pakistan. the University of Punjab. the Population
(:mincil. and the johns Ilupkins l'ttivrsity. During the ran

riod. this plogramme was mostly experimental anal (-ew-
e run ated un lailliani, a town with an approximate ponu
lation of 13.000 about 13 miles from Lahore.. In 1966. the scope
of research and training activities of the project expanded and
the name was changed to West Pakistan Research and Evaluation
( :rime 1 W F.PR Et:1 . institution has five sections medical.
research. demography. training. and reference. It has cuntri-

significantlY to many aspects of the Family Planning Rt.-
seatt h Evaluation Progtattune in West Pakistan. In the
1utit Flu. Veal Plan ( 1970 197). its name changed again to
I taitting. Kuwait It. and haluation Centre (
I he National Impact Survey in 11168 was conducted by the
Pakistan Family Planning (:ouncil through its provincial dime-
tutates. with cooperation of other family planning researe It
and tut eign r(1%-isnry wimps. The main objectives of the survey
%vete to turame t hanges in the 1.itility of the populatiutr. to
dtettninc the levels of knowledge the attitudes. and the
plat rises ot family planning among female: thicntgout.

4 11ottio, Pbsoorstrog 1(...rom It t t l'o.'n.tor.t I Is..1.1itloo "sallomal itsatt It my .1I 11:.:
5 I 1.1,. 0.01:1 at. !IIft'd th,m, II mt. thy I ini, vl x4111.11 %%Mk Soit..1..0 .111.! so .1 io
I III, ..". 1% In

I -:I.! I ." 1 *".11 11;" 1.1.11111111i: taolti11111 1.111 1140.1111111rtil **I



Pakistan: to assess the impact of the government's family plan.
twig poiglamme on the use of contraceptive methods: and to
ino%iily baseline flaw on demographic. socioeconomic. and
hinds- planning variables against which subsequent changes in
stmes could he meastned. The sut vev was carried out by the
inter%:rw method in 5.000 households randomly selected to be
lepisei (.elit of the population of Pakistan. A twovolume re-
1)" old this inSe h." 1Wen published.'

pl ()lel t on Population Glowth Estimates ( Pl.;EI was launched
in Pakistan in the latter part of 1961 by the Pakistan Institute of
Detelopment Economics ( ME) and the Central Statistical

( :S()) . This piquet obtained information on problems
lowly 'elated to the funny development of the economy. and the

data collected. through the use of sample surveys. on births.
deaths, and population in both East and West Pakistan were used

c ah nine the birth rate, death rate. and late of natural in
(Aram. for the post censal iwtiods. The data were collected from
1'162 and two reports were published."

.1numg leseac h studies. knowledge. attitude,. amyl In.lctisr ( KAP)
slow:, played a signific ant idle kali in former East Pakistan and %Vest
Pakistan. as the obirct of these studies was to establish baseline data
c inn eining the level of knowledge about family planning. the attitude
Id the masses ',maid tantil% planning pigrammes. and activities add
mactiss in hind: platlnimg alillifig the grili." Imulatil"). A secondtonna id sell h studies was also cumin( led. and some of the results of
hew studies %%vie quite %Anal& inasmuch as they revealed attitudes

f.i%iito able to family 'dallying in genetal. 1 he oveiall effect of the
tamil% planning poigiannne on the hitch tate hintl. remained
lathe! ncgligibir.

SOCIAL WELFARE ASPECTS OF FAMILY PLANNING: THE
PROJECT

,iti hurl ii,it !tonal (:()11111 So( 1,1 %Vol k ill «.I,I1111aIo11.
( ill I41111 (li mit kill (It 11115 11.11I IlltI OW Chill III I ilt Imam
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,the field of social welfare and rehabilitation services. Tlw possibility of
Winching a research project by the Department of Social Work,
Univel shy of Karachi. was discussed at this meeting. As much of the
acceptance of the family planning programme depends upon the
elfn iencv of the field workers. it was thought that a better and more
effective way of motivating and educating the target population would
be through a team of qualified social workers. The need for a research
project was keenly felt for two reasons:

1. In 1965. when the government programme was introduced on a
large scale. many family planning officials. executive-cum-
publicity officers, counsellers, and paramedical personnel were
given a shortterm orientation under a crash training pro-
gramme. This was hardly sufficient to make them effective moti-
vators and it was therefore necessary to diffuse knowledge of
motivational techniques through action research involving field
workers.

2. It was felt that the aims of family planning programmes could be
achieved mud. more effectively by involving trained social
workers For this, it was necessary to equip the social workers in
training with the necessary skills for carrying out their duties
more efficiently when a focus on motivation for family planning
was desired.

The Research Design

Accordingly. a research proposal was pr: pared by the Department
of Social Work. University of Karachi, in 1967 and sent to the
International Programme of Welfare Administration, SRS, for ap-
proval. The Welfare Administration was convinced of the importance
and utility of such a project and agreed in principle to finance it. The
proposal got its clearance from the government and the contract with
Washington was signed in 1971, and partial funds were released in
March. 1972. The project was then fully launched. The exact title of
the research project as approved is: "The Effectiveness of the Social
Welfare Approach to the Clients for the Adoption of Family Planning:
An Adoption Research Project in Selected Areas of West Pakistan."

The need and importance of a motivational campaign to create and
sustain a massive demand for contraception assistance and knowledge
was well realised from field experience gained during the Third
Five-Year Plan ( 1965-1970) .° Therefore, about the time when the
clearance for the project came, the Fourth Five-Year Plan ( 1970-

9 Fattilly Planning Ni hnit lot Pakistan During thy Five N'e'ar Plan 1965-1970. Ministry of
Health. [About and Sin ial Wefare.. Gosetlittint of Pakistan. Rawalpindi.
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1975) had been formulated, and it stressed the role of better
motivational techniques, counselling, and follow-up, for which more
trained and competent staff at the field level was required. I° The
research project wtas, therefore, in consonance with the aims and
objectives that wery set for future efforts in the field of family planning
and was also a pioneer effort in research with an action-oriented
design.

The objectives of the project are to:
I. Survey selected areas with urban, semi-urban, and rural char-

acteristics to determine the cultural characteristics and the
fertility behaviour of the married women.

2. Determine the family planning practises adopted by couples of
different parities in the selected areas.

3. Determine the channels of communication used for the dis-
SOP illation of knowledge about and practise of family planning.

4, Ob .erne the educational and motivational approach presently
followed in the areas under study.

5. Determine the factors that hinder or retard the motivational
campaign of the programme and its consequences upon the
diffusion of family planning.

6. Focus on determining the extent to which the social work ap-
proach could contribute to a successful educational and moti-
vational campaign by the family planning workers.

In order to achieve these objectives, the study will be conducted in
three phases in selected areas and will extend over a period of three
years. The study sample will include three types of areas:

1. Villages in the interior that have very little urban influence.
2. Villages that adjoin cities and have semi-urban characteristics.
3. An area 'areas in metropolitan Karachi having a population with

different sub-culture characteristics, but which is mainly
employed in industrial occupations.

The selected areas have been under the jurisdiction of one Family
Planning Officer and are served by a Family Planning Clinic. The
areas are compact localities with a population of at least 3000 to 4000
persons. It was presumed that the population of women of repro-
ductive age would include at least 20 percent of the population of the
locality. Thus, a sample of 800 fertile couples was obtained from each
area by random selection from a list of all fertile couples, giving a total
of 3200 eligible couples who have been interviewed. In the original
proposal, one urban. one semi-urban, and one rural area were chosen
as samples for the study, but after the survey of the urban areas, a

l0Prof)mal% of the Family Planning Divicio" for Family Planning Sector During the Fourth
Fise-Vear Plan. Family Planning Div.: Government of Pakistan. Islamabad.



second urban area was added On the grounds that urban patterns are
very complex and a fair sample should include a cross-section of both
literates and illiterates. couples front higher and lower socio-economic
groups. and. as far as possible. ethnic variations. Unlike our first
urban sample, which was located at a distance from the city, the
second area was situated in the heart of the city. The population of the
first area was comprised of lower-income groups with a low literacy
level, particularly among the women, and with the majority of people
engaged in unskilled occupations: in contrast, the population of the
second urban area was comprised of middle and upper middle income
groups with a high lice racy level and with the people engaged in
administrative, managerial, and clerical jobs and the wholesale trade.
The four sample areas are as follows:

1. Sample Area No, I ( urban) : A new housing project for
migrants located about 15 miles from Karachi's main city centre.

2. Sample Area No. II ( urban) : This area is situated in the heart of
the city. Some parts of the area were developed long before Inde-
pendence ( 1947) and the rest just after partition. There are also
some pockets of original inhabitants.

3. Sample ..Xrea No. III( semi-urban) : This area is situated at the
fringe of the metropolitan area ( at a distance of 17 miles) .

People here are engaged in mixed pursuits in agricultural and
industrial la hour.

4. Sample Area No. IV ( rural) : This area is about 31 miles from
Karachi. As the villages in this area are very small, 19 villages
were selected. These are scattered over an area of five miles on
both sides of the main road and are served by a rural family plan-
ning clinic. The population in each village varies from 15 house-
holds to 150 households.

Each sample area was further divided into a control and an
experimental area. Each experimental area was divided into three
units. each of which would experime nt with one of three different
method; of social work ( casework. getup work, and community
organisation) in order to determine the effectiveness of each in
motivation for family planning. Each experimental unit was separated
by enough distance to avoid any contamination of one method by an
of her.

Method of Data Collection
The interview technique was used in th study and a questionnaire

was used for investigation. The questionni. ire consisted of three parts:

Part 1
This was comprised of household lists, including household parti-
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Wars such as the type Of construction and number of rooms in the
house: language spoken in the household: names of the regular
members of the household and their relationship to the head : and sex,
ages. marital status, levels of !du -ation. and occupations of the
earning ii,,nbers. Questions were also included to elicit information
on other aspects of marriage practises: ( 1) whether it was a marriage
between cousins, distant cousins, or &radar/ ( kin) or marriage
outside one's Beradari; (2) whether the spouses were from the
neighbourhood or outside the neighbourhood: ( 3) whether they were
from the same or diffrrent village or town: and ( .1) whether the
marriage was arranged independently or pre-arranged through
parents, other relatives. family friendship, or through any other
source. This information was regarded as useful inasmuch as it would
throw light on the fertility pattern in marriage within and outside of
one's Rem/arr..

Part //
This included questions relating to the fertility pattern 1. an eligible

wife. An eligible wife was defined as a married woman between the
ages of 15 -15 years. normally living with her husband. Information
was collected about the wife's present age, her age at marriage, years
married to her present husband, total number of pregnancies by her
present husband by type ( living birth, son still living, daughter still
living. child has since died, miscarriage, abortion, still-born, multiple
births all living, multiple births all dead, pregnant at the time of
survey, etc.) number of children by previous marriages, ideal number
of children by sex, knowledge and approval of family planning,
method of family planning known, methods liked best, source and
duration of knowledge of family planning. method practised, keenness
as to practise. reasons for practising ( or not practising) family
planning. whether earlier family planning methods were changed, and
reasons for change.

Other questions included were on sociometric implications as to who
influences whom, location of pressure groups, reasons for acceptance
and non-acceptance of family planning. and, lastly. family income.

Part III
This part deals with the fertility pattern of the husband. The

questions here were more or less similar to those asked in Part II.

In all the four sample areas. a listing was prepared of all households.
The names of eligible couples were underlined in the household list,
and the required number of eligible couples were randomly chosen.
The selected :ouples were interviewed separately by male and female
investigators. 11 acme cases, the information was collected on the first
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visit, but in most cases repeated visits were made to elicit the required
information front the husbands, who were not always available at their
homes due to their job demands.

Ouglity Control
In the social sciences it is difficult to obtain accurate information

about human interaction and human motivation. An attempt was
rade, however, to obtain the maximum reliable data by adopting
some controls:

I. All investigators and motivators employed for this project were
M.A.s in Social Sciences ( social work, sociology, and psycho-
logy). and well-versed in the techniques of interviewing and es-
tablishing rapport so that they might be able to win the confi-
dent e of the respondents.

2. Investigators received an orientation in interview techniques
through role-Waving. model lectures, and other methods.

3. Investigators attended one-week orientation courses at the..

National Research Institute of Family Planning in order to gain
the fullest persible knowledge of family planning methods and
practises before beginning the interviews A second training
course was giver before starting motivation.

4. An opportunity was provided for investigators to visit family
planning clinics, post-partum clinics, and the Jinnah Post-
Graduate Medical Centre in Karachi and to meet and discuss
problems and issues with the officials and workers of the District
Family Planning Boards in different sectors.

5. Investigators were first sent to the field foe pre-testing the
questionnaire.

6. Detailed instructions were provided for filling out the.
questionnaires.

7. The questionnaire's and instructions were translated into Urdu
and Sindhi.

8. Errors were corrected regularly through a systematic checking of
filledin questionnaires. A second visit was made, if necessary.

9. In doubtful and odd cases. investigators were directed to re-
interview the respondents and to veri 'y their answers.

10. It was obli,..otory for interviewers to report to the Social Research
Centre once a week and to discuss their difficulties and rec-ive
further instructions, if necessary.

11. Periodic hee ks in the field were made by the Senior Research
Associate.



Time Schedule

f'hase I
The first phase of the study. i.e.. the collection of data from the

field, has been completed. the data of all the four areas have been
tabulated, an 1 charts and diagrams have been prepared as illustrative
material.

Table 1 ( p.106) includes some sample data gathered in the study
on mxio-cultural patterns of fertility. It indicates that the main reason
for adopting family planning practises is the economic need ( poverty)
in the' first three sample areas, but among the lower income groups,
the need could not be spelled out in clear terms. Other variables such
as income, age at marriage, duration of marriage, and number of
children also play a vital role in determining the attitudes and
behaviour toward family planning. The qualitative data and field
reports of investigators revealed that inertia is the predominant reason
for lack if family planning practises among the rural population. In a
message to a I emu International Conference on "Population Plan-
ning for National Welfare and Development," Mr. Zulfikar All
Bhutto, Pakistan's Prime Minister, has rightly diagnosed the basic
reason when he declared that "Illiteracy and inertia have been the
chief obstacles so far. No doubt, the challenge is a big one; neverhe-
less. we can meet it through persistant efforts and hard work."

A full report of this phase is now under preparation.

Phase II
The second phase of the study. which is a one-yea motivational

phase. is now in progress. All the four sample areas have been divided
into two broad categories control and experimental sectors. The
experimental sectors of each sample have again been divided into
three units. Thus. there. are 12 experimental units; three in each
sample 4rea. The reason for sub-dividing each experimental sector
into subsectors was for the purpose of trying three methods of social
work ( casework. group work, and community organisation) in each
unit separately. For control areas, two sectors were selected in each
area which included all characteristics similar to the experimental
units in the area.

During the second phase. a Workshop on Motivational Techniques
for Family Planning is proposed to be held. The main objective of this
Workshop is to review problems and difficulties faccd in Phase I and to
discuss ways and means to overcome socio-cultural resistances through
a continuous moovation system for a period of 12 months in the
experimental areas. This opportunity will also be utilised fen prepar-
ing a manual for motivators which will serve as a guideline and provide
them with reference materials on techniques and principles of moti-
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Table I

HIGHLIGHTS 01 FLRTILITY PATHERNS

Urban I
Area

I. Number of eligib! couples
interviewed 809

2. Mean size of luschold 6.8

3. Mean size of family (husband,

Urban 2
Alva

817

7.4

Urban
Area

822

5.6

Rural
Area

786

4.6

wife, and living children) 5.6 5.7 4.9 4.3
4. Mean monthly income (in Rs.) 226.4 581.1 273.3 186.9
5. Literacy percentage

usba nds 66.9% 96.3% 42.6% 22.7%
Wives 36.8% 88.4% 12.4% 2.2%

6. Mean age at marriage (in years)
lusbands 23.9 25.9 25.7 27.2

Wives 16.2 18.7 16.8 19.4
7. Mean Present Age (in years)

Husbands 36.7 37.9 34.7 38.4
Wives 30.7 29.7 28.7 29.8

8. Percent with knowledge of family
planning

Husbands 30.9% S9.2% 25.1% 4.8%
Wives 36.3% 70.6% 32.1% 7.3%

9. Method of family planning known
Ilusbands condom Condom Condom Condom
Wives IUD Oral pills Oral pills Oral pills

10. Percent approval of family planning
Husbands 19.6% 74.7% 14.3%
Wives 21.Z% 61.4% 26.1%

11. Percent who practise family planning
Ilusbands 9.6% 35.8% 1.6%
Wives 7.2', 31.7% 2. 1%

12. Method of Family Planning Used
Ilusb..nds Cuudam Condom Condom Ca 1dOM
Wives Condom Cc nuln Oral pills

13. Mean no. of children at the
start of family planning 3.1 2.8

14. Main motivating fat tor for
adoption of family planning
Insbands con. Econ. Econ.

'I, I

Wives WM,

need need
same



vation as well as to help them identify and use local leaders,
volunteers. and other necessary resources for motivational purooses.

Phase ///
After completion of the motivation pilaw in all the experimental

units of the four areas, a second survey will be carried out to measwc
the change in the attitude c r the population and to determine which of
the three social work methods made a greater impact on the accept-
ance and adoption of family planning practises.

We hope that our study will make a humble contribution in
chalking out a meaningful strategy fo- the training of personnel that
will best serve the goals of family planning in Pakistan.



Continuing. Education Non-Social Work

and Personnel in

Training Family Planning

S. E. FRANCIS

At this Seminar we have expbred the common concerns which we
share even though we come from different count' it's and different
cultures, and we have all been greatly enriched in the process. In much
the same way, those of us who are involved in family planning in our
own countries know only too well that this is not a subject that can be
viewed in isolation or approached unilaterally. Family planning is only
one piece of the jigsaw puzzle which comprises the social milieu of the
society. Perhaps one should more properly say that it is one ingredient
in the stew, one which must combine with. and be related to, all the
other ingredients. In addition. family planning itself as has been
stated at this Seminar is a multi-dimensional, multifaceted, and
multi-professional subject.'

In this paper, I wish to share the approaches and methods by which
we in the social welfare section of the University of the West Indies are
cndeavouring to effect a multidisciplinary -Ind multilevel approach
to training for family planning in Jamaica.

11,11etIad A Flmenclo. "A ( .ttule lot !mew atiim of Pvttlation Family Planning Content in the
stu tat At'ulk Cum< ulnitt at (*tide' to tauate and Cor:talt ate LeVtic... Supra. cnnpp.72

Mrs. S.F.. Francis is Staff Tutor in Social Work, Social Welfare Training
Centre. University of the West Indics, Kingston. Jamaica.



Many Deparnents of the University are dire:tly involved in the
national family planning programme the Department of Medicine,
through research. teaching. and services; the Department of
Sociology, through research ( particularly demographic research and
the professional training of social workers) ; the Department of
and the professional training of social workers) ; the Department of
Social and Preventive Medicine, which has an important Family
Planning and Epidemiology Unit with specific responsibilities in
research and training ( particularly in the medical field) that are
defined by the National Family Planning Board. the Trade Union
Education Institute, linked to the Extra-Mural Department, with an
important new programme of Workers' Education in Family Efe
which includes faMily planning; and the Social Welfare section of the
Extra-Mural Department, with a project for training persons in the
broad social welfare field for greater involvement in family planning.
All this work is. in some measure. inter-related.

I am goii:g to deal specifically with the work being done in family
planning by the Extra-Mural Department because this is the University
department charged with specific responsibilities in the field of
continuing education. I must emphasise, however. that the most
important feature of our work in family planning, as indeed in other
areas, is the fact that it is interdisciplinary in nature and is the result of
collaborative effort of the various University departments and govern-
mental and voluntary agencies within the community. The Project for
the Training of Social Welfare Personnel in Family Planning is
implemented througn this Department and is based at :he Social
Welfare Training Centre. This is a residential centre operated on the
campus of the University by the Extra-Mural Department specifically
for short-term training in social welfare and allied subjects.

The fact that the Centre is shared by groups of people from a variety
of different. though related, fields greatly enhances its value. For
example. a few weeks ago we had set up in a room at the Centre the
exhibit on family planning training which we brought to this Seminar.
A group of Trade Unionists who were attending a course at that time
came into the room during their coffee break. They examined and
commented on the exhibit, took up some of our questionnaires which
are used in training, filled them out individually. and later returned of
their own volition to discuss the questionnaii Ps with Miss Jean Tulloch-
RPid. Coordinator for the IASSW Project at the University of the West
Indies. They went on to request that some training on this subject be
included in their regular courses. A small point perhaps. but, we
think, an important one.

THE SOCIAL. BACKGROUND
Margaret Mead commented some time ago that the main purpose
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of schooling and further education was to teach people how to
approach and absorb the phenomenon of change. Julia Henderson, in
her brilliant address at The Ilague, described social change as "the
most pervasive fact of modern life.'" And social welfare in Jamaica, as
elsewhere, is being considerably influenced and reshaped by the
t hanging milieu in which we work.

In developing countries with a recent colonial past, the situation is
compounded. Not only must we, like all other countries, face and
strive to influence the results of rapid change generated by unpre
cedented scientific and technological advances, but, in addition, we
are all inexorably caught up in the newly independent society's
struggle to redefine its values in its own terms and to reshape itself in
its own image. For social workers, as for others. this involves more than
merely devising and implementing new programmes and approaches
to meet indentifiable needs. It entails a more fundamental and often
agonising questioning of established ( and sometimes cherished) con-
cepts and principles which have been adopted from other countries
and other times, a reinterpretation of fundamental truths, and a
search for new perspectives more relevant to the needs and aspirations
of the society today. These facts colour all our efforts, especially in
such areas as family planning. which is concerned wit.' some of the
deepest and most fundamental aspects of life and of which the human
and social implications for our society are as yet largely unexplored.

THE BOUNDARIES OF SOCIAL WELFARE

In Jamaica, the boundaries of social welfare have always been wide
and diffuse, and the individual concern of social welfare workers in
issues beyond their immediate tasks has been unquestioned. This is in
part due to the historical importance and influence of voluntary
organisations and perhaps also to the importance placed on com-
munity development and to the fact that no dichotomy was ever
created between social work and community devek.pment. On the
other hand, in recent years there has been a growing involvement of
oth:r professions and disciplines in the implementation of social
welfare programmes and a slow but increasing recognition of the social
welfare component in professions such as medicine, law, education,
etc.

In harnessing the meagre resources of the society in order to hope
with the myriad social problems, new cadres of para-professional
workers are being established in many fields, and the volunteer

2 Sot 1.11 Change'. Neu. Thme.; in Social It'ork Eduation
Proce..dings ol the , lnirrnai,onal Congress ;)/ School.% a/ .Sotol Work ( New York:
1neetn.etiun.II AsseWia(lilli of St-hinds of Social Wink 1972).
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movement has acquired new dimensions. There is a tremendous sense
of urgency, and new techniques of training are being devised to speed
up results and to get programmes off the ground quickly. Most of these
have vet to he evaluated.

The Extra Mural Department of the University of West Indies has,
from its inception, been involved in in-service training and in contir
ing educa..on at a variety of levels in the social welfare field
( includiog the gaining of volunteers). As a matter of principle, most
of the social welfare training undertaken in this department is done in
collaboration with other departments and agencies. and sometimes
with international agencies. The Department is fully committed to
practising and promoting a multi-disciplinary approach to training
and to social action programmes.

SOCIAL WELFARE AND FAMILY PLANNING

It is within this context that the University has embarked with the
IASSW on the new project for the training of social welfare personnel
( in its broadest sense) m family planning.

Social workers and social welfare agencies were among the early
pioneers of family planning in Jamaica. For many years, they were in
the forefront of those who pressed for he government establishment of
a national family planning programme. When such a programme was
finally established in the mid-1960s, it was placed under the direction
of a statutory hoard the National Family Planning Board attached to
the Ministry of Health. As in many other countries, the immediate
preoccupation was the establishment of clinical services. The declared
objective was population control through a reduction in the birthrate
based on voluntary participation in the programme.

A limittd numuer of field workers, known as Family Planning
Educators, were appointed by the Board, but the programme could
fairly be described as a "clinic-oriented" one. As a result, social
workers who had little or no training in family planning and who were
preoccupied with mai.y Aubstantive duties tended, with few ex
editions to be involved only on the periphery of the programme.

Recently, there was a hage of government in Jamaica, but the new
government is equally committed to family planning. It has been
officially stated that the government was launching a new thrust with
greater emphasis on social welfare objectives and approaches, and
with the avowed intention of securing greater involvement of
education and social well Au agencies in the programme "in the light
of the disappointment of -rroneously assuming that mere access to
contraceptives :ohl mlucation would automatically result in immediate
lowering of the birthrate." Some action has already been taken in this
regard, and the Ut.;versity's programme is viewed as supportive of the
national effort.



THE EXTRAMURAL DEPARTMENT AND FAMILY PLANNING

for many years. the Extra-Mural Department of the University of
the West Indies has participated in programmes of family planning
education at varying levels. although much of this work has been on an
ad hoc basis to meet the needs and concerns of the moment.

In 1965. the Child Welfare Association, a voluntary agency with a
long involvement. in family planning, was concerned with exploring
the utilisation of persons at the grass-roots level who could promote
family planning. The Extra-Mural Department and the Bureau of
Health Education joined the Association in carrying out a small
project in this area. A group of rural grass-roots volunteers ( a peasant
farmer, truckdriver, itinerant trader. housewife, etc.) were given two
weeks of training at the Social Welfare Training Centre in family
planning philosophy and methods and in elementary techniques of
communication. After six months of volunteer work in their own %il-
lages, they were brought together again to evaluate their experiences.
At this session. lts of the questions which they had been asked by their
clients were tahulate:1 and, along with suggested answers, were
compiled in a booklet, "Some Common Questions About Family
Planning in Jamaica." This booklet now forms a part of the training
material currently in use. Incidentally, one of the male participanti in
the group ( a peasant farmer) coined a slogan which I think is rather
apt: "Family planning, the best way !o have your children."

In November, 1970, the Extra-Mural Department initiated a two -
day conference at the Social Welfare Training Centre on the theme,
"Family Planning in Social Welfare"; this was inspired partly by the
IASSW H lwaiian Conference and partly by the obvious need for
greater involvement of social welfare in family planning in Jamaica.
The purpose was to explore the role of social welfare in family
planning in Jamaica and to examine the national family planning
programme in the light of the social welfare goals preserving the
dignity and freedom of the individual and promoting the health and
welfare of the individual and the family. The conference was under
the joint sponsorship of the Extra-Mural Department, the National
Family Planning Board, the Jamaica Family Planning Association,
and the Jamaica Association of Social Workers, with aysistance from
the USAID. It was attended by some 200 representatives of govern-
ment and voluntary social welfare agencies, the Church political
parties, trade unions. citizens' organisations, etc.

Dr. Alan Guttmacher, President of Planned Parenthood/World
Population, attended that Conference and provided technical
guidance and information as to world thinking and new developments
in hr field. Participants at the Conference were also given up-to-date



information on the national family phoning programme in Jamaica,
as the Jamaica Association of Social Workers presented a study ( which
they had made for the Conference.) on the degree of participation of
social welfare agencies in the programme. Through study groups,
conference participants examined issues related to the family planning
programme and prepared guidelines for the inclusion of family
planning in the various social welfare programmes such as adult work,
youth work, family and child welfare agencies, the Church,
community development, and in social policy and planning.

The background material of the Conference included a policy
statement by various religious denominations on their attitudes toward
ramify planning. The recommendations of the Conference were widely
circulated and now provide some of the basic guidelines for our
present programme.

To help meet an expressed need for simple teaching material in
family life ethically in the Caribbean region, in 1972 the Extra-Mural
Department. World Education, Inc., and the Social Development
Commission in Jamaica co-sponsored a two-week regional workshop on
"The Preparation of Teaching Materials on Family Life Edui orlon for
Low-Level Readers." The Workshop, which was held at the Social
Welfare Training Centre, was especially timed to run concurrently
with another workshop on the preparation of teaching materials on
family life education for use in schools. Where appropriate, joint
sessions of these two groups were held.

The Workshop was designed to develop skills in the preparation of
material for low-level adult readers, as well as in pre-testing and
evaluating these materials. It also produced prototype material which
could be used in family life education programmes. Family planning
was, of course, an important component of the programme.

Participants in the workshop, who were from seven Caribbean
countries, were drawn from a variety of areas, including youth work,
community development, family planning health education,
agricultural extension, public information, the Church, etc.

The results of the 1970 Hawaii Conference and of subsequent
activities and discussions organised under various auspices clearly
indicated a number of areas related to training which needed at-
tention. These included:

1. The need for the greater exploration of, and emphasis on, the
social welfare and socio-cultural aspects of family planning in
Jamaica.

2. The need to develop and promote the broad concept of family
planning as an important and integral component of social wel-
fare programmes, even apart from the important considerations
of population control.
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3. The need aml desire of social welfare personnel at all levels in-
cluding volunteers) and persons in related fields for ongoing
systemmatic training in family planning.

1. Coupled with ( 3) abine. the need for indigenous training
material that reflects the social welfare approach to family
planning

5. The need for an input of the social welfare component in family
planning in the training of other professions, and inter-
disciplinary training wherever possible.

6. lw need for some machinery through which social welfare per-
sonnel in the field could pool their resources, share their
experiences. and maintain two -way communication with the
National Family Planning Board.

lw opportunity to pursue many of these concerns was provided
when the I-nivel-sky became' a pilot school in the IASSW Project to
prepare professional and voluntary social welfare and community
development personnel for wider participation in family planning and
population policies. programmes. and services.

THE FAMILY PLANNING/SOCIAL WELFAF.E EDUCATION
PROJECT

In order to meet the needs of Jamaica, it was considered important
that the IASSW Project at this school should have, as it were, two
prongs:

Hrstl. the expansion of training in family planning in the profes
sional social work courses in the University i.e., the T.....-Year
Certificate Course in Social Work, and the Bachelor's Degree in Social
Work. Secondly. that a flexible and broadly based programme of
continuing education and inservice training at a variety of levels should
he pursued.

It was also considered important that the programme should be
pursued on in interdisciplinary basis. including any University depart-
ments and family planning and social welfare agencies which might be
concerned.

1 he project is supported by a co-ordinating committee comprised of
eptesntatives of the Extra-Mural Department, the Department of

Sociology, and the Department of Social and Preventive Medicine of
the University; the National Family Planning Board; the Jamaica
Family 11.mning Association; the Child Care and Protection Division
of the Ministry of Youth and Community Development ; the Probation
Depailtnent ; the Social Development Commission and the Sugar
Industry Labour Welfare Board; the Jamaica Council of Churches;
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the Roman Catholic Church: and the Council of Voluntary Social
Services. A full-time staff member who has had experience and
training in social work. health education. and family planning has
been appointed to the programme.

Close collaboration is maintained with the Family Planning and
Epidemiology Units, with the two units sharing professional expertise,
undertaking joint planning. and maintaining a common library.

The programme. which began in May, 1973, has initially been
responsive to the expressed nee.is of field personnel. It has included:

1. Planning of curricula for training at various levels.
2. Preparing teaching materials that reflect the social welfare

approach to family planning.
3. Conducting on request short-term courses and seminars for social

welfare departments and agencies and related groups including:
the Probation Department, the Child Care and Protection Divi-
sion. staff of youth community training centres, family planning
nurses. medical students, and church women's organisations.

Plans for 197.1 include the following projects:
1. Developing a number of training units on family planning which

will be offered to social welfare agencies and groups, with a certi-
ficate being awarded on completion of the series.

2. Arranging multidisciplinary, problem-centred seminars in-

volving various University departments.
3. Conducting training in family planning within the context of

family life education in the Extra-Mural Department's four-
month regional Social Welfare Training Course, and other
Extra- Mural courses.

1. Providing training for social welfare personnel as required.
5. Establishing a clearing house of indigenous teaching materials.
6. Undertaking a research project to explore the effectiveness of a

co-ordinated social welfare approach in the influencing of atti-
tudes and values in relation to family size and the practise of
family planning. The project will include both a rural .oul an
urban section.

Methodology

An important concern of the project is the improvement of
educational techniques. especially the methodology used in short-term
training. The current approaches have been influenced by the andro-
gogical theories of Malcolm Knowles' and the laboratory techniques
of the National Training Laboratories.

3 %Lilt K Ir.. 11u Alodern Prat lit f. to Adult Education Andragog Fsu.s litdagogv
Nrin k AN%1 it i.1111,11 PleV, 1970 I
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Human relations is considered to be an important component of all
training. It is recognised that programmes are often severely handi-
capped by a lack of team spirit and by misunderstandings. and by a
lack of clarity as to roles and responsibilities.The Family Planning and
Epidemiology Units have developed some expertise in this area, and
have. inter alia, been conducting a series of team-building workshops
for family planning health staff in the field. These training pro-
grammes have placed emphasis on discussion and work with groups.

Related Projects

Collaboration and a policy of mutual assistance will be maintained
with related projects. such as:

1. The Regional Child Development and Training Centre, which is
now being established on the University campus. This is also an
inter-faculty project, and it includes parent education.

2. The Workers' Population Education Project of the Trade Union
Education Institute of the University. This is a joint effort of the
Trade Union Education Institute, ILO, and the three major rival
trade unions in Jamaica who have agreed to collaborate on this
project. It will provide a broadly based workers' education pro-
gramme in a range of subjects of interest to the worker and his
family. including population and family planning. It is anti-
cipated that there will also be a pooling of resources in this pro-
ject. and mutual assistance in matters of training.

Participation of staff at the policymaking and planning levels in
related programmes is considered an important aspect of the work of
the project. For example, the Staff Tutor in Social Work ( and the
Chairman of the project) recently served on a commission appointed
by the Anglican Church to examine the Church's attitude to marriage,
remarriage. and divorce: the Education Officer is currently participa-
ting in the designing and organising of a workshop to advance health
education in the Caribbean.

CONCLUSION

In this paper I have attempted to give an outline of the broad area
in which we are endeavouring to work. In all our efforts, we consider
that the overriding concern must be rerelance relevance to the
realities of the situation and to the resources at our command. We are
onscious of the fact that we may, in the process. be compromising

what are commonly considered to be levels of professionalism in social
work, but we make no apologies for this. The results of our work in this
yei v c omplex field are hard to predict. but we are very sure that we will
Irani a great deal during the next five years.
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The Way Ahead
ANGELINA C. ALMANZOR

I'o maximise the social work potentials for family planning and
population activities, short- and long-term curriculum plans for
immediate implementation were laid down and shared by the partici-
pating schools for deeper scrutiny and continuous study in this
seminar-workshop.

There was undoubtedly a unanimous agreement that family
planning and population content could and should be integrated into
the curriculum of schools of social work. 1- laying gained momentum
from the steppedup support, encouragement, and technical assis-
tance provided by the IASSW, extensive curriculum revisions started
within the first year of the launching of the IASSW Project. Thus, the
enthusiastic response and deep interest shown in ai.d reflected by the
quality of work done by educatots in the Project are extensively felt not
only in the pilot schools but also in all the other schools in Asia.

Although some' of the basic issues were thoroughly discussed, as
recorded in these proceedings, there is a need to draw some guidelines
for the future in the light of observations made about conditions

. Angelina C. .Almaniiir is Asian Regional Representative for the
International Association of Schools of Social Work.



existing in Asia today. This paper. therefore. reflects Inv own personal
views On the major ideas discussed in the Seminar. I proceed on the
ptelotse that What is Vet to conic will be based 011 what has already
been done within the Asian frame of 'derelict..

AN ASIAN FRAME OF REFERENCE

In the early Years of sot ial work. the field stool for social relief to
alleviate the visible poor. The pervasive social ills arcompanying or
created by industrialisation. urbanisation. and modernisation brought
about serious midadjustments in economic and social life. There was
unemployment. mostly caused by occupational shifts fimn agriculture
to industry. and migratiol to cities. consequently causing over-
clowding. as workers searched for better job opportunities. General
welfate measures were instituted to help people who were unable to
keep up or to adjust to the rapidly changing environment. The earls'
social workers were mostly dispensers of charitY, and functionally they
wele involved in helping individuals rather than groups or
communities.

Today. in most countries of Asia, these social conditions are stirs
present and the pervasiveness of social problems varies in degree from
country to country. Traditions and beliefs which are steadfastly held
are often blamed for the slow pace of progressive change. Although
the pace of this change is uneven, and in some cases rather slow, this is
attributed mainly to an over-riding concern or resistance to
"imported" ideas which are immediately viewed as alien to the A::ian
sot jai-cultural value systems and national local ways of work. For
example, there is a noticeable resistance to forms of external help.
whether technical or material, coming from countries beyond the
national boundaries. This reluctance to accept project assistance
especially when such assistance is Western-initiated and suppm ted, as
in the caw of family planning is. however. prevalent not only in Asia
but also in Africa and Latin America.

A dose look at the situation will reveal that in the developing world.
such feelings are part of an overall discontent caused primarily by the
overwhelming inability to cope with massive problem%. Rightly or
wtongly. blame is usually heaped on the rich and powerful countries
lot a atity of economic. political, mid ideological reasons.

some of the Asian institutionalstructural arrang
ments in the social environment are restrictive, uncreative. and
untkinociatit . Doubtlessly. there are conditions that exist that give
( teden«. to these impressions. Educational institutions, including
se hools of social work, are in the category of those institutions unable
to change as rapidly they should in order to respond to and provide for
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the pressig welfare needs of many Asian societies.
However. inceasing agitation for social change is being felt. In

min ss. io economic- political reforms hove come obou,. how.
ter painfully. a. a consequence of radit al or revolutionary movements,

mpecially those espoused by the youth. Fortunately or unfortunately.
the attempts to improve conditions of living have made even more
visible the wide gap existing between the "haves" and the "have nuts."
Mass poverty is still a pervasive social problem in Asia, and social
workers find themselves facing the issue squarely. It is now generally
accepted that radical changes are needed in the structure as well as in
the prose ribed functions and stated objectives and goals of social
welfare.

PROBLEMS OF THE PROFESSION

A review of the existing welfare programmes and services in Asia
shows that. in addition t family planning, there are programmes in
urban and rural development, induwial welfare, vocational training
and re-training. literacy education. family life education, public
health. housing. human settlements. cooperatives, social security.
youth development. labot.r welfare. manpower training. etc. In this
Seini:r. these programmes and services :ere justifiably considered
within the developmental context.

A major ouestion raised at the Seminar was: Where are the social
wtakers in tail whole complex of service s? It was noted that in these
developmental fieids. the role and con sibution of social work were
"limited and somet;mes unclear." Th'. abservatkin led to a diagnosis
of mune of the problems which hay. adversely affected professional
functioning and tow visibility recognition.

The Image of the Social Worker

In many Asian countries, the social worker is seen as a voluntary
winker. fund raiser. a giver of charity, a relief .sorker, and, generally.
as one who is associated with remedial tasks.

Because of the nature of thei1 early training, social worker:, have
been concerned with remedial tasks and. therefore, they tend to
pi oject themselves as competent only in such tasks. 'I he seminar group
kit that social workers should create work opportunities to demon-
strate professional skills and expertise and to show "impact" results by
reaching out to a greater number in the community.

Professional Performance

To a great extent. professional image is based primarily on perfor



mance, but the tasks in the social work field are such that the
professional %da; worker cannot he easily distinguished from the
non professional or the volunteer engaged in welfare activities. There
was further reference to the observation that social worlerrs seemed to
suffer from an inferiority complex. Surprisingly. this irdictment was
not contested. There was a tacit agreement that trained social workers
"should" feel secure as they interpret their functions. Interpreting
social work means "discovering relevant contributions to develop-
mental goals which lead to effective performance- and. eventually.
"improving its professional image.''

The Lack of Administrative or Leadership Skills
This problem has been repeatedly expressed as a gap which has not

been given attention by social work educators. Although graduates of
the schools of social work in Asia have been expected and at times-
pressured to manage and administer welfare programmes. the schools
have been unable to respond to this need. The social work curriculum
drawn from the traditional American or English patterns with con-
centration on social casework as applicable to direct practise
continues to he the emphasis in the schools. In this Seminar. the
schools have finally recognised and accepted family planning as the
timely and appropriate venue for change.

My thesis is that whether schools have resources or not, whether they
are fudy equipped or not, social workers will have to do something in
developmental social welfare or they shall cease to be there to serve
people in times of need simply because they are closeted in their own
individual, rather than societal, concerns.

Lack of the Social Reform Spirit
Social workers are supposedly concerned with social reform, but in

Asia. hardly any of the social workers. either individually or in
organised groups, are identified with social action movements. Most of
them are functionally located within the safety confines of their
agencies or they are securely aligned with the establishment.

On this point. I would like to share the following observations. From
experience, it is becoming evident that in some countries in Asia the
skills used by some social workers who were' effective in dealing with
the power elite the political leaders. the policymakers, the
bureaucrats and purseholders are, in most cases. characterised by a
highly systematised approach consisting of a unified work plan
undertaken by a professional .:ho. to begin with. has the rare
combination of personal and professional qualities acceptable o the
policvmaker. This acceptance has be?n earned through a long period
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of work by one who has a felt concern for the greater good that has
been demonstrated or illustrated previously by this emotionally secure
and professionally oriented worker. The work results are gauged
immediately and the credit. however. is accorded not to the pro-
fessional. the doer. but to eae policymaker, who is the exposed and
expected leader. The enabling process is consciously directed so that
the values of the expected leader, the hip,. or shame, and the amor
propio. or pride. may not he challenged to result in either rejection or
non action. To work with the power elite requires great zeal and
self-sacrifice on the part of the professional social worker.

I think what I have described above refers to a social worker-
enabler as required in the more paternalistiauthoritarian societies of
Asia. In situations like these. satisfaory professional performance is
perhaps the main. if not the only. source of strength of the social
worker to keep on going.

The way ahead points to a crucial educator's role of serving as a
mod 1 to demonstrate competence and security as a professional.
Thether we need to follow the suggested line of action as indicated
above will depend on the social worker's view of one's role in the Asian
welfare scene.

It has been observed that most of the social workers in their
occupational role have. in fact. decided how much and how far they
could and should he invoked in social action or reform movements. In
this area of social reform, social workers have taken the view that
cultural channels are built along, and not necessarily against, the
social structural milieu. And, as in the Philippines, a deliberate,
conscious, and passive approach to create change with the minimal
threat to security and peace seemed to be the accepted way to react to
pressures for change and reform. The social workers are obviously
taking the more comfortable posture of conforming lather than to be
in the forefront as leaders in initiating or effecting change. This has
inevitably led to the low visibility of social workers as agents of change.

In this Seminar. discussions referred to the "authoritarian" prob-
lem. Since roost countries are moving within the authoritarian-
democratic continuum. it was pointed out that this value which is
perceived as a problem has not been dealt with because it is so
multi-faceted and deeply embedded in the Asian valu... system. It was
proposed that the family. the school, the community as the componert
parts of the social milieu of the students, the staff, as well as the
clientele will have to vie w the authoritarian value within the total
societal frame of referent.. hor only when social-institutional func
thins complement and reinforce one another can change truly take
place. lw authoritarian value will give way to the new democratic
value only when total societal pressures are felt positively for change.

In this regar4 *hip way ahead seems tint to a mandated.
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direction for the schools of social work to produce "aggressive."
"dynamic.- and "innovative" social workers who could lead and effect
strut lure changes that would result in a %Aue reorientation toward
Owl, behavioural changes.

SOCIAL WORK FUNCTIONS IN DEVELOPMENTAL SOCIAL
WELFARE

The participants at this Seminar deliberated on the present as well
as the future functions and tasks of the social worker in development.
including family planning and population activities.

Dr. Kendall referred to an emerging emphasis on developmental
social welfare. Fanned and swayed by strong and sometimes violent
t%in uis of change. Asia has been searching for a more humanistic
appioach in order to solve massive problems. Thus, developmental
social welfare. which can 1w "positive in its objectives. comprehen: ive
in approach- and most importantly. "relevant to all sectors of the
population.- is seen to provide an adequate and appropriate theme i-
cal framework of relevance to social work education and training.

It is my belief that the traditional relief approach .o welfare
segregates the total welfare programme from a GNP-oriented national
dvelopmen planning scheme. Thus, budget allocations for welfare
are classified as expenditures rather than as investments in maximising
the manpower potentials so essential in the development of any
country. I. 'ffiess social workers are able to demonstrate the viability of
!h dmelopmental approach to welfare, they shall be left behind or
bypassed as a team-contributor in the multi-disciplinary approach to
social development.

The representatives of the following commies shared information
on how their schools of social work are gearing educational objectives
toward ptyentin and development by using family planning and
1..,pulatil tit activities as the appropriate points of entry:

I . jamatra The training is geared to moduce "generic'' social
%-.-fu kens so that they may t able to do any job in any welfare
field. Fraining is geared toward the identification and satis-
faction of client needs rather than mer emphasising "method."

2. hureu The previous emphasis of training was on direct service,
but now the students are also prepared for policymaking and
administration.

a. Ilang Komi; and Pakistan. 'teachers from other disciplines are
!wing !tonight to tier school its professional team members. This
is to gke the students the understanding of the interrelatedness
of functionN while getting the experien«.s to enable them to work
etfec tiely ai an interdisciplinary level.
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4. Philippines. Students are trained in how to work within a
bureaucracy in order to give them the knowledge and skills nec-
essary for than to participate in policy formulation at all levels.

Some general observations were shared on other trends in training:
1. There are indications that :n all the countries represented at the

Seminar. social workers are increasing their participation in the
areas of planning and policymaking.
In research. the work done by students is being increasingly
utilised by other organisations. e.g., in Pakistan. by the Town
Planning Body. But it was suggested that social workers will need
more training and practise as good producers and consumers of
research.

3. Professional associations were seen to function as standard -
setting agencies.

. It was also pointed out that the extent of involvement of social
workers in one or the other of the development fields seemed de-
pendent on the sponsorship of schools of social work.

5. In field work. many new settings are being tried:
a. Students were placed in settings where they could participate

in policy formulation at different levels and the expel iences
reputed were most encouraging.

h. Students are being prepared for "confrontation" sessions
within the legal framework of a given society, not only as
institutionchangers but as institution builders as well.

c. Students are given social reform orientation. e.g.. so that
they can take a collective stand on human rights.

'The way ahead points to overall curriculum change which calls for
innovations in the schools of social work, in the areas of course pre-
sentat;on as well as in field instruction. What has been repeatedly
stressed was that family planning can he used as the new essential area
I/1 knowledge that could be added or integrated to enrich the total
social work curriculum. These shared experiences from the partic-
ipating countries revealed tl direction and the extent to which the
curriculum of schools of social work will he changing toward develop-
mental soial welfare.

anavsis of the Seminar group reports on the role and contri-
bution of so( ial work shows that most of the prescribed social work
functions are projected for the future. This is understandable because
in the other countries of Asia, except in Iran, Pakistan, India,
Bangladesh. and Jamaica. the social workers are just beginning to be
imoked in family planning programmes.

As it is hardly possible to provide the full complement of pro-
fessional social workers needed to carry out services, the schools, in
particular . and the profession. in general, will have to refocus training
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toward other types of workers, such as the auxiliaries or para-
professionals. There are concrete plans by the schools themselves to
pursue this type of training. A number of schools in the' Philippines
and in Indonesia have included this programme in their five-year plan
of work.

On the field placement of students, a number of new experiences
have been shared as ongoing in the following placements: rural health
settings, open ended field settings, industries and factories, hospitals
and centers, and non-structured settings.

An interesting new area that has been pointed out as a possible place
for social work to make a contribution is in genetics, as part of
pre-marital or marital counselling. But since there will he a need for
content drawn from biology and the medical sciences to teach this, the
issue was raised as to whether this is an appropriate channel for the few
available social workers. If group approaches are to be made, then
group and organisation skills will need to be sharpened. This exercise
of enumerating the' types of settings has been very helpful in providing
a very valuable guide with much latitude for future job placements of
workers.

In view of the ..hortage of trained social workers all over the region,
it was suggested thiA the assumption of new roles and the examination
of the contributions of social work should be initially focussed on how
to increase social work manpower potentials qualitatively as well as
quantitatively.

THE WAY NEXT?

The Singapore Seminar was in a way an activities report meeting for
the pilot schools. All preparations for the Seminar the compiling and
putting together of course syllabi, not only in family planning and
population dynamics but for the entire course and field work content
of the curriculum ; the results of the critical examination of family
planning content in the curriculum; the actual "infusion" or
"transfusion" of family planning content in courses and field work
activities; the translation into English or indigenous teaching
materials for the non-English speaking schools; the preparation and
demonstration of the use of "show and tell" teaching devices, etc. all
these are tangible evidence of "what we are doing" in the curriculum.

After this Seminar, the way ahead seems a little clearer. Con-
ceptually. developmental social welfare has given the social work
...turiculum the appropriate theoretical framework ; some of the
"irreconcilables- in the realm of values have been hopefully threshed
out and cleared : the directors and heads of schools of social work are
fully involved in the Project.
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Integrating family planning into the social work curriculum has
opened the avenue toward a full re-examination of the total learning
experience's in social work education in Asia. The theoretical aspect of
integrating family planning and population in the aria! work curric-
ulum has been auspiciously started. But, throughout the Project, our
continuing concerns should be in: ( I) how to keep the interest of the
school going, ( 2) how to channel the readiness of schools to realistic
and attainable field programmes, ( '3) how to maximise the potentials
of the schools, and ( 4) how to deploy most effectively the limited time
and resot'rces made available to the schoot by the IASSW and AID
through this Project.

The following action-oriented objectives have been set for the
ensuing years:

1. To stimulate, guide, and assist schools in a thorough study of the
curricula to:

a. prepare and educate students for different levels of
functioning:

b. develop an effective work-machinery with other family plan-
ning agencies. community leaders, etc. : and

c. demonstrate in extension programmes family planning and
population activities.

2. To involve more faculty members in the further revision of
course syllabi. field instruction programmes, and development
activities.

3. To encourage and facilitate faculty development activities for
effective teaching-learning programmes in family planning and
population dynamics.

4. To make available IASSW technical assistance to be provided by
a mutually agreed-upon team of international experts.

Insofar as the pilot schools are concerned, the year ahead is
"application" year. Moving at their own pace and in varying degrees,
pilot schools will begin to:

1. Teach new. added. or enriched course content in family
planning and population dynamics ( the materials shared during
this Seminar offer a rich resource for this activity) .

2. Start innovations in field activities.
3. Initiate experimental courses in sex education, family life

education. responsible parenthood. etc.
4. Use indigenous teaching materials, along the lines of the "show

and tell" model.
5. Focus faculty training on teaching content and training in the

skills and methods of teaching.
6. Launch community-oriented programmes, such as extension

programmes, continuing education, etc.
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In this Seminar. the participants worked long hours and read
voluntinou, papers. Indeed. the experience had been pre-planned as a
live demonstration project in teaching and learning: a task-oriented
prograllInte that. in the vita of some, was structurally tight and
inflexible. But. when the reactions of the participants were com-
municated in the da'i's that followed. we were relieved to note the many
"positives- that were accruing out of the educational experience.

As one of the participants said:

1 am now amaied that all that has happened to me in way of
experiences. new ideas. new frit mis. all happened in ten days. We have
already held meetings here to revise some of our programmes both in
the field and in the curriculum. I myself have become a disciple and
proponent of preventive and developmental social work . . . .

Singapore was a treat that I wouldn't have wanted to miss for anything.

It is ms hope that this same enthusiastic spirit to continue the work
already started in the schools will be carried throughout the remaining
years of the Project and on until population and family planning shall
he instituted as an important aspect in attaining the goals of develop-
mental social welfare.
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The General

Rapporteur's Report

DOLORES B. LASAN

Every international seminar evolves its own culture and personality
from which emanate a wealth of ideas, issues, and implications. This
report is an attempt to capture these aspects as well as the dominant
themes and the professional and educational climate produced at the
Second IASSW Asian Regional Seminar. I have tried to link the many
different parts of the Seminar-Workshop into a totality which reflects
the ideas pursued by the major papers, the reactions generated in the
discussion and workshop groups, and the resultant recommendations.

THE SEMINAR- KNOWLEDGE - GATHERING

The first major paper, "Focus on Prevention and Development : new
Directions for Social Work Education" by Dr. Katherine A. Kendall,
proposed prevention and development as new opportunities for social
work education. Dr. Kendall, in describing population and family
planning as only one part of the development mosaic, provided
concrete insights into the ways in which the IASSW Project on
developing qualified social work manpower for population and family

Dr. Dolores B. Lasan is Professor and Acting Director of The Philippine
School of Social Work. Philippine Wornen's University, Manila.
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planning can provide a viable venue for schools of social work to
develop curricula in prevention and development. It became very clear
that our present effort to consider population and family planning as
part of the social work curriculum goes beyond family planning
itself it gives social work educators the opportunity to look at the
total social work curriculum with the ultimate goal of placing social
work education in the mainstream of development in their respective
countries. Dr. Kendall's paper provided the assurance that we, as
social work educators, have a bigger educational purpose as partic-
ipants in the IASSW Project and dispelled all fears of family planning
as merely a "graft" onto the social work curriculum.

Dr. Kendall also described the attributes of a developmental
outlook, namely that developmental social welfare is ( 1) positive, not
remedial, in its objectives: ( 2) comprehensive in approach and
related to all sectors of need: and ( 3) able to meet the needs of target
populations. as well as being relevant to all sectors of the population,
with desirable consequences for national development. As a corollary
to this. family planning was not seen as anti-birth or anti-children or
anti-anything: it was seen as pro-human development, allowing for
the fulfillment of human potential.

Prevention and Development

The open forum following delivery of Dr. Kendall's paper provided
the participants with an opportunity to clarify some major points. Due
to the differences between diseases and family planning, comments
from the floor pointed to the fact that there might he come difficulties
in making use of the public health preventive model suggested by Dr.
Kendall.

It was further noted that family planning is not an anti-poverty
programme it is not a programme only for the poor, but rather a
strategy which involves the total population. There was a consensus
that the conceptual framework for development must highlight the

demcratic institution-building functions," a "comprehensive
social approach with social work as one of the participating pro-
fessions" and, as such, must be able to define its roles and
contributions.

The need for an interdisciplinary and interprofessional approach
was reiterated. It was pointed out, however, that in most instances we
have interdisciplinary conferences and seminars but very little inter-
disciplinary practise. In trying to relate the concept of popular
participation to the political context of Asian countries, it was pointed
out that in actual operation variations are inevitable and that one may
view it operationally within an authoritarian-democratic continuum
depending on the exigencies of the existing social climate. The
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participation of volunteer groups. and as a matter of fact, the general
population. in national development efforts was considered as one of
the social work contributions toward the goals of prevention and
development. While we try to locate specific indicators for develop-
ment. cognisance must be given to the fact that there can be no
univt rsal criteria for social development which would be applicable to
all countries. Hence. each country must strive to work out its own
sot. ial indicators. Family planning activities must be seen as an avenue
for participation in nation-building.

Within the framework of prevention in social work as" . . . the
ability to discover and clarify not one but many casual factors and thus
determine viable targets for preventive action . . .- and development
as . . .pro-human . . . and the fulfillment of human potential .
four discussion groups covered the various fields of prevention and
development including population and family planning in their
respective countries, determined to what extent educational objectives
have been related to the fields of prevention and development in the
preparation of social work manpower. and discussed ways and means
of how to re-orient the social work curriculum toward prevention and
development, specifically in population and family planning activities.
Within the premise that population and family planning "is only one
piece of the mosaic . . . the following were identified as other fields
of prevention and development in which social workers may be
involved: health education. labour welfare, youth development, hous-
ing and urban renewal, manpower training, relocation and resettle-
ment. urbanisation. agrarian reform, cooperatives. community devel-
optnent. public health, adult education, social research, social
security, family life education, urban and rural development.
industrial welfare, vocational training and re-training, and literacy.

In the process of identifying these fields, it became ob.ious that in
them the roles and contributions of social workers are still limited and
sometimes unclear: thus. there is a need for social workers to be more
aggressive and assertive. It was also realised that the extent and quality
of social work involvement in these fields was uncertain. Although
there appears to be a consensus on the desirability of social work
practitiours and educators becoming involved in prevention and
development. considerations were advanced concerning the extent and
timing of involvement, particularly in relation to the political pro-
esset. of different countries. One group viewed social development
plans as linked to a country's political and economic structure, the
nature of social stratification, and political ideology.

The group reports tended to show that schools of social work in the
Asian region are now beginning to turn their objectives from remedial
and rehabilitative functions to prevention and development. Con-
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senses showed however. that the remedial and rehabilitative functions
must still be consciously played in the total continuum of educational
objecihes. Some evidence to support this new consideration of pre-
%claim' and dewlopment in terms of wine atiottal objectives appears in
those se hinds that have focussed training On -generic- social workers.
expecting their graduates to be able to perform in a variety of settings;
in the use of teachers from other disciplines in order to give students an
understanding of related fields so that they av work on an inter-
disciplinary level: in the reudiness to place students in field practise
settings where they can participate in policy formulation at different
levels: in the preparation of students for confrontations within the
legal framework of a given society. i.e.. as institution changers as well
its institution builders; and in a revival of the social reform orientation
in social work.

Among the factors cited as affecting the degree to which schools of
soc ial work have related educational objectives to prevention and
development ate the auspices for schools of social work whether they
are pat( of mthersit Ws or ministries of social welfare and the amount
and nature of pressure upon the school. e.g.. funding sources. etc. For
a sc hoof sponsored by or under a ministry of social welfare. for
example. the objectives. responsibilities. or functions of the staff may
be geared to the ministry's needs f 45 in administration. planning.
etc.) . and thus faculty may have dual responsibilities and loyalties. In
this situation. the school's objectives tend to become closely allied to
the ministry's priorities and peripherally linked to departmental
responsibilities.

It was agird that schools should be flexible. i.e., keeping in tune
with social e flanges and the concomitant need for changes. modifi-
cations. or M110(1(1(.6)11 of new services. Changes in the social work
curriculum result ficun external forces. such as pressure groups for the
allocation of funds and resources. One discussion group identified
stone wasons why. social workers are not yet used extensively in
development fields such as policy formulation and planning: these
are: the image of social workrs. the nature of professional perfor-
mance. the lot k of administrative skills, the lack of a social reform
spit it that cm ourages involvement in political activities, a need for
skill, in hurt pfidessional and interdisciplinary intervention. and the
nattily of skills as manifested in the analysis of problems. All groups
et ho the neett. to he more active and dynamic in developing the kind of
sot ial wink t min ultim which will really prepare students for
ptcyrinion and tleyelopment goals.

.ny- t ut ticultun drYclopment process must strive to pia e family
planning in the sin sal deVVIOInnriii in a particular coati' ry and
this model must include political. social. and economic- analysis.
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('.,)tee tete. altriniets to le.oliceet the. social %yolk cureictilont toward
pee.weleism and de%elopinent. specifi( a11%. incolpolating !mi)td:diem
mid Lund% planning. include.: treatment of family planning as one

held in setting (III sut ial %sink pa, Ilse the integiation of
population and family planning content into all tuirictiltim areas:
lito%ement towaid making population and family planning an area of
out ruination for interested students: and use of family planning

se.1%ie is within the :tincture. of the. mateinal and child health ( MCI!)
..e.t%ie es as field training centres. In (mimics when. X1(:11 is not an
available stun nue. social %corkers should in( hide family planning in
%%t llate and de%eloplitent programmes %Ithin existing structures. or.
when needed help to ( trate. net.. stun ROCS. 1 {telr is agteement that
ppidation grotctlt is assodated with poverty. child neglect. and
delinquent V. awl family planning is the appropriate pre.ventive
.11 II% .15 !Wit of SM MI work's con( ern for vt.11are and national
de%eloinnent. One group stated that the unique contribution of social
%yolk i11 tamil% planning is actually outside or bevond family planning
itself and in .111 .sea ill which perhaps no other discipline. can claim
cspertiNe the understanding of the 511(11) Ill/1101(11C &pet' IS Of life or

I Ile e111IIety of ta( tors and conditions that can provide a better quality
of life

Values and Development
h dh Acing this 11)11k at prevention and development as net% oppor

unlit ie. for social work edt( ation. 1)r. Herman I). Stein opened tip a
new a%,1111e fol thought in his paper "Values. 1''anlily Planning, and
1)e%elopilient. Nothing can be more meaningful than a close look at
I ur %alues as a profession. and the %alues of the society of which we are
a p.m. : study oi our values also leads U.S to examine the issues
iii%oled oto attempts to reorient the social work curricultun as well
as to detelluille. what it is nee ('ssar to give On whys mai:illy, room for
the ne".% ihmensients liecessalV 101 social lteV(101)111(91t.

The list (15514)11 which followed I)r. Stein's presentation included a
litimbet of questions. clarifications, observations. and issues. There
welt «mulleins and questions raised in regard to the desirability of
%it.wing values. family planning. and development within a wider
sou ia I. economic. political. and religious context. In the discussion of
the relationship of values to social change.. reference was made to
ettain polalising elle( Is of change. for example.. in sharpening

diffeiene es bettvern ollectivr an:I individual interests. In the identi-
fie at ion of interests among the vat ious sectors of society. social work. it
(yds noted. should he aware of the possibility that the profession that
bee nine anodicl mechanism of control rather than a liberating force
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for individuals who may have to be assisted to secure a rightful place in
the social structure. This point touches on what may be regarded as a
political function of social work. It may further be desirable to view
this function as related to the distribution of power among conflicting
interests. Professional values should be examined in relation to the
structure of power and social classes. It cannot always be assumed that
the political needs of the clientele are compatible with these pro-
fessional values. Basic questions which consequently arise include the
following: Are social work values consistent with the values of the
society at large? Are there indeed universal values within a given
society? What are these dominant values and what should guide social
workers in their selection?

As an example, it has been noted that all religions support the idea
of the dignity of human beings. In actuality. however, inequalities and
stratification exist in societies, and support is given to other practises
that contravene some religious teachings. Note has also been taken of
the fact that empirical studies alluded to by Dr.. Stein have made
evident that %etch factors as a better distribution of the GNP. which
concomitantly leads to higher levels of achievement and aspiration,
serve as more effective means of reducing population growth than the
promotion of family planning per se. The stress placed on values as a
force may be exaggerated, as compared to the social realities of
participation in social and economic progress. Family planning should
become a social service resource for those ready and in need of it rather
than simply a movement in its own right.

Consequently. it appears that there is a need for social work to veer
away from motivational activities in family planning as the sole
approach and put more effort into effecting changes in the social
reality. By collaborating with and influencing other pivotal economic
and political sectors, there can be progress toward the desired
redistribution of wealth, along with a far wider acceptance of family
planning. Thus, social action and social reform should receive in-
creasing emphasis: however, social work seems to be a profession that
is uncomfortable about creating discontent even though people
frequently have to be assisted in order to guard their interests.

Tile importance of including the study of value, in the social work
cwriculutn was underscored. but the observation was made that since
traditinal values are tied to social institutions, it is necessary to view
them within a given national context. Thus, these accompanying
questions were raised: How much emphasis is being given in social
work c urricula to the study of social institutions? In examining the
acceptance nonaceptance of family planning and the values related
to this, is the analysis done within the context of a nuclear or an
extended family? Are the prevailing social security features in the
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family structure considered?
Such questions become important in the indigenisation of the

curriculum as westerntrained social work educators have generally
pegged their theoretical framework to their educational backgrounds
and not to their own social reality.

In commenting on certain points raised in the discussion. Dr. Stein
noted that society was a highly generalised term, and that in the
examination of values one must consider variations within and among
ethnic. religious. economic, geographical. and other sub-systems.
Nevertheless. it is usually possible to refer to some modal values
characteristic of the society as a whole. With respect to political
functions, he commented on the place social work could have in the
metall national political process toward achievement of develop-
mental objectives to meet the needs and aspirations of the people. In
this process, social work would be engaged with other professions,
occupations, and interest groups concerned with social welfare.

The range of social work interventions available should include
what has to be done for individuals and families as well as for broad
societal impact in other words. the range should optimally extend
front the micro to the macro perspectives and practise.

Achievement of a higher standard of living and obtaining greater
access to social services appear to accelerate the readiness for family
planning. Values, of course, cannot be ignored. nor may it be assumed
that traditional values and p octises are necessarily inimical to
constructive social change.

Ideological issues, Dr. Stein noted, do and will constantly arise as a
profession develops and becomes more important to the national
scene.Thr analysis .nd resolution of such issues is part of a profession's
own growth and change.

The discussion groups following Dr. Stein's paper covered the
following topics: professional values that are in consonance with
prevention and development : means of sensitising faculty and students
in order to make them aware of their own values, the traditional values
in their social milieu, and those of sub-cultures which may be in
conflict with professional values and roles: the extent to which social
work curricula examine the implications of the different belief systems
and customs in order to undergo' d the receptivity to family planning
of different elements of the population: and how the profession can
contribute in promoting family Izinning in rural areas. where most of
the pulation reside.

A listing of professional values that were in consonahce with
prevention and development included : respect for the dignity of the
individual belief in the Nu 1 rights of human beings regardless of
religion. social class, age, sex, race. ethnic:ty, or political affiliation;
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social justice; belief in the interdependence of human beings; the
right of the individual to develop to the fullest extent of which he is
capable: a service n ommitment to ocher people and the public good;
at 1 ipiain e: relic( t for the %aloe of religion in the sr.( trial MI. of a
prriple. belief in self determination; and obiee

he professional belief in voluntarism and a lack of emphasis on
population planning were observed to be the salient factors which
bring about conflict. Social %yolk has placed so much importance on
individual tights that the collective good has sometimes been
nglet ted. specifically in family planning population activities. 'Hiere
is need. theirfore, to view the reciprocal obligation of the individual to
his tallith-. community. and the nation. Within this framework, the
profession can be more effective. for the volutiory and compulsory
appioar hes together can be made highly complementary. Moreover.
stir h an orientation can assist social workers to) involve themselves in
intertelated an tivities at all levels in which the distinct contribution of
the profession can be displayed. while hastening the acceptance and
plat Use of family planning.

Areas of Conflict
Spe, die attention was di awn to the seeming discriminatory features

of incentives or penahes against lower income' groups. as seen in the
hardships imposed by a withdrawal of services such as maternity
benefits. stoppage of financial assistance with the nth child, or
changes reassignment of priority qualifications. to cite three
examples. Similar notice, however* was taken of the fact that those in
higher income brackets have also been affec'te'd. for example, through
income tax measures which are so trues of funds for welfare service's
and other taxation schemes that. in effect. penalise them for their
extensive use of natural and tithe; resources.

Inducements and compulsory approaches should not be viewed
negatively. lot the increasing prolllem of overpopulation carries a

train of demographic. ecological. and public health problems which
have global repercussions. It we take the public health model as an
example. compulsory vaccination against disease, environmental
sanitation, etc.. n annot be questioned.

In this vein. it was coin eded that family planning programmes
alone n annul Ming about iapid social and economic changes. so that
the creation and or rearrangement of social institutions must also he
eltri ter!. .1, family planning activities in social work have largely been
1 unit ally orivnoll. we have stalled from a lack of recognition of our
contribution and ,.. lack of undristanding of our role. particularly in
trims or other polessionals and or paraprofessionals who undertake
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similar tasks and functions public health nurses, health educators.
family planning motivators. etc.) . The present need is to create
net essai v programmes antt services with a more extensive community
approach through which we can use opportunities in working with
problems to weave in the we.fare component and ptovide avenues for
different sectors of the population to participate in the process. Thus,
the mobilising coordinating functions of the profession can be fully
utilised. Similarly. there is as much urgency to introduce family
planning in social work settings. together with our involvement in
family planning programmes per .se'. In this manner, this progress and
reorientation of the profession can occur.

Abortion as a fertility control measu, was examined in relation to
professional values. The issue as to when life begins seems to contain
not only medical. theological. and moral. but also sociocultural
dimensions. In instances where liberalisation of abortion laws has
occurred, the relative ease of securing competent medical services and
the aeivanes in medical technology which have reduced abortion
ha/ards have provided further impetus for its acceptance. In the
experiences of socm. countries, the unusual social disorganisation
brought about hr war and its aftermath created implicit community
acceptance. which has led to the current "democratisation of
abort ion."

A larger but highly related issue which is central and crucial to Asia
was considered in relation to professional values, i.e., should the
country's political system not provide the avenue's for popular partic-
ipation. which. in effect. is a developmental task, what approach
should the profession take% More or less, there was the consensus that
social work should operate through the country's legal framework.

The admission was made that there was an equal need to
"desensitise" as well as to "sensitise" both faculty and students.
particularly since the former assume role models out of which the
pro( ess of identifit ation arises and assume's importance. A basic fund
of miwledg of the sociocultnrid milieu, which would include a
consideration of sube ultures.subgroups. and subsystems, was indi-
cated. Awareness. particularly by westerntrained social work
educators. of their educational backgrounds should assist in furthering
real understanding through comparative review. Some instructional
methods w.re cited as means of desensitising sensitising: the use of
indigenous creative literature, the imaginative use of role playing, and
the assignment of given topics which indicate the various ways in which

(-dont racial wimps behave and %attic certain social structure's, etc..
in less. of the multi -culttn al comp(sition of the class and or socio-

onoinit v um of the students in relation to the clientele. served.

In traditional highly authoritarian settings. caution must be
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exercised by social work educators in the introduction of professional
values which create intra-familial conflicts and may bring about an
impasse between the student's family, the student. the school, and the
community at large. An examination of the socio-cultural milieu
should lead to further consideration of similarities and dissimilarities.
From the similarities, students can begin to develop a sympathetic
orientation while attaining a respect for diversity. Field experiences
can be utilised in making the student aware of personal values.
Recognition must also be given to the fact that students are exposed to
other members of the profession both in their general education and in
social work training, and out of this experience comparisons in
orientations may be drawn.

Awareness and identification by faculty members of sensitive areas
where conflict may arise are necessary. In this regard, the teachers
themselves must also be able to sift out their lack of receptivity if they
are to communicate effectively and to assist students to internalise a
positive orientation toward family planning. The assessment of values
in terms of their significance and relevance to the promotion of family
planning and to national development can lead to further exami-
nation. The exposure of the students to other disciplines and pro-
fessions in the process of working with individuals, groups, and. or
communities is another major experience. The systematic creation of
communication lines in existing situational conflicts can be utilised for
experiential purposes, out of which a differentiation of area conflicts
can arise, i.e., ideological, political. moral religious, and
psychological.

In rural settings, the identification and utilisation of local leaders or
other influential people and training them for communication/
motivation purposes as well as for gaining and huildirg local
community support for family planning can he an effective approach.
Social workers should participate in many types of collaborative and
coordinating activities so that family planning services may not only be
offered in such settings. but will also be incorporated as a service in
other welfare agencies. Influencing policymakers and administrators
should be considered, so that more extensive and efficient family
planning services are brought to the rural areas. The placement of
more social workers, who may become trainers of family planning
paraprofessionals in rural settings, can be an effective approach in
bringing about a multiplier efft.

Along this line, attention should he drawn to the need for higher
salaries and other incentives tha, would attract social workers to rural
areas. The block or concurrent field placement of students in rural
agency settings and or their participation in creating an awareness for
the need for and introduction of family planning services would also be
useful.
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Social Work Roles and Contributions
Within the context of value's. family planning. prevention, and

development. the paper delivered by Mr. S. H. Pathak dealt with the
"Social Workers' Role in and Coottibution to Family Planning and
Population Activities," supported by a documentazion of the Indian
experience. Although the roles covered in the paper were clearly
traditional ones, it was obvious that the seeds of developmental roles
were being planted. Reactions from an interdisciplinary panel further
enriched the discussion on roles and contribution of social workers.

Dr. Henry Meyer. a social scientist, noted that the roles and
contributions described in Mr. Pathak's paper are those of social
workers who are "inside family planning programmes," and that this
may cause some limitations. On the basis of the roles described in the
paper e.g., administration, supervision, and other leadership
functions it must be noted that the social worker's training in these
roles is hardly deliberate as most social work curricula still do not
seriously cover budgeting, staffing, management, and other
"mundane non leadership roles." Thus, social workers in family
planning are primarily motivators in the programme rather than
motivators of family planning organisations. He suggested that per-
haps we should also look at the roles and contributions to family
planning by those social workers who are "outside family planning."
Roles outside family planning may occur in research activities as well
as in actual locale of employment. such as maternal and child health
activities, child spacing. housing. and population institutions, where
social workers may develop a sensitive appreciation of problems that
are peripherally related to rapid population growth in high risk
groups. Ile suggested the expanded concept of "beyond family
planning," which is the interrelationship of family planning with other
aspects of life.

Dr. George Worth, an educator, suggested that perhaps it would
also he significant to look at "family planning in social work" in
addition to a "social work in family planning" approach. He cited a
Korean study which revealed that 70% of the regular clients of social
workers in social agencies needed family planning services, and this
was used as a basis for social workers to bring family planning into
social work. On the other hand, he said that since social workers in
family planning still cannot show that what they do is directly related
to family planning's immediate goals of decreasing birth rates and
fertility, programme performance might be improved by putting
family planning into social work.

Professor T.T.B. Koh, a lawyer. sounded a note of warning toward
the tendency of professions to expand and increase "omnipotence of
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the profession" b Mein pm ming more and more areas of concern. Ile
posed the question of %.helhel social mirky's. by nature of their
educational puatation. ale really prepared for social policy and
.ohniinsuatke odes in Lund% plauiting. ,nui he hinted that perhaps it
is mole natural hit social %%mk's to be -frontline workers." Ile
«impaled sot ial work and law as professions that are both concerned
with the human lights of individuals and. as such. suggested that
perhaps these professions must also look at the relationship of the
human rights of nations and societies and examine the "congruence of
law and actual administrative behaviour."

Dr. Emmanuel Voulgaropoulos. from the discipline of public
health. wondered whether social workers should really follow the
'public health model, as researches in medical education in family
planning reveal that where there were recorded successes in reduced
fit tilitv rates it was found out that doctors had nothing to do with it.
Delving further into the use of models. he warned against the tendency
of international organisations to 11:..ve an international model for all
schools of so( i,el work. further emphasising the need fur a natural flow
of social work in family planning specific to a given country.

The discussions from the floor following the panel reaction session
on \Ir. Pat hak's paper yielded other wthhile points. On the issue of
international standardisation. Dr. Kendall explained that at present
the IASSW subscribes to the principle that each country must evolve
its own social work curriculum which is responsive to its own national
development goals and priorities. The phenomenon of a professional
inferiority complex among social workers was brought up and dis-
cussed as one of the reasons for the slow pace in indigenising the social
work curriculum. It was observed that although social workers may be
comfortable among themselves. they find it very hard to interpret and
to work with other disciplines on a peer level.

Fhe absence of research to support a social work point of view as a
basis for interpretation to government and bureaucracies may he one
of the reasons for this inability to get roles and responsibilities
understood. At the beginning stage it is. however. important that a
school of social work must have the core content upon which to
hum% ate and modify in ac cordance with the demands of institutional

ssoles. the society v at large. and national priorities. Discussions
showed an awareness of the fact that. in the process of demonstrating
41111 toles and contribution in family planning. we should consider the
stages of invoRmnt the period of -initial boom.- the "honeymoon-
slaw.. awl %dial may soon appeal as a "plateau.-

In denninsnatiog ,end assessing the lole and contribution of social
wink to family planning. we must make sure that we go beyond just
int king up the scraps." For social work to be effective in family
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planning and population activities. the profession n, . draw hum
other fields in order to bloaden its area of influence to systems change.
I'o be able to demonstrate ftillv the roles and contributions to
1"o1111,1tit)11 .111(11,111111V planning. sot ial work's ielationship %vitt' other
disciplines most go beyond a friendly relationship to a Inure pro
fessional shared-leadership

Support from the press and other otntnunication media is vital for
le interpretation of social work roles and contributions to

organisations and the t ommtinity as a whole. 'There is no conflict
between the remedial. rehabilitative. pleventie. and development
fun( lions of social work as a ploession and in the social work
cut Fie tiltim since these should he viewe.4 as a continuum in relation to
national development goals.

FROM SEMINAR TO WORKSHOP

Fhe part s on -Focus on Prevention and Development: New
0-pottunities for Social ork Education- l Dr. Katherine A.
Kenoall. "Values. Family Planning and Development- by Dr. Herman
D. Stein. and -Social Workers' Role in and Contribution to Family
Planning and Population Activities- 1w Mr. S. II Pathak may he
viewed as into rumenh to create the social climate under which a close
examination of the social work curricula may occur. An additional
important sourte of information. particularly about developments in
the region. was pi twitted by Mr. Whet- C. Nanavattv of ECAFE. who
spoke on "*Ilw .N.'s Ptogrammes and Activities in Family Planning
with Special Reference to Asia. Local experience was made available
tinting') visits to family planning clinics. a unit for human repro-
dut lion. and an abortion and sterilisation clinic in Singapore. and a
visit to similar services in neighbouring Malaysia.

Flie next set of papers. including "( :urriculum Content- by Dr.
Soledad hirendo 1 Philippines) . "Field Learning and Teaching"
by Miss Elahe kasha tichi ( Iran). "Research- by Dr. Aquila Kiani
( Pakistan). and "Continuing him ation by Irs. Sybil Francis
( Jamaica). provided a substantive basis for the planned workshop in
the second week. A panel of resource persons further broadened the
Ian ions of these lour curricular areas.

The seminar week %vas capped by Dr. Gerald Winfield of the U.S.
Agency for International Development. who shared with the partici
paws his philosophy on population and family planning.

Repo ftim the well being will be served when the human reproductive
film lion is used. in all of its aspects and interrelationships. to achieve
the MAX1111t1111 degree of mental and physical health. growth and
satisfaction. so engt h and stability. justice and tranquility for the largest
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number possible of each generation at the individual, family,
community. national. and world levels.

To highlight the importance of teaching materials in view of
curricular revisions, time was provided for a discussion of the case-
book. "Preview of Social Work in Action." by Dr. Katherine B.
Oettinger. Dr. Oettinger explained the rationale for the casebook
project, indicating the importance of moving into the realm of
practise, as well as the necessity of examining the vital "to-and-from
relationship of class and field- for the accelerated development of
social work practise and social work education. She cited the necessity
of documentation in order to prove the distinct contribution of social
work in the enhancement of well-being. The cases in the book are seen
within the range of services that are remedial rehabilitative/pre-
ventive, and developmental. As such, the cases were categorised under
these two major headings. The need was also stressed for additional
cases from more Asian countries.

Reaction from the floor underlined the usefulness of the casebook.
It was seen as appropriate for teaching for both class and field as it
displays social work in action and clarifies the role of social work in
preventive *developmental activities as well as with individuals/
families groups communities. The cultural features also make it
useful as a teaching tool with specific reference to cross-cultural
exchange. and the comparative study of programmes and services.

More insights on the wealth and breadth of possible instructional
aids were shared through movies from various countries and a "Show
and Tell Session" featuring puppets. slides, and a do-it yourself film
strip; clip charts and posters; and fertility songs and dances.

THE WORKSHOPKNOWLEDGE-BUILDING

*Firer full days were alloted for workshop sessions on four curri-
cul it areas: Course Content. Field Learning and Teaching. Research,
and 0mill-tering Education. The participants and resource persons
were divided into four workshop groups. each with four subsections
which had individual chairmen and rapporteurs. The reports of the
subsections in each of the areas were synthesised by one of the
rapporteurs. Mr. M.A. Momen ( Bangladesh) synthesiced the work-
shop report on Course Content. Miss Agnes Ng ( Hong Kong) and
Mrs. Felicisima Gutierrez ( Philinines) the report on Field Learning
and Teaching, Mr. Mathu I.ivanage ( Sri Lanka) on Research. and
Mr. John NIarsaman ( Indonesia) and Dr NIildred Sikkema ( United
States) on Continuing Education. Sumr Les of these reports follow.
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Course Content
All the participants discussed course content in the light of the three

guidelines submitted to the discussion groups: ( 1) educational
objectives. emphw ising developmental roles; ( 2 ) course content
needed for all students in relation to developmental objectives; and
( 3) special content for population and family planning.

EDUCATIONAL OBJECTIVES
The objectives that emerged from the discussions ranged from the

general to the specific. They may be summarised as follows:
Objectives relating to national goals and needs:

To prepare qualified manpower that is immediately responsive
to. as well as able to meet, national needs and aspirations.
To produce manpower with the ability to develop people through
their participation in problem-solving activities and to prepare
them for social change.
To help students internalise a commitment to professional roles
that help a country to alleviate and work toward the solution of
socio-economic problems.
To help students to identify with national problems, experiences,
and developmental goals.
To make of social work a profession that is responsive and rele-
vant to the socit, cultural milieu in which it is practised.

Objective's relating to the student's acquisition of knowledge:
To e-:quire an understanding of social change and an appreci-
ation of the different manifestations and consequences of change,
with their impact on the life experiences of people and on tradi-
tional values.
To develop a general framework of change ( both within anti out-
side the area of social welfare) which includes knowledge of the
strategies of change and the historical, societal, and cultural
forces that impede or hasten change.
To recognise and foster the interrelationship of family planning
and other developmental activities of the country.
To understand demographic trends and related problems.
To appreciate sociocultural factors affecting family life, fami!y
size. and family planning.

Objectives relating to attitudes and skills:
To provide students with a professional outlook while equipping
t hem with the practical skills necessary to make a significant
social work contribution to the country's needs.
To prepare students with a generic orientation of casework, group
work, and community work rather than specialisation in these
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methods.
4, equip graduate students tot ad% dined practise. pat titularly

for !adetship toles in the divas of social policy. planning. sup'
adittinist1atit)11. alld I (*seal(

I () .nsf an to students (11 l'%.1111.1t lilt .11Ir the social WCI
tale 11'1%111'S of tilt'
I II inc 'de ate a sense of innovation and to help students develop an
inquiring mind, objectivity. critical thinking. and analytical

apac ink.

('ON
.1 he groups discussed at length the generic as well as the specific

content that might be offered in a development-oriented prograntme.
Although no attempt was made to arrive at an exhaustive inventory,
the «mien! identified and formulated ht the various groups clustered
mound the following areas:

The wa letti and weal! c!ange social. economic. political, and
HIS institutions and systems; dynamics of social change and

development : economic development and its relation to social
development urbanisation and industrialisation ; onnntinity
situ( tine and changes; rural life situations. soioconomi and
'choral factors in relation to rural communities; dynamics of
oral societies.

Pcrwitatu. ctditirc. and tallies human behaviour and the social
emit : pet sonalitv sociocultural aspects of the society in-
t holing social interaction and social stratification; integrated and
intelcisciplillary stuck of the behavioural sciences in relation to
son jai t.on k :sot ial values: professional values and value conflicts;
sfo ial justice.
l'osgramares, srilee,, and method.% national development

luilieies. and services: mass-oriented social programmes;
\I It la .111111.111.1s11,111(111. decision making. supervision. organising,
oinniiinO polio v analysis: rescind' to contribute to

know l( lie and theory building as well as to operations.
(().\ 13) 7() /1)/14..1 7./()N .1N/) ['AMU.).

.1111tough notch III the general content was seen as necessary for
timid, planning as a dvelopmental servi«., the following areas were
mole' lined as particularly reltent:

I he family its structure and functions: family relationships:
family in tiansilinn: welfare of the individual family.

mI I utat' sexuality. human be haviour. fertility and fecundity,
Huh. .1011 I (Mt 1.1CrilliVeS.
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Population dynamic s. demographic goals. population policy and
planning integrated with economic deelopment and planning
to, health. education. and s:cial welfare.
line (disc iplinatv teamwot k %yid) Lund% planning plesented as an
(noo al pat t sit so( io-economn deelopment.

TEACHING METHODS AND APPROACHES
The groups also discussed the methods and approaches that could

be emphasised in working with the curriculum content especially
ril% am to the pteventive and developmental roles of social workers.
l ht. suggestions included: clmelopment and teaching of social work
mthmk in an integrated manner; flexibility of the application of the
different methods; use of a generic approach to methods: provision of
skills for direct and indirect services: and development of indigenous
mi)(lels lathe) than dependence. on Vestern models.

Cella,» skills and abilities were identified as necessary for
( ompetence in developmental roles. and it was agreed that field work
olltd the li' opportunity for students to gain competence in:

Communicating with people at all levels and deeloping the
ability to (Ace awareness among the people and develop leader-
ship in others.
Deeloping skill in work with individuals. groups, and
omunities and adapting knowledge and methods of work to the

particular local situation.
Identifying. developing. mobilising. and using resources and
being able to work with limited resources.
Formulating. interpreting and evaluating development policies
and plans.
Deloping an ability to innovate and experiment with new
meth()(1, and appir (aches.
Undertaking and using research to document problems.

Field Learning and Teaching
I he won!), dealt specific alb: with field learning ;hid teaching

iew ell as an integtal part of the cut tic ulton. Field learning, therefore.
is .1 signific .1111 means of attaining edit( ational objectives set by the
st pools. I he toll() wing objet ties welt identified as guides for field
lea, mina; and teaching in realising the developmental goals in social
%%tit k edin

IO be aware of the 11.6111.11 problems and to devlop a pro-
fessional commitment to help solve, alleviate. and prevent these
!mildews in .11 ( (it (lance with the needs, situation. and aspirations
of the ( ottotry.
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To understand sot ial change and become consciously involved in
the processes of t hang as a change agent as as an object of
change.
to develop a critical attitude toward the political. social. and
economic factors that ally( t human development 411(1 the milieu
in which development takes place.

In order to attain these objectives, the use of the following types of
field experiences was suggested:

Traditional social work agencies where students can identify their
professional rules. evaluate the functions. structures. and services
of the agency. and develop the ability to introduce appropriate
changes.
Structured non-social work settings. e.g.. ministries. planning
bodies. industries, housing agencies. co-operatives. trade unions.
police. etc.. in order to expose students to other developmental
problems so that they may see how other agencies and disciplines
solve these problems and what the place of social work is under
these auspices.
Unstructured settings such as communities in urban and rural
areas where students are not attached to any agency and where
they can develop skill in assessment of needs, analysis of
community structure. resources. and relationships.

In implementing developmental programmes, students should be
involved in planning and decisionmaking in all these settings.

In order to sensitise students to the dynamics of change. sensitivity
training was suggested as one type of experience that helps students to
become aware of conditions so that they can easily identify them in
everyday situations.

'lire groups recommended that field instructors or agency
supervisors should be informed of the new perspectives in field
learning and teaching. They should be helped by the school faculty to
play their role as a partner adequately in realising the educational
objectives. Schools can provide learning experiences to supervisors in
the form of seminars. constant consultations, and evaluation to help
bridge the gap in knowledge and skills between supervisors and faculty
members. The following ways were suggested to achieve this goal:
continuing education for supervision in the field: offering of super-
vision as an area of concentration in graduate schools; refresher
courses for supervisors in order to discuss course content and
educational objectives; and provision of salaries for supervisors in he
field in order to give them a greater incentive to learn.

It was also recommended that schools should be more selective in
their choice of field supervisors. It would be advantageous if they
discussed the objectives, learning goals. and expectations of the field
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placement with the agency personnel. This would clearly set the
learning and the teaching components of the field placements.

One group placed special emphasis on team learning and team
teaching. It was suggested that students, doctors, nurses, and workers
in social work and other disciplines be put in an unstructured setting
with family planning as a focus to see how teamwork can be developed.
It was also recommended that this kind of experimental project should
be thoroughly documented.

Research
The meeting on research covered a wide array of topics, ranging

from the nature and difficulties of research teaching and learning in
schools of social work to the kinds of research needed to support a
developmental approach in social work education. The questions,
issues, and subjects that emerged from the groups may be summarised
as follows:

Questions on the social work role and function in research : Who
should undertake research activity in social work) What types of
research are required and how should it be done? If social workers
are not actively engaged in the conduct of research but instead
are involved only in the analysis of the results of research, how
should research data be utilised to maximise the potentials of
social work? Is it preferable for social workers to become involved
in research primarily through collaboration with other disciplines
or should social work develop its own research specialists for inde-
pendent as well as collaborative activity?
Questions relating to the teaching of research: Should research as
a method be taught as an integral part of social work education
for all students? Or, should the primary objective be the develop-
ment in all students of a scientific attitude and research approach
to be incorporated into social work practise, record-keeping,etc.?
To what extent are schools equipped to teach or produce research
or both? How can faculty members be trained to use research
findings in their teaching and to help students develop a scientific
attitude and positive feelings about research? To what extent
should faculty members engage in research in which students
could be involved? In view of the importance of the inter-
disciplinary approach in social development, how can other
disciplines be involved in improving the research component in

social work education?
Issue.s related to research and some suggested areas of study: The
groups pointed to a need to test by research the applicability
of certain social work concepts in different Asian countries. It was
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also suggested that there is a tlti to study C011titlittenCeti of
aloe a !ranges within a culture and to a.:sess how functional or

dysfunctional they may be. Major ethical questions relating to re-
search were raised and the problem dist ussed of how to deal with
the possibility of prohibitions on the dissemination and use of
findings regarded as unacceptable.

The discussions in the groups covered these various questions and
topics in great detail. Some of the comments and conclusions are
reproduced below.

PLACE OF Rk:SEARCII IN SOCIAL WORK I.:1)(' :1
Research can be seen in terms of two major foci: research as a part

of the total social work process. and specialised academic research. It
is more than a mere collection of facts and it should be presented to
the students not only as a means of fact-gathering but also as a form of
creative activity. Research. in fact, creates theories and hypotheses for
empirical thint.ing and this, indeed, requires an element of creative
thirtking.

The traditional methods of research ( surveys, etc.) may be used in
research. but research technology can and must become in the
curriculum a part of the wider social work method and a part of
activities in social welfare agencies as well. In this context, research
tends to differ from the usual academic method for two reasons: the
results of the research need to be available quickly. and research is
often geared to improvement in practical service. Both of these reasons
are of significant value, but they are different in purpose from that of
basic research.

It is essential to teach research as a part of the curriculum in schools
of social work and to draw in members of other disciplines if the social
work faculties are unable or ill-equipped to handle it on their own.
There is no doubt that this would accelerate and strengthen the
development of social work as a profession. thus bridging the gap that
exists now between social work and related professions, for research is
a significant component in these other professions. It was agreed that
research ideas and attitudes should be integrated into all content areas
of the curriculum.

It was, however-. felt that social work educators should re-orient
themselves and formulate tools for measurement ( such as social
indicator.) they should not he overwhelmed with the idea that what
they do in terms of process and results is not measurable. It is also
nee .ssary for social workers to overcome negative feelings toward
research and to learn to draw comparisons between research and
day to day social work practise.. as this will enhance the quality of
social work practise in all fields.
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Fortunately, attitudes toward research by other disciplines, as well
as by social work. seem to be changing: the idea that a problem is only
researchable if it can be rendered by statistical means is beginning to
be overcome and other methods, such as participant discussion and
social interaction. are also becoming acceptable. This brings social
work research more into the mainstream.

In the context of development. the ioterdisciplinary approach is
important, as is the evaluation of development programmes in order to
assess their effectiveness. Evaluation of the results of research in the
area of policy and planning is also important if the results are to be
used as a basis fur further action.

Still in the context of development, research should look at the
consequences of value change in a culture. and determine when it is
functional or dysfunctional.

The possibility of prohibitions in publishing negative research
findings must be faced and, if possible. resolved. Social workers must
be in a position to decide when to take risks and when not to do so; in a
situation of political oppression, it would obviously he a very difficult
decision.

It was stressed in the group discussions that students and faculty
should be encouraged to be both consumers of research findings as
well as producers of research. It was also thought that more attention
should be paid to the dissemination of research findings to community
groups as well as to the sponsors of the research.

Continuing Education
Continuing education was considered as necessary for all professions

at all times because of the continuing development of knowledge, the
new needs of society, the new demands by practise, and the newly
developing fields of practise.

The major ideas that came out in the groups can be summarised
under the following headings: target groups, objectives and methods,
and responsibility of the social work schools for continuing education.

TARGET GROUPS
Some groups discussed what continuing education actually means.

Although the initial discussion ranged across a variety of activities, the
main target groups for continuing education were identified: faculty.
graduates of social work schools, and others supervisors of social
work students. persons in other disciplines or professions connected
with social work. senior civil service officials, politicians. civic
community leaders. policemen. etc.
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Faculty: Continuing education for all levels of faculty members was
give n highest priority by some groups. Objectives for faculty are to
keep abreast of the knowledge and theories in social work and related
areas: to extend knowledge in such content areas as policy. planning.
research, management administration, and social, cultural.
economic, and political systems: and to develop knowledge and
understanding of educational processes and skills in teaching.

One group noted that faculty are usually recruited from practise
and may, therefore, be teaching primarily from their experience
rather than from a combination of theory and experience. Another
point made was that sometimes faculty members find it difficult to
become learners again, as required by the continuing education
process. The groups identified a range of methods of continuing
education for faculty: short-term courses, faculty colloquia, and
faculty leave for short-term special studies in or out of the country.

Graduates of sorial work schools: The objecti: es for graduates are
to acquire new knowledge: to learn new approaches and new thrusts in
practise: to gain knowledge needed for newly developing fields of
practise. for example. family planning and population activities: to
gain managerial administrative knowledge and skills ( especially
important for those who are employed in middle management posi-
tions) and to increase knowledge of interdisciplinary and inter-
professional collaboration. Methods of continuing education for
graduates of social work schools could include short-term courses,
special content courses such as one in population and family
planning, seminars, and non-credit cour One group noted a variety
of teaching methods which could be utilised: discussion groups. panel
discussions, audiovisual aids, eft.

Others: Courses for those groups incInded under "others" are called
"service course." in the Philippines. Such courses might vary in length
according to the needs and interests of the given group. Some might be
as !ong as a semester others might only be three or four sessions. The
main objective appears to be of a "service" nature, such as an
orientation to the values and premise's of social welfare and social
work, and interprofessional collaboration.

RESPONSIBILITY OF THE SOCIAL WORK SCHOOL FOR
CONTINUING EDUCATION

Some groups asked whether schools of social work could accept the
responsibility for including a programme of continuing education as a
rrgular part of their total educational programme. If they did so. the
budget of the school must include provisions for financial resources for
faculty and others who would be needed to conduct the various types
of continuing education. One group also noted that faculty develop-
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meat is a pre-condition for the undertaking of a piogramme of
continuing education.

Recommendations
Fhis section embodies the posible areas for future collective

undertakings of activities which may 3et ve as instrumentalities through
and within which we may increase our capacities to pursue what we
said we wished to do during the workshop sessions. These recom-
mendations are Therefore actitmoriented by nature.

'These tecommendations are classified into two types: those which
were explicitly or directly labelled as recommendations by seminar
participants in the discussion groups and workshop sessions, and those
whit It were recurrent themes throughout the discussion and workshop
groups and which indirectly or implicitly lend themselves to possible
away- of activities on which p.irticipants may want to work with more
breadth and depth.

D/RLT U1-1.1),%/MEND..1 %IONS
The efforts to shift the curricular focus to prevention and doe-lop-

mm produced the question of the readiness of faculty members to
take on the t orresponding changing demands on them. It was
tepatedlv ac knowledged that. as teachers, we cannot share what we
di) not 11.%. neither can we interact beyond our capacities. This,
viewed within the reality that most social work educators received their
thtining Years back and most likely in a country other than their own,
led to the first recommendation: That the /.ISSN' hd facilitate
tae ult\ development programmes on a national and regional /eve/.

As a corollary to this first reommndation is the dominant theme of
the inevitability of innovation in our duca..itaial methods if we are to
take (PI; ntion and des elopment as tiv opportunities in social
work edut ation. Every shift or added dimension in the school cur-
tit ultun is sery clearly linked to educational methods. It becomes
oh% ions that a (-hanging focus in the curriculum must he accomnanied

mist- teaching learning processes. It is within this onte that
du following re( onimendatitni was given: That the ISSIF hold a
seminar iuurkshop singularly loeussed on educational method with
seeilie r lerenee to teaching social work with a developmental
orientation

IBete was a general feeling that the amount of materials. refer-

ent es. and puhlit ations shared during this seminar kshop was a

t lea? Milt( ation of the wealth of materials which may he shared in a
more sstematit and continuing basis among sc:tools of social work in a

gn en I (Mini V and in a regional level. perhaps even on an inter-
regiol:al level. It was le( ommnded that this activity be spurred ht the

elf l
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.sehools 0.1 social work themselves on a sehoolto sehool basis or through
whateier instrumentality ma be seen as leasible.

As a result of the formal and informal interaction among partici-
pants. tinge e%olved a realisation of the value of cross-fertilisation of
thoughts and ideas among people front sarious countries. and an
,werptance of how much one country may !JIM from the experiences of
.mother. It is within this premise that this recommeadation evolved:
That the /SS Meditate a lacult and exchange programme among
pilot schools.

Although there was a sincere effort and verbal commitment to gear
social work within the stream of social development. there was not
enough opportunity to disetiss and arrive at concrete ways and means
In hich this could be facilitated. There was, however. a clear
indication that the inclusion of population and family planning
t outwit( in the social work curriculum provides a viable point of entry
tot social work in the mainstream of social development. With this as
the starting point, it was recommended that a seminar specifically on
social work and social development be undertaken in order to
understand the full dimensions of gearing social work to social
devei,'ttttettt.

RECOMMENDATIONS FROM RECURRENT THEMES
The next set of recommendations involves recurrent themes which

lend themselves to possible areas of activities which we may wish to
pursue through seminars and workshops specifically d-voted to them.
The following have b:-en suggested as areas for thorough examination:

An activity specifically designed to explore the various theoretical
frameworks for social work as a profession in de, eloping countries
in order to serve as the academic base underlying a practise
orientation. The wealth of practise experiences may be used as
evidence for this theory building process.
. deeper examination of what have been considered universal
professional values in relation to the soio-cultural orientation of
different countries it- the region. This will provide a great impetus
to our efforts to ii ;igenise social work curricula.
.\n experience in an actual interdisciplinary approach to social
development with specific reference to population and family
planning. in which participants actually encounter how other
disciplines and professions perceive social workers and how, in
turn. relate to them in order to carry out development goals.
To exi. Timent with t ulture learning as one of the means to
understanding ourselves as social workers in relation to each other
and to the social organisations of which we are actors as well as
those acted upon.
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To examine how research may he utilised as a curricular area
with an emphasis On scientific attitude, critical analysis, and
I nquiring outlooks that may pervade the total social work cur-
t it ilium. In the same vein. to examine further the utilisation of
rese..rch evidences in order to demonstrate. our roles to various
people in policy and planning bodies, as well as to other

To examine specifically the relationship of individual and societal
interests. particUlarly within the context of Asian societies which
are tiaditionally family-centered and are contemporarily being
asked to consider national priorities and development plans.
A se;:tinar specifically aimed at examining contemporary issues in

wial work with specific reference to ASia . This will sensitise or
de sensitise social work educators to current and emerging trends
as these affect their professional identity.
Seminars to assess periodically the gains or. for that matter, set-
backs in no attempts to gear the social work curriculum to a
developmental orientation. Where we said we are now, at this
Seminar. may serve as our baseline information for this periodical
assessment.
-The Way Ahead.- an analytic exposition of the seminar-
workshop by Dr. Angelina C. Almanzor, IASSW Regional
Representative for Asia. offered a whole range of rich possibilities
which can be pursued by schools of social work in the region.'

CONCLUSION

From my point of view. this SeminarWorkshop generated, among
social work educators in Asia. a readiness to take a close analytic look
at the social changes pervading this region as well al. all parts of the
%voila: a commitment to place social work in the mainstream of
development efforts in their respective countries: and a determination
to indigents'. ,.ocial work approaches even as we recognise the value of
inter( ultural sharing. If. because of family planning. we ha c' tried to
face up to the social work issues that we have posed during this
Seminal Wot ',shop. then perhaps this is. indeed, the biggest contri-
butitm of family planning to social work education. For :1'. in the
process of starting with family planning as an avenue of prevention
and development we move to the other parts of the development
mosaic with the same zeal and vigor, then all the sharing and talking
we have done here will not have beet: in vain.

p.igr' I 17 I 2h $upric
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appendix a

Program of the Second Asian Regional Seminar:

"Maximising Social Work Potentials for Family Planning and
Populate- n Activities."

Contemporary social work professionals perceive their task along three
levels remedial, preventive and developmental. Whereas in the past.
social work professionals worked primarily with the underprivileged groups
in society, today's professional shifts his focus to the 'normal' population.
This does not imply that social workers are no more interested in their
remedial functions but rather that they regard their developmental tasks as
vital: their bask goal is still the improvement of the quality of life for all.

Social scientists have established a link between poverty and large
families. The exact causal relationship is not known but its nature
resembles more a vicious cycle. With poverty comes other social problems
like crime and delinquency whose roots may be traced to deprivation of
one form or another.

On a macro level. national poverty is often prolonged by conditions of
unrestrained population growth. Much as governments in both developed
and developing nations are committed to the task of raising the standard of
living of their people and maintaining a high level of economic growth.
many governments have concluded that an unchecked rate of population
increase swallows up any gain in GNP. Thus, many countries have adopted
family planning and population control as a national policy.

As professionals. we see our responsibility as working side by side with
the government in this endeavour to raise the standard of living of the
people. Our interest in family planning and population activities is one
facet of developmental social work. Because of our interest. we are
gathered here for the next ten days to examine and sharpen our contri-
bution to family planning. We hope to maximise our potentials but we
shall also remember that potential energy remains latent energy until
converted into tangible contribution.
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Morning
8:30-9:30

10:00

Monday 5 November

Registration

Opening Ceremon

Presiding: Mrs. Ann Wee
Seminar CO-Chairman

Eusof College
Seminar Office

(Iniversity New
Lecture Theatre 3

Order of Proceedings:

1. Mrs. Ann Wee
Bead, Department of Social Work
University of Singapore:
WELCOME MESSAGE FROM HOST SCHOOL

2. I)r. Herman D. Stein
President, IASSW:
WELCOME MESSAGE FROM IASSW

3. Dr. Angelina C. Almanzor
Seminar Chairman:
OVERVIEW OF n IE SEMINAR

4. Roll Call of Participants
5. The Honourable Mr. Tan Boon Chiang

Deputy Chairman
The Council of the University

of Singapore:
OPENING ADDRESS

6. Reception

Afternoon
2:00-3:30 PLENARY SESSION I Games Room.

Chairman: I)r. Herman I). Stein
IASSW

DR. KATHERINE A. KENDALL
1ASSW Secretary-General
"FOCUS ON PREVENTION AM.)

DEVELOPMENT: NEW OPPORTUNITIES
FOR SOCIAL WORK ED:JCA 1.10N"

Discussion from the floor

3:45 Tea
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4:00-5:00

Morning
9:00-10:30

10:30

10:45-12:30

Afternoon
2:00-3:30

3:30

3 :45 -5:30

Evening
7:30

Meeting of all Discussion Leaders
and Rapporteurs: "A" and "B"
Groups

Tuesday 6 November

Gaines Room

DISCUSSION
"A" Group Series Session 1

Coffee Lounge

DISCUSSION
"A" Group Series Session 2

DISCUSSION
"A" Group Series Session 3

'lea Lounge

PLENARY SESSION 11 Games Room

Chairman: Mrs. Sybil E. Francis
Jamaica

REPORTS FROM SEMINAR
DISCUSSION GROUPS FOLLOWED
BY DISCUSSION FROM TIIE FLOOR.

PLENARY SESSION III Gaines Room

Chairman: Mrs. Thung Syn Neo
Singapore

MR MEHER C. NANAVATIN
ECAFE Regional Advisoi on Social
Welfare Aspects of Family Planning
"mil UN'S PROGRAMME AND

ACTIVITIES IN FAMILY PLANNING
WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO ASIA"

Discussion ;ream the floor
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Morning
8:30-9:15

Afternoon

Wednesday 7 November

AGENCY VISFI

Briefing by Dr. Wan Fook Kee
Chairman
Singapore Family Planning and

Population Board
"THE NATIONAL FA111.1. PLANNING
PROGRAMME"

GaMeS ROOM

SINGAPORE. VISITS
Transport leaves Eusoff College at 9:30 a.m.

Group 1 -- Family Planning Clinics as an Integral
Part of the Maternity & Child Health
Service
Arranged by Dr. Ann Lee of the
Ministry of I lealth

Group 2 Unit of I luman Reproduction at
Kandang Kcrbau Iluspital
Arranged by Prof. S.S. Ratnam
Professor of Obstetrics & Gynaecology
University of Singapore

Group 3 Abortion and Sterilisation Clinic at
Thomson Road General Hospital
Arranged by Dr. Sivasamboo
Consultant Obstretrician & Gynaecologist
Thomson Road General Hospital

MALAYSIA VISIT
Transport leaves Faso /. College at 1:45 p.m.

Delegates to bring passports which will he required
at the Singapore/Malaysia border
Briefing on Malaysian family planning
programmes by 1)r. Shamsuddin bin
Abdul Rahman, Director of Malaysian
Family Planning Board at General
I lospital, ohore Bahru.
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Thursday 8 November
Morning
9:00.10:30 PLENARY SESSION IV Games Room

Chairman: Dr. Dolores B. Lasan
Philippines

DR. HERMAN D. STEIN
IASSW President
"SOCIAL DEVELOPMENT ANI)
TRADITIONAL VALUES"

Discussion from the floor

10:30 Coffee Lounge

10:45.12:30 DISCUSSION
"B" Group Series Session 4

Afternoon
2:00.3:30 DISCUSSION

"B" Group Series Session 5

3:30 Tea Lounge

3:45-5:30 DISCUSSION
"B" Group Series Session 6

Friday 9 November

Morning
9:00-10:00 PLENARY SESSION V Games Room

Chairman: NU. Peter Leonard
United Kingdom

MR. S.H. PATHAti
"TIIE SOCIAL WORKER'S ROLE IN ANI)
CONTRIBUTION .1.0 FAMILY PLANNING
ANI) POPULATION ACTIVITIES"

10:00 Cuffes Lounge

t. S.
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10:15.12:30 "RF.ACTION SESSION":
NIULTI-DISCIPLINARY PANEL

Chairman: Mr. Peter Leonard
United Kingdom

Panel:
Dr. George Worth

Educator, Korea
1)r. Henry Meyer

Sociologist, United States
Dr. Emmanuel Voulgaropoulos

Medical Doctor, United States
Professor T.T.B. Koh

Lawyer, Singapore

Discussion from the floor

Afternoon
2:00-3:30 1MSCUSSION

"B" Group Series - Session 7

3:30 Tea Lounge

3:45-5:00 DISCUSSION
"B" Group Series Session 8

5:00-5:30 WORKSHOP
"C" Group Series: Meeting to elect
Chairmen and Rapporteurs

Evening
7:30 Meeting of Asian Regional Association

of Schools of Social Work

Saturday 10 November
Morning
8:00.9:00 Meeting of Workshop Chairmen and Rapporteurs

4
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Morning
9:00-10:30

10:30

10:45-12:30

fi

Monday 12 November

PLENARY SESSION VI Games Room

Chairman: Mrs. Esther C. Viloria
Philippines

FOCUS ON CURRICULUM BUILDING:
WHAT WE ARE DOING

1. Dr. Soledad Florendo
Schools of So.cial Work
Association of the Philippines
AN OVERALL VIEW OF CURRICULUM

2. Miss Elahe Kasha nchi
FIELD LEARNING AND TEACHING:
IRAN EXPERIENCE

3. Dr. Aquila Kiani
RESEARCH IN FAMILY PLANNING:
PAKISTAN

Coffee Lounge

4. Mrs. Sybil Francis
CONTINUING EDUCATION AND
TRAINING OF NON-SOCIAL WORK
PERSONNEL: JAMAICA

Discussion from the floor on all four reports

RESOURCE PERSONS

Mrs. Maxine Ankrah
IASSW Consultant, Africa

Miss Luz Rodriguez.
IASSW Representative, Latin America

I)r. Shamsuddin bin Abdul Rahman
Malaysia

Mr. Peter Leonard
United Kingdom

I)r. Henry Meyer
U.S.A.

I)r. D.I. Pakshong
Singapore

I)r. S.S. Ratnam
Singapore

I)r. Mildred Sikkema
U.S.A.
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Afternoon

2:00 -3:30

3:30

3:45.5:3%)

Morning
9:00-10:30

10:30

10:45-12:31)

Afternoon
2:00.3:30

3:30

3:45.5:30

Evening
7:30

Morning
9:00-10:30

10:30

10:45-12:30

VORKSII0P: "C" GROUP SERIES

lo% 01 kN1101. till Ct air's(' Cull I I Session I

Tea Lounge

Workshop on Course Content Session 2

Tuesday 13 November

Workshop on Course Content Session 3

Coffee Lounge

Workshop on Course Content Session 4

Workshop on Field Learning and
Teaching Session 5

Tea Lounge

Workshop on Field Learning and
Teaching - Session 6

PLENARY SESSION VII Games Room

Presiding: MRS. KATHERINE B. OETTINGER
IASSW Chief Project Consultant

"SIIOW AND TELL"

An informal session on teaching materials and audio-
visual aids

Wednesday 14 November

Workshop on Continuing Education -
Session 7

Colke Lounge

Workshop on Continuing Education -
Session 8
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.Iternoon
2: 00-3: 30 Workshop on Research Session 9

3:30

3:45.5:30 Workshop tm Research Session 10

Morning
9:00-10:30

Thursday 15 November

PLENARY SESSION VIII Games Room

Chairman: Dr. Angelina C. Almanzor
IASS Regional Representative
Asia

RF.PORTING ON THE WORKSHOP "IIIENIES

I. Course Content
2. Field Learniug and Teaching
3. Continuing Education
4. Research
5. An Overview of Rcommt ldations

Dr. D. Lasan

10:30 Cuff ee Lounge

10:45-1:00 PLENARY SESSION IX
CLOSING SESSION

Presiding: Mrs. Ann Wee
Seminar Co-Chairman

TI1F. WAY AHEAD
1. Dr. Angelina C. Almanzor

Seminar Chairman

2. Representatives from:

The Participants
Asian Regional Association of
Schools of Social Work
Singapore Association of Social Workers
Host School

3. Dr. Katherine A. Kendall
Secretary General of IASSW and
Project Director

1:00 Buffet Lunch Eusoll College
Quadrangle
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Evening
7:30

ilosrrrALtry AND ENTERTAINMENT

Iondav 5 November

DINNER

Ilosted by Mr. Ec Peng Liang
President
Singapore Council of Social Service

Wednesday 7 November

Evening
8:00 After-dinner visit to The National

Youth Leadership Training
Institute to meet Mr. Tan Kin
[Ilan, staff and trainees of the
Institute, at an informal reception

Evening

Evening
8:00

Evening
7:30

Evening

Thursday 8 November

"11011:. HOSPITALITY" NIGI IT

Saturday 10 November

"CULTURAL SHOW"

Organised by t:te Singapore
Association of Social Workers

Sunday 11 November

DINNER
[lusted by the Singapore
Association of Social Workers

Monday 12 November

"HOME HOSPITALITY"

161

Hotel Premier
(Poolsi(k)
.Vassim llill

National Youth
Leadership
Training
Institute
South Buona
Vista Road

Ensoff College

Ox! Pd Restau-
rant, Regional
English Language
Centre, Orange
Grove Road
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DISCUSSION GRVUP ARRANGEMENTS FOR
" GROH' .RIFS: SESSIONS I 3

Groups hiscussiu H Leaders Rapporteurs Venue

Al Mrs. Thelma LEE-MENDOZA Mr. V. NADA RAJAH Games Room
Philippines Sri Lanka

A2 Mrs. Nesrin GURAN Mr. Bashir A. CHAUDIIRY Lounge
'turkey Pakistan

A3 Mrs. Nlyong Ileting RIME Miss D.K. VAITIIILINGAM First Floor
Korea Singapore Common Room

A4 BUSTAM Mr. Par viz B. NOORAFSIIAN Library
Indonesia Iran Second Floor

DISCUSSION GROUP ARRANGENIENTS FOR
"B" GROUP SERIES: SESSIONS 4-8

Groups DiAeussion I.eaders Rapporteurs Venue

81 Miss M. J. KINSEY
flung Kong

Miss June DOLLY-BESSON
Jamaica

Games Room

82 Dr. Soledad A. FLORENDO Mr. Sang Nak IIA Lounge
Philippines South Korea

83 Miss Semi KUT Mr. SOETARSO First Floor
'turkey Indonesia Common Room

84 Dr. Ahn .dullah MI. Miss Nantanee jAvAstrr Library
Bangladesh Thailand Second Floor
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DISCUSSION '." GROUP S.RTS
At, 1.1%;

A I

LEEAILNDOZ.. Mrs. Thelma
Discussion Leader

NADARAJAII, Mr. V.
Rapporteur

CANII. Mr. Bui The
DOLLY-BESSON, Miss June
GUTIERREZ, Mrs. Felitisima
KIANI. Dr. (Mrs.) Aquila
KIM. SIr. Dock -Juan
KU T. Miss Sema
NAM, Mr. SaeJin
NAN.-%V.I1 Y. Mr. Meher C.
ocAmpo. Mrs. Alicia
RODRIGUEZ. Miss Luz E.
SOI.T.RSO. Mr.
VOULGAROPOULOS.Dr. E. (MM.)
WEE. Mrs. Ann E.

A -3
RIIEF.. Mrs. Myoung Ileung

Discussion Leader
VA11.1.1111.1N( ;AM, Miss 1).K.

Rapporteur
ATAULLAIL Mrs. Qamar
BONI FACIO, Dr. (Mr.) Manuel F.
BULUT, Mrs. Isil
KASIIANCIII, Miss Haile
KAI, Mrs. Kazuko .

KENDALL. Dr. (Mrs.) Katherine A.
KINSEY. Miss M.J.
LEONARD. Mr. Peter
MARSAMA,N. Mr. J.
I1A, Dr. (Mr.) AhmatIullah
ONG UV. Mrs. Debt is
RIGBY. Mr. Barry D.
WORTH. Mr. George C.
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. 2
GURAN, Miss Nesrin

Dist ussion Leader
C11.1,11)11 RV, Mr. Bashir A.

Rapporteur
BATUNG, Mrs.Fitlelitlad F.
GI!ARDASIIANI. Mrs. Parichehr
.JAY ASIA% Miss Nantance
KIM. Mr. Yong Nlo
I.ASAN. Dr. (Mrs.) Dolores B.
LIYANAGE, Mr. Mathu II.
()ETTINGER. Mrs. Katherine B.
PATIIAK, Mr. S.11.
TULLOCII-REID. Miss Jean
MOON. Mrs. (M.ttthews) Insook
NG. Miss Agnes
STEIN. Dr. (Mr.) Herman I).

A

BUS TAM, Mr. Ali
Discussion Leader

NOORAFSIIAN. Mr. Parvis B.
It apporteur

ALMANZOR. Dr. (Mrs.) A;Igelina C.
ANKRAII. Mrs. E. Maxin
ANWER, Mr. Salalukli
BINTAsAN. Mrs. Warunee
FLORENDO, Mrs. Soledad (M.D.)
FRANCIS. Mrs. Sybil F..
11A. Mr. Sang Nak
KIM. Mrs. Sun Sim
MISER. Dr. (Mr.) Henry
MOMEN. Mr. M.A.
TI1UNG. Mrs. Sytt Net)
VILORIA, Mrs. Esther C.
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DISCUSSION "B" (iltOUP SI11(11.1s

B

KINSEY. Miss M. J.
Discussion Leader

DOLLYBESSON. Missune
Rapporteur

ANKRAIL Mrs. E. Maxine
BONIFACIO. Dr. (Mr.) Manuel F.
BuLuT. Mrs. Isil
CANIE Mr. Bui The
GHARDASHAM, Mrs. Parichchr
GUTIERREZ, Mrs. Fell( isima
KIANI, Mr. (Mrs.) Aqugla
KIM, Mr. Yong Mc:
MEYER. Dr. (Mr.) Ilenry
MOMEN. Mr. M.A.
NAM. Mr. SaJin
PATHAK.Mr. S.II.
HUNG, Mrs. Syn Neo

B -3

Kl-f. Miss Sema
Discussion Leader

SO.RSO. Mr.
Rapporteur

ALMANZOR. Dr. (Mrs.) Angelina C.
BXrruNG. Mrs. Fidelidatl F.
CHAUDIIR Y. Mr. Bashir A.
FRANCIS. Mrs. Sybil E.
KAY. Mrs. Ka uko T.
LIYANAGE. Mr. Mathu
MOON. Mrs. Insook (Matthews)
NANAVA ITY. Mr. Whet C
NM/RAI-SHAN. Mr. P.m iz B.
ONGU`. Mrs.
VAIL FAILINGAM. Miss D.K.
VOULGAROPOULOS, Mr. L. (M.D.)
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B 2

FI.ORENDO, Mrs. Soledad A.
(M.D.) Discussion Leader

HA. Mr. Sang Nak
Rapporteur

AAULLAIE Mrs. Qamar
BINASAN, Mrs. Waruncc
I.ASAN, Dr. (Mrs.) Dolores B.
MARSAMAN, Mr. J.
NADARAJAH, Mr. V.
NG, Miss Agnes
OETINGER, Mrs. Katherine B.
RHEE, rs. Myoung !feting
RIGBY, Mr. Barry D.
STEIN, Dr. (Mr.) Herman D.
VILORIA, Mrs. Esther C.
WEE, Mrs. Anr E.
WORTH, Mr. George C.

B -4

MIA, Dr. (Mr.) Ahmadullah
Discussion Leader

JAYASUT, Miss Nantanec -
Rapporteur

.NWER. Mr. Salahudunt
BUSTAM, Mr. Ali
GURAN, Miss Nesrin
KASI IANCHE Miss Elahe
KENDALL. Dr. (Mrs.) Katherine A.
KIM. Mr. Dock-Joon
KIM. Mrs. Sun Sim
LEE.NIENDOZA, Mrs. Thelma
LEONARD, Mr. Peter
OCAMPO, Mrs. Alicia
RODRIGUEZ. Miss I.uz E.
-IULLOCII-REID. Miss Jean
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ALMANZOR, Dr. Angelina C.
BUL(T. Mrs. 'sit
CAHN. Mr. Bui The
DOLLY BESSON. Miss June
FI.ORENDO, Mrs. Soledad A. (M.D.)
.JAYASUT. Miss Nantanee
MANI, Dr. (Mrs.) Aquila
KIM. Mr. Dockoon
KIM. Mrs. Sun Sim
NADA RAJAH. Mr. V.
MEYER. Dr. (Mr.) henry
NAN AvArry. Mr. Meher C.
()ETTINGER. Mrs. Katherine B.
VILORIA, Mrs. Esther C.

C

ATAULLAIL Mrs. Qamar
BINTASAN, Mrs.Warunee
BONIFACIO, Dr. Manuel F.
FRANCIS. Mrs. Sybil E.
GUTIERREZ. Mrs. Feliisima
KENDALL. Dr. (Mrs.) Katherine A.
KIM. Mr. Yong Mo
MOON, Mrs. (Matthews) Insook
MOWN. Mr. M. A.
NOORAFSHAN, Mr. Parviz B.
()CAMPO. Mrs. Alicia
SOETARSO, Mr.
VAILTHILINGAM, Miss D.K.
WORTH, Mr. George C.

C

ANKRAIL Mrs. E. Maxine
BusTAm, Mr. All
GlIARDASHAM. Mrs. Parichehr
GURAN, Miss Nesrin
KAY, Mrs. Kazuko T.
LEEMENDOZA, Mrs. Thelma
LIYANAGE, Mr. Mathu
NAM. Mr. Saelin
N(;. Miss Agnes
PATHAK Mr. S.H.
RIME. Mrs. Myoung Ileung
TIRING. Mrs. Syn Neo
Tul,LOCIIREID. Miss Jean
VOLGAROPOULOS, Mr. E. (M.D.)

C-4
BATTING. Mrs. Fidelidad F.
ClIAUDIIRY, Mr. Bashir A.
HA, Mr. Sang Nak
KASHANCHL Miss Elahe
KINSEY. Miss M.J.
KIT. Miss Sema
LASAN. Dr. (Mrs.) Dolores B.
LEONARD. Mr. Peter
MA RSAMAN, Mr. J.
MIA, Dr. (Mr.) Ahmadullah
ONG-UY, Mrs. Delicia
RIGBY. Mr. Barry D.
RODRIGUEZ. Miss Luz E.
SIKKEMA, Dr. Mildred
WEE. Mrs. Ann E.
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appendix b

List of Participants
Second Asian Regional Seminar

REPRESENTATIVES OF PILOT SCHOOLS

Bangladesh
MIA, Dr. ( Mr.) Ahmadullah
MOMEN, Mr. M.A.

Institute of Social Welfare and Research
University of Dacca
Dacca, Bangladesh

Indonesia
BUSTAM, Drs. ( Mr.) Ali
SOETARSO, Mr.

School of Social Welfare
JI. Ir. H. Juanda 271
Banding, Indonesia

Iran
GHARDASHAM, Mrs. Parichel-a
NOORAFSHAN, Mr. Parviz B.

Teheran School of Social Work
P.O. Box 2851
Teheran. Iran

lemaica
DOLLY-BESSON, Miss June
TULLOCH-REID, Miss Jean

Department of Sociology
University of West Indies
Mona, Kingston 7, Jamaica
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Korea
KIM, Mr. Dock-Joon
KIM, Mr. Yong-Mo

Department of Social Work
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Chung-Ang University
Seoul, Korea

MOON, Mrs. Insook ( Matthews)
RHEE, Mrs. Myong Heung

Department of Social Work
F.WHA Women's University
Seoul, Korea

HA, Mr. Sang Nak
NAM, Mr. Sae-Jin

Department of Social Work
College of Liberal Arts and Sciences
Seoul National University
Seoul, Korea

Pakistan
KIANI, Dr. ( Mrs.) Aquila

Department of Social Work
University of Karachi
University Road
Karachi-32, Pakistan
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ATAULLAII. Mrs. Qamar
CHAUDI1RY, Mr. Bashir A.

Social Work Department
University of the Panjab
Lahore. Pakistan

Philippines
OCAMPO. Mrs. Alicia

Social Work Department
Asian Social Institute
1518 Leon Guinto Street
Malate
Manila. Philippines

ON( : -UY, Mrs. Delicia
College of Sot ial Work
Centro Escolar University
Mendiola Street
Manila. Philippines

BAll UNG. Mrs. Fidelidad F.
Department of Social Work
Concordia College
1739 Ilerran
Manila D401. Philippines

GUTIF.RRF.Z. Mrs. Felicisima
Social Work Department
Maryknoll College. Katipunan Road
Quezon City, Philippines

KAY. Mrs. Kazuko T.
The Philippine School of Social Work
Philippine Women's University
1743 Taft Avenue
Manila, Philippines
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LEE-NIENDOZA, Mrs. Thelma
Institute of Social Work and
Community Development
University of the Philippines
I)iliman. Quezon City, Philippines

Sri Lanka
LIYANAGE. Mr. Mathu H.

Sri Lanka School of Social Work
82. 5th Lane
Colpetty
Colombo 3, Sri Lanka

Thailand
B1N1 ASAN, Mrs. Warunee
JAYASUT. Miss Nantanee

Faculty of Social Administration
Thammasat University
Bangkok 2, Thailand

Turkey
BULUT. Mrs. Isil
GURAN. Miss Nesrin

Social Services Academy
197 Gift Asfalt
Kecioren
Ankara, Turkey

Vietnam
CANII. Mr. Bui The

National School of Social Work
M'nistry of Social Welfare
33 Vinh-Vien
Saigon 10. South Vietnam
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REPRESENTATIVES OF PILOT ASSOCIATIONS

Schools of Social Work Association of the Philippines (SSWAP)

BONIFACIO. Dr. ( Mr.) Manuel F.
Institute of Social Work and
Community Development
University of the Philippines
Diliman. Quezon City. Philippines

OTHER PARTICIPANTS

Hong Kong
KINSEY . Miss M.J.

Department of Social Work
University of Hong Kong
Pokfulam Road
Hong Kong

NG. Miss Agnes
Department of Social Work
Chung Chi College
The Chinese University of Hong Kong
Shatin. Hong Kong

Malaysia
MAJEE[). Mrs. Ann

Ministry of Welfare Service
Jalan Semantan
Kuala Lampur. Malaysia

Singapore
:NG. Mr. John
Department of Social Work
University of Singapore
Singapore 10

FLORENDO. Dr. ( Mrs.) Soledad A.
College of Social Work
Centro Escolar University
Mendiola Street
Manila, Philippines

Singapore (continued)

BROHIER. Mrs. B.
Asia Foundation
Singapore

CHEN. Mrs. S.S.
Ministry of Health
Singapore

G011. Mr. Kee Siang
Singapore Association of
Social Workers
Singapore

TANG. Mrs. Chor I liap
Singapore Council of Social Service
Singapore

1 IR NG. Mrs. Syn Neo
Depat uncut of Social Welfare
Singapore.

VAITIIII.INGHANI. Miss D.K.
Department of Social Work
University of Singapore
Singapore 10

ANNING COMMITTEE MEMBERS
..MANZOR, Dr. ( Mrs.) Angelina C., Chairman
IASSW As:an Regional Representative
The Philippine. School of Social Work
Philippine Women's University
17.13 Taft Avenel:.
Manila. Philiprhys
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WEE. Mrs. Ann E..Co -C hairman
Department of Social Work
University of Singapore
Singapore 10
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KASIIANCIII, Miss Elahe
Teheran School of Social Work
P.O. Box 2W1
Teheran, Iran

KIM, Mrs. Sun Sim
Department of Social Work
F.WI IA Women's University
11- Dae I Iyun Dung

oul. Korea

K Miss Sema
Social Services Academy
197, Gil Asfalt
Keciiiten
Ankara. I'urkev

NIARSAMAN. Mr. J.
School of Social Welfare STKS
Pan Ir. II. Juanita 271
Bandung. Indonesia

NADARAJAII, Mr. V.
Sri Lanka School of Social Work
82. 5th Lane
Conicity
Colombo 3, Sri Lanka

OF.TTINGER, Mrs. Katherine B.
International Association
of Schools of Social Work
3.15 East 46th Street
New York, N.Y. 10017

VILORIA, Mrs. Esther C.
Department of Social Work
Institute of Social Work and
Community Development
University of the Philippine,
I)iliman. Quezon City. Philippines

RESOURCE/ PROGRAMME PERSONS

ANKRAII, Mrs. E. Maxine ( IASSW Regional Consultant for Africa)
25 Chemin des Palettes
Grand Lucy
Geneva. Switzerland

FRANCIS, Mrs. Sybil E. ( Social Work Educator)
Social Welfare Training Centre
l'niversitv of the West Indies
Mont Kingston 7. Jamaica

KENDALL. Dr. ( ) Katherine A.
( IASSW Secretary General and Project Director)

International Association of
Schools of Social Work
3-15 East 46th Street
New York. N.Y. 10017

K011. Assot . Prof. T.1*. B. ( Dean)
Fat ultv of Law
Ioivelskv of Singapore
Singapore 10
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LASAN, Dr.( Mrs.) Dolores B.
( Representing Asian Regional Association of Schools of
Social Work)
Philippine School of Social Work
Philippine Women's University
1743 Taft Avenue
Manila, Philippines

LEONARD, Mr. Peter ( Social Sciences and Social Work)
National Institute for Social Work
5 Tavistock Place
London WC IH 9SS, England

MEYER, Dr. ( Mr.) Henry ( Sociologist)
Social Work Education and

Population Program
The University of Michigan
1015 East Huron
Ann Arbor, Michigan 48104

NA NAVATTY, Mr. Meher C. ( U.N. Economic Commission for Asia
and the Far East)
United Nations Economic Commission

for Asia and the Far East
Sala Santitham
Bangkok 2, Thailand

PAKSHONG, Dr. D.J. ( Senior Health Officer)
Maternal and Child Health Services
Ministry of health
Singapore

PATHAK. Mr. S.H. ( Social Work Educator)
Delhi School of Social Work
University of Delhi
3 University Road
Delhi 7. India

RAI 1%IAN. Dr. Shamsuddin bin Abdul ( Director)
Malaysia Family Planning Board
Johore Bahru. Malaysia

RATNAM, Dr. S.S. ( Professor of Obstetrics and Gynaecology)
I'niversity of Singapore
Singapore 10
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RODRIGUEZ. Miss Luz E. ( IASSW Regional Representative
for Latin America)
Apartado 7718
Panama 9. Panama

SIKKENIA. Dr. Mildred ( Social Work Educator)
326 Ilalaki Street
Honolulu. Hawaii 96821

STEIN. Dr. ( Mr.) Herman D ( IASSW President)
International Association of Schools

of Social Work
345 East 46th Street
New York. N.Y. 10017

VOI 'LGAROPOULOS. Dr. ( Mr.) Emmanuel ( Medical Doctor)
School of Public health
University of Hawaii
1890 East West Road
I lonolulu. I lawaii 96822

WINFIEI.D. Dr. ( Mr.) Gerald F.
Agency for International Development
Manpower and Institutions Division
PHA P01' MI
Washington. D.C. 20523

WORTII. Mr. George C. ( Population Expert)
I'he Population Council
P.O. Box No. 83
Kwang Wha Moon
Seoul. Korea
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SEMINAR STAFF

(:I LAN(;. Mrs. Bng Choo ( Seminar Administrative Officer)
o Depart rent of Social %York

l'nivrsity of Singapore
Singapore 10

( :11A11. N1r. Hock Bung r Publications Arrangements)
Department of Social Work
University of Singapore
Singapore 10

R IGBY Mr. Barry D. ( 1ASSW Programme Specialist)
International Association of
Schools of Social Work
345 East 46th Street
New York. N.Y. 10017
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